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About these reports
The Comcare and Safety, Rehabilitation and
Compensation Commission (SRCC) annual reports
document the activities of Comcare and the SRCC,
and the performance of the Comcare scheme from
1 July 2016 to 30 June 2017.
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The SRCC does not have staff or a budget, so
financial statements are only prepared and reported
for Comcare.

The annual performance statements provide
information about Comcare’s performance in
2016–17.

The Comcare Annual Report 2016–17 complies with
the requirements contained in the Safety, Rehabilitation
and Compensation Act 1988 (SRC Act), the Work
Health and Safety Act 2011 (WHS Act), and the Public
Governance, Performance and Accountability Act 2013
(PGPA Act).

The management and accountability section details
internal and external scrutiny, and Comcare’s
corporate governance, human resources and
business capability.

The SRCC Annual Report 2016–17 complies with the
requirements of the SRC Act and the WHS Act.
These annual reports have been prepared in
accordance with section 46 of the Public, Governance,
Performance and Accountability Act 2013 and
Subdivision B of Division 3A of the Public Governance,
Performance and Accountability Amendment (Corporate
Commonwealth Entity Annual Reporting) Rule 2014.

ANNUAL REPORT STRUCTURE
Overview
This section of the report provides the reader with
an overview of the Comcare scheme. It details the
objectives, functions, roles and responsibilities of
Comcare and the SRCC. This section also highlights
the overall performance of the Comcare scheme.
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This report includes information about Comcare,
including a Director’s review, financial review, and
information about Comcare’s Executive.

Safety, Rehabilitation and Compensation
Commission Annual Report 2016–17
This report details the objectives, roles, functions,
membership and operations of the SRCC. It also
provides details about the performance of the SRCC.

Financial reports
The financial reports provide detailed information
about the financial performance of Comcare.

Appendices and references
The appendices contain information and statistics that
address mandatory reporting requirements under the
PGPA Act and Comcare’s enabling legislation.
This section includes a glossary of terms and
acronyms, compliance index and alphabetical index.
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Ministers serving during 2016–17
Senator the Hon. Michaelia Cash
Minister for Employment
Minister for Women
Minister Assisting the Prime Minister for the
Public Service
Senator for Western Australia
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Letter of transmittal—Comcare
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

19 September 2017
Senator the Hon. Michaelia Cash
Minister for Employment
Parliament House
CANBERRA ACT 2600
Dear Minister
I have pleasure in submitting to you Comcare’s Annual Report for the year ended
30 June 2017.
The report meets the requirements of federal law including:
>

section 46 of the Public Governance, Performance and Accountability Act 2013

>

schedule 2, section 3 of the Work Health and Safety Act 2011

>

section 85 of the Safety, Rehabilitation and Compensation Act 1988.

Following its tabling in Parliament, the report will be available on the Comcare website.

Yours sincerely

Jennifer Taylor

GPO BOX 9905
CANBERRA ACT 2601
P 1300 366 979

COMCARE.GOV.AU
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Letter of transmittal—Safety, Rehabilitation and
Compensation Commission
GPO Box 9905
Canberra ACT 2601

13 September 2017
Senator the Hon. Michaelia Cash
Minister for Employment
Parliament House
Canberra ACT 2600
Dear Minister
I have pleasure in submitting the annual report of the Safety, Rehabilitation and Compensation
Commission (Commission) for the financial year ending 30 June 2017.
The report is provided to you in accordance with the Safety, Rehabilitation and Compensation Act
1988 (SRC Act).
Section 89S of the SRC Act provides that the chairperson must give the Minister, for presentation to
the Parliament, a report of the Commission’s activities during the financial year. Following its tabling
in Parliament, the report will be placed on the Commission’s website.
Yours sincerely

Barry Sherriff
Chairperson
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The Comcare scheme
SCHEME OVERVIEW

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

The Comcare scheme:

Comcare is the statutory authority established under
the SRC Act, and with the SRCC we administer the
Commonwealth’s statutory framework for rehabilitation
and workers’ compensation.

> works in partnership with employers and their
employees to prevent workplace injuries
> appropriately uses regulatory sanctions for any
demonstrable failure of the employer’s duty of care
> empowers employers to work with their employees
to maintain an employee with a workplace injury
at work, or to achieve an early, safe and durable
return to work
> provides employees with a workplace injury with a
statutory package of economic and non-economic
benefits.

GOVERNING LEGISLATION
The Safety, Rehabilitation and Compensation Act 1988
(SRC Act) provides the legislative framework for the
Comcare scheme. The SRC Act establishes Comcare
and the Safety, Rehabilitation and Compensation
Commission (SRCC), and sets out the functions and
powers of these bodies.
Comcare has functions and responsibilities under the
Work Health and Safety Act 2011 (WHS Act). The main
object of the WHS Act is to provide for a balanced and
nationally consistent framework to secure the health
and safety of workers and workplaces.

COMCARE AND SRCC ANNUAL REPORTS 2016–17

Comcare’s role is to support participation and
productivity through healthy and safe workplaces that
minimise the impact of harm in workplaces covered
by Comcare.
Comcare also has functions and responsibilities
under the Asbestos-related Claims (Management of
Commonwealth Liabilities) Act 2005.
Comcare provides advice and services to the
SRCC and the Seafarers Safety, Rehabilitation and
Compensation Authority (Seacare Authority).
Comcare is the national work health and safety
regulator under the federal WHS Act.
More information is available in the About Comcare
and About the SRCC sections of each annual report
(pages 10 and 66 respectively).
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Commonwealth safety, rehabilitation and compensation scheme
Figure 1: Commonwealth safety, rehabilitation and compensation scheme
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WHS Act—Work Health and Safety Act 2011
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Comcare regulates rehabilitation and
other matters
at 30 June 2017

ARC Act—Asbestos-related Claims (Management of Commonwealth Liabilities) Act 2005
MRC Act—Military Rehabilitation and Compensation Act 2004
SRC Act—Safety, Rehabilitation and Compensation Act 1988
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SCHEME PROFILE
The following tables provide an overview of the Comcare scheme’s performance at 30 June 2017. The
tables include performance in 2016–17 compared to 2015–16. All data in these tables were extracted on
25 July 2017, unless otherwise indicated (refer to WHS notifications).
Table 1: Scheme coverage
Scheme coverage1

2015–16

2016–17

Under WHS Act

406,810

410,634

Australian Government (WHS Act)*

185,749

187,726

Self-insured licensees

158,912

160,908

62,149

62,000

Under SRC Act

375,954

388,377

Australian and ACT Governments (SRC Act)*

208,228

209,552

Self-insured licensees

167,726

178,825

Australian Defence Force

* The difference between Australian Government (WHS Act) and, Australian and ACT Government (SRC Act) is represented in Figure 1.

Table 2: Scheme workers’ compensation data
Sector
Incidence of claims
lodged*
Incidence of accepted
claims*
Incidence of serious
claims*
Total number of
compensable deaths

2015–16

2016–17

Australian and ACT Governments (SRC Act)

13.5

11.6

Self-insured licensees

19.8

19.4

Scheme

16.3

15.2

Australian and ACT Governments (SRC Act)

9.6

8.1

Self-insured licensees

15.1

15.2

Scheme

12.0

11.4

Australian and ACT Governments (SRC Act)

5.9

5.1

Self-insured licensees

6.6

6.8

Scheme

6.2

5.9

Australian and ACT Governments (SRC Act)

9

16

Self-insured licensees

3

7

12

23

Scheme

* All incidence rates are per 1000 FTE employees.

1 Full time equivalent FTE employees.
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Table 3: Notifications of work health and safety incidents2
Notification type

Sector
Australian Government (WHS Act)
Self-insured licensees
Serious injury or illness
Australian Defence Force
Comcare’s WHS jurisdiction total
Australian Government (WHS Act)
Self-insured licensees
Dangerous incidents
Australian Defence Force
Comcare’s WHS jurisdiction total
Australian Government (WHS Act)
Self-insured licensees
Notifiable worker
fatalities
Australian Defence Force
Comcare’s WHS jurisdiction total

2015–16
195
148
180
523
391
270
191
852
5
6
3
14

2016–17*
195
164
180
539
395
234
152
781
5
5
5
15

2015–16
2024
1506
3530
83%
80%
82%
714
647
1361

2016–17
2583
1229
3812
81%
83%
81%
916
567
1483

2015–16
7.5
4.4
5.3
5.3
4.1
4.6
9.1
4.8
7.2

2016–17
7.6
4.6
5.5
5.7
4.4
4.9
9.7
4.9
6.9

* Notification data extracted on 24 July 2017.
Note: Not all Self-insured licensees within Comcare’s scheme are covered by the WHS Act.

Table 4: Scheme disputation rates
Number of
reconsideration
requests received
Reconsideration
affirmation rate3
Number of AAT
applications made

Sector
Australian and ACT Governments (SRC Act)
Self-insured licensees
Scheme
Comcare affirmation rate (premium payers)
Self-insured licensees affirmation rate
Scheme affirmation rate
Australian and ACT Governments (SRC Act)
Self-insured licensees
Scheme

Table 5: Rehabilitation and return to work

Median lost time
(weeks)
Median lost time
(weeks) injury claims
Median lost time
(weeks) disease
claims

Sector
Australian and ACT Governments (SRC Act)
Self-insured licensees
Scheme
Australian and ACT Governments (SRC Act)
Self-insured licensees
Scheme
Australian and ACT Governments (SRC Act)
Self-insured licensees
Scheme

2 as per Part 3 of the WHS Act.
3 Affirmation rate is the percentage of reviewable decisions that affirmed the original determination with a decision in the reporting period.
Excludes initiated by own motion and withdrawn.
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Comcare Director’s review
STRATEGIC DIRECTION

SCHEME PERFORMANCE

During 2016–17 we have remained focused on
our strategic outcome—supporting participation and
productivity through healthy and safe workplaces
that minimise the impact of harm. While this shapes
all our business outputs, Comcare is committed to
our purposes of being a leading national insurer,
national regulator, achieving excellence in scheme
management and design, and efficient and effective
operations. This year we have also focused on
leading the national conversation about the health
benefits of good work and driving improvements in
work participation.

We are continuing to see positive results across the
scheme from our ongoing efforts in prevention and
early intervention. Improvements by employers in
early detection, management of injury and an increase
in early intervention actions are benefiting return to
work outcomes.

The Comcare scheme is now fully funded for the first
time since 2010 and well ahead of our 2020 target.
We believe this is the most significant turnaround for a
workers’ compensation scheme ever seen in Australia.
The result provides much greater certainty, and we
must now ensure the scheme remains sustainable.
The average scheme premium rate fell to 1.23 per
cent for 2017–18, down 28 per cent on the previous
year, and we remain on track to reduce this further in
the year ahead.
The results were driven by ongoing falls in the number
of claims received and improving return to work
outcomes. Claim duration after injury has levelled off
and is showing continued improvement in the critical
first six months after injury. The scheme is in excellent
financial health with the funding ratio of assets to
liabilities at 102 per cent and an operating surplus—
our fourth consecutive—of $467.4 million for
2016–17. Claims liabilities reduced by $700 million
over the past three years and this is confirmation of
the trends we have seen in fewer new claims and
better return to work outcomes.
To build on this success Comcare will maintain a
strong focus on prevention, early intervention and
return to and recovery at work, while finding new
ways to drive improvement across our operations.
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The number of new claims received in the Comcare
scheme has reduced by 30 per cent over the past
five years, with continued falls across all injury types.
Claim duration has levelled off and the number of
long-term claims for incapacity has decreased for
the first time in a number of years. We are continuing
to work with scheme participants to achieve a
sustainable and better practice scheme and this will
result in further reductions in claim costs.
Comcare maintains the lowest injury incidence rates
of any jurisdiction and we are constantly working
towards becoming a zero-fatality scheme. In the
year ahead we will further embed our compliance
and enforcement policy that takes a more proactive,
risk-based approach to regulation and empowers
the jurisdiction to take more responsibility for its own
compliance. We are committed to working closely
with employers and employees to provide appropriate
and supportive regulation and enforcement to ensure
that unsafe work practices and environments are
identified and managed early.

IMPROVING WORK PARTICIPATION
Partnerships across the public and private sectors
remain integral to Comcare delivering its outcome.
Strong and effective collaboration with employers,
employees and industry leaders allow us to leverage
our national presence and influence conversations
around safety, rehabilitation and compensation.

9
Jennifer Taylor
Comcare’s Chief Executive Officer
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Comcare’s Health Benefits of Work programme
continues to translate and promote the evidence that
a timely, supported return to work results in faster
recovery from injury and illness and can reduce
the risk of longer term disability. Ongoing efforts
through this programme include working to increase
uptake of a certificate of capacity available to general
practitioners (GPs) in the ACT, and supporting GPs to
focus on their patients’ capacity for work.
The next phase of this work is Comcare’s Collaborative
Partnership to Improve Work Participation for people
with temporary or permanent physical and mental
health conditions that impact their ability to work.
This cross-sector partnership aims to address work
participation across the workers’ compensation,
superannuation, life insurance and disability support
sectors through a national effort by public, private and
not-for-profit organisations.
Three projects have commenced in this area and work
is well underway. The Cross-sector project is looking
at the existing data and services provided across all
the systems that support people to work. An Employer
mobilisation project, in its initial stage, is a research

effort examining employer attitudes and barriers to
participation. A third project is building on the existing
work of Comcare and others to develop consistent
supports for GPs to help people return to work. The
Collaborative Partnership is the first real attempt, in
the public or private sectors, to work across multiple
industries and benefit structures to improve work
participation and service delivery.

OUTLOOK
While we remain committed to being a leading insurer
and national regulator, our 2017–18 Corporate
Plan has been refined to reflect our strong focus on
preparing for emerging issues within the scheme,
and ensuring that we are well placed to respond to
the needs of our stakeholders in the future. Comcare
must be a flexible and innovative organisation to
meet the future challenges and opportunities in our
operating environment. Priorities for the year ahead
include further refining claims management to
improve health outcomes, an increased focus on riskbased regulation, and ongoing streamlining of our
business systems.
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About Comcare
COMCARE OVERVIEW
Comcare is a statutory authority established
under the Safety, Rehabilitation and Compensation
Act 1988 (SRC Act). Comcare has a number of
powers and functions conferred under the Work
Health and Safety Act 2011 (WHS Act) and SRC
Act. Comcare is also responsible for managing the
Commonwealth’s asbestos-related claims liabilities
under the Asbestos‑related Claims (Management of
Commonwealth Liabilities) Act 2005 (ARC Act).
Comcare supports participation and productivity
nationally through healthy and safe workplaces that
minimise the impact of harm.
Comcare’s programmes and services are used by:
> Australian Government agencies and authorities
> national companies licensed by the Safety,
Rehabilitation and Compensation Commission
(SRCC)
> members of the Australian Defence Force (ADF)—
when not at war—including reservists and cadets
> the ACT Government
> individuals making claims against the
Commonwealth for asbestos-related conditions.
These employers and employees are in a range of
industries including government services, transport
and logistics, financial and banking services,
construction, telecommunications, defence and
postal services.
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The Public Governance, Performance and Accountability
Act 2013 (PGPA Act) establishes a system of
governance and accountability for public resources,
with an emphasis on planning, performance and
reporting. Under the PGPA Act, Comcare is a corporate
Commonwealth entity and is:
> a body corporate
> established for a public purpose that holds money
on its own account
> governed by an accountable authority
> legally financially separate from the
Commonwealth
> subject to the Commonwealth Procurement Rules
under PGPA Act, Rule 30.

INSURER ROLE
Under the SRC Act, Comcare is the claims and
liability manager for premium paying employers
(Commonwealth departments and agencies, and
the ACT Government) in the workers’ compensation
scheme. This role includes the setting and collecting
of premiums specific to each agency. Comcare’s role
is comparable to that of an insurer and fund manager
as it has the power under the SRC Act to apply
premiums to meet Comcare’s liability and claims
administration cost.

11
REGULATOR ROLE

Comcare has a range of other functions and powers
under the SRC Act that relate to the management of the
Comcare scheme. These functions span across the
entire scheme covering premium paying employers
and self-insured licensees. These functions comprise:

Comcare has regulatory functions and powers in
relation to work health and safety (under the WHS
Act) and workplace rehabilitation (under the SRC Act).
In exercising these functions and powers, Comcare
needs to be aware of the many ways that the activities
of a regulatory agency can affect the behaviour
of regulated entities and contribute to regulatory
objectives.

> developing, issuing, maintaining and monitoring
the legislative and policy framework for the
scheme, ranging from legislative instruments
under the SRC Act to guidance issued for scheme
employers on particular provisions

Comcare’s compliance and enforcement activities are
based on finding the right balance between:

> collecting, managing and reporting ‘whole-ofscheme’ data and trends

> fulfilling our responsibilities as a regulatory
agency, being firm but fair

> working with and supporting the SRCC to manage
the entry, monitoring and management of
self‑insured licensees and any outsourced claims
management provider used by the licensees under
the SRC Act—including the setting of annual
cost-recovered licence fees for participation in the
scheme

> making full use of intelligence and data so that our
activities are based on analysis of risk

> supporting the Seacare Authority to achieve its role
and functions under its governing legislation
> setting and collecting regulatory contributions
for employers covered by the SRC Act and the
WHS Act (who are not licensees, for example, the
Australian Government, ADF and ACT Government)
> advising the Minister on the operation and
effectiveness of the SRC Act.

> enabling regulated entities to take responsibility
for their own compliance, aiming to increase their
levels of capability and commitment
> being aware of the financial and other burdens that
regulatory activities impose on regulated entities’
operations.
Comcare’s specific compliance and enforcement
activities range across a spectrum from proactively
providing information and advice, through making
authorisation and approval decisions and monitoring
the extent of compliance in the jurisdiction, to
investigating contraventions. Comcare weighs up
many factors depending on the circumstances of
each particular case to arrive at the most appropriate
response for each situation.
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THE SEAFARERS SAFETY, REHABILITATION
AND COMPENSATION AUTHORITY

INFORMATION ABOUT THE ACCOUNTABLE
AUTHORITY

The Seafarers Safety, Rehabilitation and Compensation
Authority (Seacare Authority) is responsible for
overseeing the Seacare scheme. The Seacare scheme
is a national scheme of occupational health and
safety (OH&S)4, and rehabilitation and workers’
compensation arrangements which applies to defined
seafaring employees.

Under the PGPA Act, Comcare is a corporate
Commonwealth entity with a Chief Executive Officer as
the accountable authority.

The Seacare Authority is not a body corporate
and does not employ its own staff. Under section
72A of the SRC Act Comcare must provide the
Seacare Authority with secretariat support and other
assistance, and to make available the services of
such members of its staff as the Seacare Authority
reasonably requires from time to time for the proper
performance of its functions or exercise of its powers.
On behalf of the Seacare Authority, Comcare:
> provides secretariat, policy and strategic support
to the Seacare Authority, and assistance in
implementing its decisions
> administers Seacare scheme legislation and
monitors the operation of such legislation
> manages the annual appropriation for supporting
the Seacare function
> monitors and reports on Seacare scheme
performance
> prepares an annual report to the Parliament
> reports to the Minister
> liaises and communicates with Seacare scheme
stakeholders and other like regulators
> promotes the objectives of the Seacare scheme,
particularly the reduction of the human and
financial costs of workplace injury in the Australian
maritime industry.
4 as per Occupational Health and Safety (Maritime Industry) Act 1993.
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Ms Jennifer Taylor is Chief Executive Officer of
Comcare. She has held a variety of Deputy Secretary
roles in the Department of Employment and the
Department of Education, Employment and Workplace
Relations. Ms Taylor has extensive experience
in employment and workforce issues, including
economic and labour market analysis. She has also
worked in senior positions in the South Australian
Government in policy areas of employment, youth,
industrial affairs and workers’ compensation
and WHS.
Ms Taylor is currently Chair, Collaborative Partnership
of Work Participation; Member, Military Rehabilitation
and Compensation Commission; Member, Heads
of Workplace Safety Authorities; Member, Heads of
Workers’ Compensation Authorities; Member, Mentally
Healthy Workplace Alliance and Deputy Chair of the
Seacare Authority.
Ms Taylor holds a Graduate Certificate in Management
from the University of Adelaide and is a Graduate,
Australian Institute of Company Directors.
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ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE
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Figure 2: Comcare’s organisation chart—at 1 July 2017
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COMCARE’S EXECUTIVE
Table 6: Comcare’s Executive for 2016–17
Chief Executive
Officer

General
Managers

Departed
Comcare

Jennifer Taylor
Chief Executive Officer
1 July 2016—ongoing
Aaron Hughes
Scheme Management
1 July 2016—ongoing

Gary Jeffery
Claims Management
1 July 2016—ongoing

Justin Napier
Regulatory Operations
1 July 2016—ongoing

Lynette Maclean
Corporate Management Group
1 July 2016—ongoing

Natalie Bekis
Strategic Research and Innovation
29 May 2017—ongoing

Tony Middlebrook
Insurance
1 July 2016—ongoing

Bruce Watson
Executive General Manager
Claims and Liability Management
1 July 2016—31 January 2017

COMCARE’S LOCATIONS
Table 7: Comcare’s office locations

National office

Regional
offices

Australian Capital Territory
Level 4
121 Marcus Clarke Street
Canberra ACT 2600
Sydney office
Level 30
Sydney Central Building
477 Pitt Street
Sydney NSW 2000

Newcastle office
Suite 1
47 Bolton Street
Newcastle NSW 2300

Victoria office
Level 6
535 Bourke Street
Melbourne VIC 3000

South Australia office
Level 6
26 Flinders Street
Adelaide SA 5000

Queensland office
Level 13
410 Queen Street
Brisbane QLD 4000

Western Australia office
Level 5
89 St Georges Terrace
Perth WA 6000
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Financial review
KEY FINANCIAL RESULTS

The significant operating surplus was mainly due to actuarial release as a result of favourable claims experience
over the past 12 months. The favourable valuation was primarily due to reduced volume of new claims being
received and accepted, but also impacted by Comcare’s continued focus on liability management. During the year,
strategic projects targeting return to work outcomes, efficient and effective claims management processes, and
risk based file reviews have contributed to a significant reduction in premium claims costs and outstanding claims
liabilities.
Consequently, the funding ratio of the premium paying sector rose from 84 per cent to 102 per cent in 2016–17.
Table 8: Comcare operating results
2016–17

2015–16

2014–15

2013–14

$m

$m

$m

$m

382.5

414.7

491.8

411.1

Other cost-recovery revenue

35.9

36.0

35.3

36.5

Interest and other revenue

33.4

29.5

28.3

22.1

Revenue from government

61.0

66.2

65.3

74.0

(264.7)

(281.8)

(293.4)

(306.2)

(98.6)

(99.7)

(100.1)

(104.7)

Administration expenses (projects)

(9.3)

(7.5)

(2.9)

(3.1)

Surplus of revenue over expenses

140.2

157.4

224.3

129.7

454.4

75.3

(86.0)

(70.8)

(127.2)*

20.4

26.5

(4.3)

467.4

253.0

164.8

54.6

15.3

(452.1)

(709.4)

(881.9)

Cash and cash equivalents

979.8

820.3

677.6

422.3

Funding ratio

102%

84%

76%

68%

Workers’ compensation premiums

Claim payments
Administration expenses (business as usual)

Movement in claims provisions and appropriations receivable
Provisions for outstanding claims liabilities
Available funding from movement in
claims provisions
Surplus/(deficit) on continuing operations
Net equity

* In 2016–17 available funding reduced due to favourable movements in premium, pre-premium and common law asbestos-related
claims provision.
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Comcare achieved an operating surplus of $467.4 million in 2016–17. The result exceeded budget expectations
and represents the fourth successive operating surplus since Comcare embarked on a medium-term strategy to
restore the premium scheme to a fully-funded position.
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PREMIUM INSURANCE OPERATIONS
The financial performance of insurance operations in
the premium scheme significantly improved from last
year, with the funding ratio of the premium paying
scheme rising from 84 per cent to 102 per cent
in 2016–17.
The favourable result has seen Comcare’s premium
scheme become fully funded for the first time since
2009–10, three years ahead of Comcare’s target date
of 2020. The primary driver of this improvement has
been a reduced number of new claims received and
accepted. Comcare’s continued effort to manage the
claims liability by investing in strategic projects aimed
at improving return to work outcomes, improving
efficiency and effectiveness in business processes and
increasing focus on liability management have also
contributed to the improved performance.
Premium scheme assets increased from
$2,307.1 million to $2,475.9 million (by
$168.8 million). In 2013–14, Comcare introduced
an additional margin in premiums to restore full
funding of the scheme over a period of 5–10 years.
The additional margin collected and lower benefit
payments have contributed to the increase in the
premium scheme assets. Due to the better than
anticipated improvement in the funding ratio, no
additional margin will be charged in 2017–18.
Premium scheme liabilities decreased from
$2,757.9 million to $2,420.7 million (by
$337.2 million) in 2016–17. This was the second
consecutive year in which Comcare has achieved
a release in the valuation of outstanding premium
claims liabilities. The favourable movement was
driven by the reduced volume of claims received and
accepted, improved short- and long-term continuance
rates and changes in economic assumptions.
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Other cost recovery revenue from regulatory
contributions and licence fees remained at a similar
level to the previous year. Comcare’s total holdings
of cash and cash equivalents increased during
2016–17 from $820.3 million to $979.8 million.
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Overview
INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT
I, Jennifer Taylor, as the Chief Executive Officer of Comcare, present the 2016–17 annual performance statements
of Comcare, as required under paragraph 39(1)(a) of the Public Governance, Performance and Accountability
Act 2013 (PGPA Act). In my opinion, these annual performance statements are based on properly maintained
records, accurately reflect the performance of Comcare and comply with subsection 39(2) of the PGPA Act.

ENHANCED COMMONWEALTH PERFORMANCE FRAMEWORK
Comcare’s annual performance statements provide the government and the parliament with detailed information
about our non-financial performance. Established under the PGPA Act and Rule, the enhanced Commonwealth
performance framework provides a clear, logical link between our portfolio budget statements, corporate plan and
annual report.
In 2016–17 Comcare adopted the enhanced commonwealth performance framework as the basis for its quarterly
performance reports. These quarterly reports form an essential part of our accountability system that compares
performance criteria and figures to those actually achieved. This results in a clear end-of-cycle picture of
Comcare’s performance within the annual performance statements.

COMCARE 2016–17 CORPORATE PLAN
Table 9: Comcare 2016–17 Corporate Plan defines our four purposes
Purpose 1

Purpose 2

Purpose 3

Purpose 4

Leading insurer

National Regulator

Excellence in scheme
management and
design

Efficient and effective
operations

Working with employers
and employees to
minimise the impact of
harm in workplaces,
facilitate return to work
and recovery at work,
and deliver sustainable
management of the fund

Working with employers,
employees and other
stakeholders through
consistent, risk-based
regulation to improve
work health, safety and
rehabilitation outcomes
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Working with scheme
participants to achieve
sustainable and better
practice national
schemes

Working together to
achieve our Outcome
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COMCARE PORTFOLIO BUDGET STATEMENTS 2016–17
Comcare has one outcome in the Portfolio Budget Statements 2016–17.
Table 10: Comcare’s outcome consists of six components.
OUTCOME 1
Supporting participation and productivity through healthy and safe workplaces that minimise the impact of
harm in workplaces covered by Comcare
Programme 1: Comcare

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
Comcare’s annual performance statements (APS) should be read in conjunction with the Comcare 2016–17
Corporate Plan (Corporate Plan) and Portfolio Budget Statements 2016–17 (PBS).
The APS combine the performance information from our Corporate Plan and PBS.
Table 11: Links between the Corporate Plan’s purposes and the PBS components
Comcare Corporate Plan and PBS components
Corporate Plan purposes

PBS components

1—Leading insurer

Component 1.4—Premium claims
Component 1.5—Pre-premium claims
Component 1.6—Asbestos claims

2—National regulator

Component 1.1—Work Health, Safety, and Rehabilitation Regulation

3—Excellence in scheme
management and design

Component 1.2—Comcare Workers’ Compensation Scheme Management
Component 1.3—SRCC and Seacare Authority support

4—Efficient and effective
operations
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Component 1.1—Work Health, Safety and Rehabilitation Regulation
Component 1.2—Comcare Workers’ Compensation Scheme Management
Component 1.3—SRCC and Seacare Authority Support
Component 1.4—Premium Claims
Component 1.5—Pre-premium Claims
Component 1.6—Asbestos Claims
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Purpose 1—Leading insurer
WORKING WITH EMPLOYERS AND EMPLOYEES TO MINIMISE HARM IN WORKPLACES,
SUPPORT RETURN TO WORK AND RECOVERY AT WORK, AND DELIVER SUSTAINABLE
MANAGEMENT OF THE FUND
PERFORMANCE CRITERION
PBS—Scheme is fully funded by 1 July 2020 (that is, the percentage of premium-related assets to premiumrelated liabilities)
Corporate Plan—The insured scheme is fully funded by 1 July 2020, measured by regular valuations of
liabilities and assets, to ensure the scheme remains financially sustainable.
SOURCE

TARGET

PBS component 1.4
Corporate Plan

85 per cent or higher by 30 June 2017

RESULT
In 2016–17 Comcare achieved a funding ratio of 102 per cent. Comcare’s premium scheme has returned to a
fully funded position three years ahead of the target date of 2020.
PERFORMANCE CRITERION
PBS—Scheme liability is reduced by $1 billion by 1 July 2018
Corporate Plan—Reduce the insured scheme liability to $1.9 billion, a reduction of $1 billion from the baseline
at 30 June 2014, to ensure the scheme remains financially sustainable.
SOURCE

TARGET

PBS component 1.4

$2.3 billion or lower by 1 July 2017

Corporate Plan

Scheme liability is reduced to $2.3 billion by
30 June 2017

RESULT
In 2016–17 Comcare’s scheme liabilities reduced from $2.7 billion to $2.4 billion.
The reduction was driven by improved claims management practices, reduction in the number of claims
received and accepted, improved continuance rates and changes in economic assumptions.
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PERFORMANCE CRITERION
PBS—Premiums are at an optimal level (that is, average premiums as a percentage of payroll)
Corporate Plan—The average Commonwealth premium rate reduces to 1.1 per cent of payroll (excluding GST)
by 2018–19, to ensure the scheme remains financially sustainable.
TARGET

PBS component 1.4

1.3 per cent or lower by 1 July 2017

Corporate Plan

Average Commonwealth premium rate = 1.3 per cent
of payroll

RESULT
The average Commonwealth premium rate decreased from 1.8 per cent of payroll (excluding GST) in
2015–16 to 1.72 per cent for 2016–17.
Comcare’s 2017–18 premium rate is 1.23 per cent. Comcare has exceeded its target of 1.3 per cent for
average premium rate for 2017–18.
PERFORMANCE CRITERION
PBS—Reduce administration costs
Corporate Plan—Reduce the administration cost ratio to 20 per cent by 2018–19, measured by Safe Work
Australia’s comparative performance monitoring methodology, to ensure cost effective management of the fund.
SOURCE

TARGET

PBS component 1.4
Corporate Plan

Administrative cost ratio is 21 per cent or lower by
1 July 2017

RESULT
In 2016–17, Comcare’s administrative cost as a percentage of claims expenses was 22.6 per cent. This is a
reduction on the 2015–16 year administrative costs as a percentage of claims expenses of 25.7 per cent.
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PERFORMANCE CRITERION
PBS—Early return to work of employees (that is, per cent and number of employees on reduced income
continuance. Reported by time period: 4, 13, 26 and 52 weeks)
Corporate Plan—Increase the proportion of employees who have returned to work, measured by duration on
incapacity benefits, to facilitate recovery and reduce liability. (reported by time period 13, 26 and 78 weeks)
SOURCE

TARGET

PBS component 1.4

Reduction in trends over time

Corporate Plan

Accrued incapacity duration
13 weeks—71 per cent
26 weeks—80 per cent
78 weeks—90 per cent

RESULT
In 2016–17, the percentage of claims with four weeks of incapacity that continued to 13 weeks or more of
incapacity was 59 per cent. This is the difference between the number of employees on reduced income at
4 weeks (640) compared to 13 weeks (379) as a percentage of claims.
Table 12: Percentage and number of employees on reduced income 2016–17
Time period of reduced income

Percentage

Number of employees

>1 day

100

1 067

4 weeks

60.2

640

13 weeks

35.5

379

26 weeks

20.9

223

52 weeks

12.9

138

78 weeks

10.2

109
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PERFORMANCE CRITERION
PBS—Satisfaction with services (that is, percentage and number of employers and employees satisfied with
the quality of services provided to case managers in agencies)
Corporate Plan—A sustained high level of satisfaction and engagement with the services provided, measured
by survey, to ensure services are appropriate, responsive and relevant.
TARGET

PBS component 1.4

85 per cent or higher

Corporate Plan

80 per cent or higher

RESULT
In 2016–17, 72 per cent (N=325) of employees indicated satisfaction with the quality of claims management
service from Comcare staff. This result is consistent with the 2015–16 result and is from the 2016–17
Comcare Return to Work Survey conducted in March 2017.
In 2016–17, 63 per cent (N=176) of employers reported satisfaction with the quality of service from Comcare
staff. This result is from the 2016–17 Employer Case Management Survey conducted in May 2017. Employer
satisfaction has risen from 58 per cent in 2015–16, largely driven by increased satisfaction with Comcare’s
responsiveness to queries, knowledgeable staff and sharing information about employee’s claims.
Note: N is the number of people who answered the questions.
PERFORMANCE CRITERION
Premium claims—Timely processing of claims
SOURCE

TARGET

PBS component 1.4

Target 100 per cent

RESULT
For 2016–17, 95 per cent of claims were determined within the agreed timeframe. This result includes claims
determined by the Australian Taxation Office and the Department of Human Services as part of the Claims
Management Initiatives Programme. This also includes claims that have previously been withdrawn where the
counter does not reset if the claim later becomes compliant.
This is consistent with the result of 95 per cent in 2015–16 and is a significant improvement on Comcare’s
performance of 77 per cent in 2014–15.
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PERFORMANCE CRITERION
Premium claims—Accurate processing of claims (percentage and number of sampled payments processed in
accordance with agreed standards)
SOURCE

TARGET

PBS component 1.4

Target 100 per cent

RESULT
For 2016–17, based on sample data, processing on premium claims achieved 98.2 per cent accuracy.
PERFORMANCE CRITERION
Premium claims—Reasonable cost to process claims (average cost per claim processed)
SOURCE

TARGET

PBS component 1.4

Reduction in trends over time

RESULT
In 2016–17 the average cost per claim processed was $2 936.32.
PERFORMANCE CRITERION
Pre-premium claims—Timely processing of claims
(Claims with a date of injury before 1 July 1989 for the Australian and ACT Governments)
SOURCE

TARGET

PBS component 1.5

Target 100 per cent

RESULT
In 2016–17, Comcare determined seven pre-premium claims. Six of these claims were determined within
agreed timeframes. This equates to 86 per cent. These claims relate to injuries prior to 1 July 1989 and
delays in obtaining and validating information for an accurate determination influence the result.
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PERFORMANCE CRITERION
Pre-premium claims—Timeliness of accurate processing of payments (percentage and number of sampled
payments processed in accordance with agreed standards)
SOURCE

TARGET

PBS component 1.5

Target 100 per cent

RESULT

PERFORMANCE CRITERION
Asbestos claims—Timeliness of claims resolution (percentage of primary asbestos claims resolved within 180
calendar days)
SOURCE

TARGET

PBS component 1.6

Target 80 per cent

RESULT
For the 2016–17 year, timeliness of claims resolution was at 63 per cent. This is an increase from 52 per cent
in 2015–16.
The nature of the conditions and the need to substitute the estate can result in lengthy delays when resolving
asbestos claims.
PERFORMANCE CRITERION
Asbestos claims—Third party recovery rate (percentage of the value of asbestos claims settlements recovered
from third parties)
SOURCE

TARGET

PBS component 1.6

Target 10 per cent

RESULT
For the 2016–17 year, recoveries against third parties were at 14 per cent, meeting our target.
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Based on a review of sample data, no pre-premium claims contained errors which equates to 100 per cent
accuracy rate for 2016–17.
In 2016–17, Comcare processed 80 per cent of non-incapacity payments within the timeframe. This
performance result includes both premium and pre-premium claims.
This is an improvement on the 2015–16 result of 68 per cent within the timeframe.
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ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE AGAINST PURPOSE 1
Comcare’s Corporate Plan set out ambitious objectives for Comcare’s workers’ compensation scheme for the
public sector. To achieve an effective and sustainable scheme our Corporate Plan focused on working with
employers and employees to minimise harm in workplaces, support return to work and recovery at work, and
deliver robust and transparent management of claims.
The funding ratio of the workers’ compensation scheme for the public sector (premium scheme) increased to
102 per cent in 2016–17 from 84 per cent in 2015–16.
Premium rates are falling with the average Commonwealth premium rate decreasing from 1.8 per cent (excluding
GST) of payroll in 2015–16 to 1.72 per cent (excluding GST) in 2016–17. Comcare premiums will also reduce
again in 2017–18 with our average premium rate of 1.23 per cent. Comcare remains focused on our objective of
returning premiums to an optimal level of 1.1 per cent of payroll (excluding GST) by 1 July 2018. The decrease
of the overall scheme premium rate is the result of continued improvement in claim frequency, claims acceptance
rates and duration of incapacity benefits.
At the 2016 Comcare National Conference, we launched the new online Premium Calculation Tool to help
premium paying agencies within the Comcare scheme better understand the premium calculations. The tool
shows how changes in agency claims experience and payroll size, both for a single year and up to four future
year, can impact premium projections. It assists agencies to gain a better understanding of how investment today
may impact future premiums through varying agency claims experience and payroll over a forecast period of up to
five years.
In 2016–17, Comcare consolidated the enhancements to our claims management model by supporting injured
employees to return to work and health through a refined focus on early intervention. We help employees return to
work sooner through greater collaboration with employers, rehabilitation case managers, medical providers and
rehabilitation providers. This has been important in reducing our liabilities, increasing return to work rates and
delivering excellent customer service.
Comcare’s Health Benefits of Work Programme is centred on the ever-increasing pool of evidence that good work,
in general, is good for health and wellbeing. Research has also demonstrated health benefits associated with
participating in work while recovering from an injury or illness, particularly for those who have acquired a mental
health illness. Employers and employees are central to promoting the health benefits of work and improving
recovery at and return to work.
Over the last 12 months Comcare has led work to develop the Collaborative Partnership for work participation
(the partnership). The partnership is an exciting opportunity to drive improvements in work participation and
productivity. It is the first real attempt to work across multiple sectors and benefit structures to improve return to
work opportunities and service delivery.
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The partnership is a national collaboration between public, private and not-for-profit organisations, aiming to
achieve sustainable improvements in working-age population health and workplace productivity. The workers’
compensation, superannuation, life insurance, employment and disability support sectors are coming together to
collaboratively address work participation and productivity. Five strategic projects have been identified, three of
which have been endorsed to progress to design and implementation; (initiatives 1, 2 and 5):
1. cross sectoral system participation
2. employer mobilisation and capability
3. employee awareness

5. GP support.
In 2016–17, we worked with the ACT Government and general practitioners (GPs) and employers in the ACT and
surrounding region to implement our Certificate of Capacity. It promotes the role of good work in recovery and
focuses on what the employee can do at work, rather than what they can’t do. Comcare is continuing to support
GPs to focus on capacity and provide information about return to work through the certificate of capacity and
case conferencing.
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4. rehabilitation services
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Purpose 2—National regulator
WORKING WITH EMPLOYERS, EMPLOYEES AND OTHER STAKEHOLDERS TO DELIVER
CONSISTENT, RISK BASED REGULATION TO IMPROVE WORK HEALTH, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION OUTCOMES.
PERFORMANCE CRITERION
Achievement of the Australian Work Health and Safety Strategy 2012–2022 targets and initiatives
SOURCE

TARGET

PBS component 1.1

Percentage number of assessed workplaces and
providers demonstrating compliance at the first time
of assessment and on subsequent assessments.
Qualitative evaluation of the consistency of
compliance activities.
Percentage number of activities that comply with
Comcare’s internal and statutory requirements of
investigations, inspections, authorisations and
assessments of notifications.

RESULT
The Australian WHS Strategy includes national targets and performance indicators that measure the success of
national actions. Targets in Australia to be achieved by 2022 include:
1. a reduction in the number of worker fatalities due to injury of at least 20 per cent
2. a reduction in the incidence rate of claims resulting in one or more weeks off work of at least 30 per cent
3. a reduction in the incidence rate of claims for musculoskeletal disorders resulting in one or more weeks off
work of at least 30 per cent.
In 2016–17, the Comcare scheme (the scheme) recorded against the targets:
1. one claim for a compensable injury fatality
2. 5.4 claims per 1000 FTE employees. This rate of improvement, if continued, would exceed the
requirements of the Australian WHS Strategy
3. a reduction to a rate of 1.4 claims per 1000 FTE employees. This is approximately 30 per cent below the
Comcare scheme target for this measure for the same period.
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PERFORMANCE CRITERION
Compliance with the Nationally Consistent Approval Framework for Workplace Rehabilitation Providers by
workplace rehabilitation programme providers approved by Comcare.
TARGET

PBS component 1.1

Percentage number of assessed workplaces and
providers demonstrating compliance at the first time
of assessment and on subsequent assessments.
Qualitative evaluation of the consistency of
compliance activities.
Percentage number of activities that comply with
Comcare’s internal and statutory requirements of
investigations, inspections, authorisations and
assessments of notifications.

RESULT
Comcare approves workplace rehabilitation providers (WRPs) who support and facilitate return to work in the
Comcare, Military Rehabilitation and Compensation, and Seacare Schemes.
There are 119 Comcare approved WRPs as at 30 June 2017.
For the period 2016–17, Comcare evaluated the results of WRP self-assessments against the Nationally
Consistency Approval Framework. During 2016–17, 87 self-assessments were reviewed, of which 63 per cent
received level one conformity and 11 per cent received level two conformity.
The remaining 26 per cent of WRPs were not assessed for the following reasons:
> assessment not required
> WRP requested to be removed from the approved Comcare list
> no self-assessment returned by WRP.
The majority of the non-conformances for WRPs with a level two score were as a result of failures of
consultants to undertake assessment services according to the standard required by the national framework’s
Principles of workplace rehabilitation.
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PERFORMANCE CRITERION
Achievement of Regulator Performance Framework requirements.
Note: Comcare’s Regulator Performance Framework includes 20 measures of good regulatory performance
and 46 output/activity-based evidence.
SOURCE

TARGET

PBS component 1.1

Percentage number of assessed workplaces and
providers demonstrating compliance at the first time
of assessment and on subsequent assessments.
Qualitative evaluation of the consistency of
compliance activities.
Percentage number of activities that comply with
Comcare’s internal and statutory requirements of
investigations, inspections, authorisations and
assessments of notifications.

RESULT
In 2016–17 Comcare completed its second annual self-assessment against the Government’s Regulatory
Performance Framework (RPF). Comcare’s Regulator Performance Framework provides regulators with a
standard set of key performance indicators, which articulate the Government’s overarching expectations of
regulator performance.
The self-assessment identified that Comcare has met 11 out of the 12 key performance indicators
(91.6 per cent). This is an increase from 85 per cent in 2015–16.
Comcare’s RPF measurement 2.1 is, ‘Comcare provides guidance and information that is up to date, clear,
accessible and concise through media appropriate to the target audience’. This measure is still being scoped
to provide the ability to receive an annual return from entities in the Comcare scheme to ascertain their WHS
compliance posture and identify emerging WHS risks.
The information collected will be used to enhance the capability of Comcare’s Risk Model and will ensure that
Comcare has a comprehensive understanding of the nature of work undertaken by employers, and associated
WHS risks, in its jurisdiction. This approach will provide value to both Comcare and its regulated entities by
ensuring more balanced and proportionate engagements and improve regulatory efficiency.
The self-assessment will be published on Comcare’s website later this year.
PERFORMANCE CRITERION
Our proactive regulatory reach is extended to all entities in our scheme, to further our breadth of activities both
in cities and remote workplaces and ensure we have increased the number of active relationships with entities.
SOURCE

TARGET

Corporate Plan

Comcare interaction with 60 per cent of entities in our
scheme

RESULT
In 2016–17, Comcare has undertaken over 3000 regulatory interactions involving 152 regulated entities. This
equates to 62 per cent of regulatory entities in our scheme.
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PERFORMANCE CRITERION
Our approach improves WHS outcomes in workplaces through increased knowledge, awareness and
compliance to ensure regulatory intervention makes a positive difference.
SOURCE

TARGET

Corporate Plan

Survey establishes a baseline of 60 per cent positive
response

RESULT

PERFORMANCE CRITERION
A sustained high level of satisfaction and engagement with services provided measured by survey, to ensure
regulatory actions are appropriate, responsive and relevant.
SOURCE

TARGET

Corporate Plan

Survey result baseline (80 per cent satisfaction
rating)

RESULT
Feedback collected during Comcare’s evaluation indicates a high level of satisfaction with our services
delivered for compliance monitoring inspections.
The majority of employers (85 per cent) felt Comcare’s regulatory response was proportionate to the issue.
Furthermore, all of the employers believed the inspector demonstrated an understanding of the issue, explained
the purpose of the inspection, how the inspection would be conducted and was clear about what they required.
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In May 2017, Comcare invited 17 employers to complete an online survey to evaluate its service delivery
activities. A total of 11 employers agreed to participate, accounting for a total of 67 per cent of all inspections
conducted by Comcare.
The majority (68 per cent) of participating employers felt the regulatory services they were involved with had a
positive impact on their workplace and improved their WHS outcomes. This is an improvement on the 2015–
16 evaluation where 66 per cent of employers felt their WHS knowledge had increased or the organisations
compliance had improved as a result of a compliance monitoring activity.
As a result of the 2015–16 evaluation activity, Comcare committed to increasing its verification of actions
taken by regulated entities on recommendations made within inspector reports. In 2016–17, Comcare
conducted 61 verification inspections and was satisfied with the actions taken following an initial inspection.
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ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE AGAINST PURPOSE 2
In 2016–17 Comcare developed a Risk Model to capture data from a variety of sources to better understand
employer WHS performance.
The Risk Model is designed to include data drawn from incident notifications, claim incidents rates, industry,
location, FTE, mechanisms of injury and a range of other data from external sources such as the Australian
Bureau of Statistics and Safe Work Australia.
The model compares data sources for each employer against industry averages and a range of other metrics in
order to gain better perspective on how the employers WHS performance and allows the regulator to prioritise
regulatory activity.
Once fully implemented the Risk Model will allow Comcare to identify emerging risks, engage with employers
who are engaged in high risk activities and target regulatory activity to broader systemic issues. The model will
enhance Comcare’s goal of being a risk-based, targeted national regulator.
In 2016–17, Comcare introduced a series of performance targets aimed at progressively extending our regulatory
reach to all entities in the scheme by 2019. The target for 2016–17 was for interaction with at least 60 per cent
of regulated entities. During the financial year, Comcare was involved in over 3000 regulatory interactions with
152 entities of the 244 regulated entities. This equates to 62 per cent of the Comcare’s regulated entities.
These interactions include:
> the provision of information and advice
> connecting locally activities
> executive engagement with employers
> a mental health community of practice
> outreach activities with entities
> WHS and rehabilitation management system audits
> investigations, and
> compliance monitoring activities.
In addition, Comcare conducted regulatory campaigns, health and safety forums, and delivered an education and
training programme.
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Comcare’s regulatory campaigns are aimed at minimising harm in the workplace. Five campaigns were
undertaken during 2016–17. Campaign topics were:
> falls of a person from a height
> mental health disorders
> healthy and safe by design
> supply chains and networks
> Globally Harmonised System of Classification and Labelling of Chemicals.

> risk perceptions
> identifying barriers to good WHS
> precursor analysis for hazard identification
> the practical implications of WHS in contract management.
Comcare’s Education Team delivered 184 training sessions across Australia to approximately 2600
participants. Comcare training provides participants with access to current research, description of WHS trends,
and information about legislative changes affecting the industry and jurisdiction. Participant feedback was
overwhelmingly positive.
To ensure our regulatory services are aligned with expectations, Comcare evaluates its regulatory performance
to understand whether our approach improves WHS outcomes in workplaces and ensures regulatory actions are
appropriate, responsive and relevant.
2016–17 indicated that Comcare is delivering its regulatory services in a manner that is meeting internal
operational requirements and the expectations of our regulated entities. The majority of employers who participated
in the evaluation felt the regulatory service they were involved with had a positive impact on their workplace and
improved WHS outcomes.
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A total of 438 registrations were received for the National WHS Forum Programme. The programme covered:
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Purpose 3—Excellence in scheme management
and design
WORKING WITH SCHEME PARTICIPANTS TO ACHIEVE SUSTAINABLE AND BETTER PRACTICE
NATIONAL SCHEMES.
PERFORMANCE CRITERION
PBS—Return to Work across scheme participants (the proportion of injured workers with 10 or more days off
work for any period of time at some stage since they had their first day off work).
Corporate Plan—Return to work rates developed through the existing biennial Return to Work Survey indicating
the rehabilitation outcomes achieved.
SOURCE

TARGET

PBS component 1.2

Achieved target of 90 per cent in quarter 1 and
95 per cent in quarter 2

Corporate Plan

Comcare Scheme return to work rate = 95 per cent

RESULT
Result: 92 per cent (89 per cent in 2015–16)
Comcare’s ‘Return to work’ and ‘Current return to work’ performance information shown here is derived from
the results of the ‘historic cohort’ on the 2017 Comcare Return to Work survey. This historic cohort only reflects
employees from premium paying agencies, who had 10 days or more off work and returned to work at any
time since their injury. This cohort is a significantly smaller cohort than used for the full RTW survey.
PERFORMANCE CRITERION
Current return to work (CRTW) (that is, the percentage of injured workers with 10 or more days off work,
who had submitted a claim 7–9 months prior to the survey, and who are working in a paid job at the time of
the survey)
SOURCE

TARGET

PBS component 1.2

Achieved target of 90 per cent in quarter 1 and
95 per cent in quarter 2

RESULT
Result: 84 per cent (84 per cent in 2015–16)
See commentary at the RTW performance measure above.
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PERFORMANCE CRITERION
Improve the financial sustainability of the scheme measured by notional premium rate.
SOURCE

TARGET

Corporate Plan

Comcare scheme notional premium rate =
1.21 per cent

RESULT

PERFORMANCE CRITERION
Employer satisfaction with scheme management.
SOURCE

TARGET

PBS component 1.2

Employers are satisfied with management of the
scheme—percentage and number of employers who
are satisfied with management of the scheme.

RESULT
Evidence shows an overall employer satisfaction rate with scheme management of approximately 97 per cent
(up from 95 per cent in 2015–16). From over 350 engagement activities, qualitative analysis undertaken
demonstrates high levels of stakeholder engagement generally, with identified opportunities for improvement
captured as part of business plan activities for 2017–18. Based on these results, the performance target is
considered met.
Constructive and positive feedback was provided across the mix of engagement and positive feedback received
in relation to new web products, such as the scheme performance web page, and better practice tools, such as
the ‘Back to work, Back to team’ infographic which outlines practical actions that supervisors and co-workers
can take to support a team member following injury.
PERFORMANCE CRITERION
Increased adoption of better scheme management assessed through qualitative review.
SOURCE

TARGET

Corporate Plan

Benchmark scheme(s) against better practice

RESULT
Comcare has completed an initial exercise to benchmark the scheme against better practice. This exercise
compared the Comcare scheme to better practice benchmarks identified by the Insurance Council of Australia,
and comparison with other jurisdictions to consider the different approaches to similar scheme management
functions. The high level assessment of this benchmarking exercise is that the Comcare scheme is meeting or
has partially met almost all identified better practices.
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For 2016–17 the notional premium rate target has been achieved, and is 1.03 per cent. This result is largely
attributable to the improved premium rate arising from Comcare’s improved claims performance.
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PERFORMANCE CRITERION
Safety, Rehabilitation and Compensation Commission (SRCC) satisfaction of support provided by Comcare
SOURCE

TARGET

PBS component 1.3

Percentage and number of Commissioners satisfied
with the quality of support provided

RESULT
Service level performance measures are set, and reported on through SRCC meetings. Overall performance
recorded a result of 89 per cent achieved to plan. No actions were required or requested by Commissioners in
response to performance measures reported.
PERFORMANCE CRITERION
Seafarers Safety, Rehabilitation and Compensation Authority (Seacare) satisfaction of support provided
by Comcare
SOURCE

TARGET

PBS component 1.3

Qualitative evaluation using structured interviews with
members.

RESULT
Performance measures are set, and reported on through Seacare Authority meetings. Overall performance
recorded a result of 95 per cent achieved to plan. No actions were required or requested from members in
response to performance measures reported.
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ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE AGAINST PURPOSE 3
Comcare has a range of functions and powers under the Safety, Rehabilitation and Compensation Act 1988 (SRC
Act) that relate to the management of the Comcare scheme. These functions span the entire scheme including
premium paying employers and self-insured licensees. Comcare’s objective in performing these functions is to be
seen as a national leader in the design, implementation and management of the scheme and ensure our work
improves work health and safety and rehabilitation outcomes.
Comcare’s positive scheme management performance in 2016–17 has been underpinned by strong stakeholder
engagement with employers and providers, and other groups covered by the scheme.

Consistent positive feedback from the SRCC, Seacare Authority, and scheme employers indicates high levels of
satisfaction with Comcare’s scheme management efforts.
In particular, Comcare has completed its support of the SRCC’s implementation of a revised, risk-based
self‑insurance regulatory model that reduces the regulatory burden on business with a focus on driving and
achieving strong performance outcomes. A key component of the new model was to replace the previous
three‑tiered system with a risk-based, evidence driven framework focusing on self-insured licensee obligations
under their licence.
The Comcare scheme continues to be an attractive option for eligible corporations. In 2016–17 Star Track Express
Pty Ltd, Virgin Australia Airlines Pty Ltd, and Ron Finemore Transport Services Pty Ltd joined the scheme and
11 licensees extended their licences.
Comcare has significantly progressed work on rehabilitation and return to work. This year a project to review the
Guidelines for Rehabilitation Authorities 2012 commenced with the launch of a discussion paper to obtain views
on better practice rehabilitation in the scheme. Feedback on this paper will inform design improvements to current
practices as well as the critical elements of a new legislative instrument.
We have released a capability ‘standard’ for Rehabilitation Case Managers in the Comcare scheme. Case
managers now have access to supporting resources mapped against capabilities, including a new resource to
enhance supervisor engagement with injury management and promote timely return to work.
Comcare released a consultation paper on the types of services a WRP may provide, the expected duration of
those services, and sought feedback on appropriate costs for those services. This will lead to the issuing of fee
guidance and assist Rehabilitation Case Managers with contract and service management.
Comcare has successfully published information and performance data about the scheme to help scheme
employers benchmark their performance and to transparently provide information on scheme performance.
This work has included the Comcare Compendium for WHS and workers’ compensation statistics 2015–16,
contribution to Safe Work Australia national comparison publications, and the launch of our scheme performance
web page.
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We have provided high quality advice and assistance to self-insured licensees and premium paying agencies
on a range of topics throughout 2016–17 including the development of a new scheme performance web page
identifying key metrics and information on the Comcare scheme, capability statements and resources for specific
roles in workers’ compensation and cost recovery arrangements for the 2016–17 and 2017–18 years.
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Purpose 4—Efficient and effective operations
WORKING TOGETHER TO ACHIEVE OUR OUTCOME.
PERFORMANCE CRITERION
Increased satisfaction with corporate operations measured through responses to a survey conducted annually.
SOURCE

TARGET

Corporate Plan

75 per cent satisfaction rates

RESULT
The Corporate Management Group client satisfaction survey (January 2017) showed an 81 per cent
satisfaction with service delivery of Corporate Management Group.
The table below provides the average percentage of client satisfaction for five specific performance measures
across all of the Corporate Management Group teams.
Table 13: 2017 Corporate Management Group client satisfaction survey results
Client satisfaction (percentage)
Performance measure

2017

2016

Response times

84

78.8

Professionalism and customer service

84

77.4

Consistency of response

83

73.4

Resolution of their enquiry

84

77.4

Quality of communication

80

72.2
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PERFORMANCE CRITERION
Maintain employee levels of engagement which are higher than those in similar sized agencies, measured
through ratings on the leadership category questions in the APSC State of the Service Survey.
TARGET

Corporate Plan

1. Comcare employees rate their job engagement at
higher than 7.5
2. Comcare employees rate their team engagement
at higher than 7.2
3. Comcare employees rate their supervisor
engagement at higher than 7.9
4. Comcare employees rate their agency
engagement at higher than 6.4

RESULT
Table 14: APSC State of the Service Survey results—Elements of engagement
Comcare 2017
score

Comcare 2016
score

Similar agencies

Job engagement

7.5

7.5

7.2

Team engagement

7.3

7.2

6.9

Supervisor engagement

8.0

7.9

7.6

Agency engagement

6.4

6.4

6.2

Elements of engagement

PERFORMANCE CRITERION
Comcare employees have the knowledge and skills to meet operational needs, measured through results of the
APSC State of the Service Survey results.
SOURCE

TARGET

Corporate Plan

75 per cent of staff indicate that they have the skills
and knowledge to undertake their job

RESULT
93 per cent of employees responded positively to the question ‘I have the appropriate skills, capabilities and
knowledge to do my job now and into the future’ in the 2017 APS Employee Census.
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PERFORMANCE CRITERION
Comcare achieves efficiencies by reducing its operational costs by $6.3 million (20 per cent) on the 2014–15
baseline by 30 June 2017.
SOURCE

TARGET

Corporate Plan

$6.3 million savings target achieved

RESULT
Across Comcare, a range of strategies were put in place to achieve the target by introducing Whole of
Government travel, implementing improved finance systems, the reduction of office overhead costs, the
rationalisation of Corporate Services, securing improved information communication technology (ICT) services
for lesser cost and reducing technology overheads.
Further savings were gained from commencing to implement the Optimal Management Structure throughout the
Corporate Group, lower insurance, a discontinuation of some services and renegotiation of property leases. As
a result, Comcare achieved a savings of $6.668 million by 30 June 2017.
PERFORMANCE CRITERION
Comcare’s workers’ compensation premium is below the premium payer average (1.1 per cent) by 2018,
achieved through improving:
> injury and harm levels
> recovery and early return to work rates of Comcare employees.
SOURCE

TARGET

Corporate Plan

Comcare’s workers’ compensation premium is
4.4 per cent

RESULT
Note: Premium delivery date 30 June 2017
For 2017–18, Comcare’s workers’ compensation premium rate decreased to 2.67 per cent from 4.44 per cent
in 2016–17. The table below shows the percentage change and dollar value of Comcare’s premium. Comcare
has seen a decrease in the dollar value of its premium (prescribed amount) between 2016–17 and 2017–18
of 32.8 per cent.
Table 15: Premium rates
Premium
Comcare premium rate (prescribed rate)

1

Total premium (dollar value)

2

Prescribed amount (dollar value)

3

2016–17

2017–18

4.44%

2.67%

$2,742 215

$1,203 926

$2,383 099

$1,601 094

Percentage change in dollar value (prescribed amount) 2016–17 to 2017–18

-32.8%

Commonwealth average premium rate

1.23%

1 Premium rate excluding GST
2 Total premium (excluding GST) includes bonus or penalty and additional margin
3 Prescribed amount excluding GST.
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For 2016–17, Comcare saw an improvement in claims performance and therefore a bonus amount of
$397,168.
In 2016–17, nine Comcare employees received incapacity payments. The table below shows the continuance
rate (reported by time period) for Comcare employees who received an incapacity payment in 2016–17
compared to 2015–16.
Table 16: Comcare employees on reduced income, continuance reported by time.
2016–17
Number of employees
(percentage)

Less than 4 weeks

2 (8.7%)

2 (22.22%)

4 weeks

4 (17.4%)

2 (22.22%)

13 weeks

3 (13.0%)

1 (11.11%)

26 weeks

4 (17.4%)

0 (0.0%)

52 weeks

10 (43.5%)

4 (44.44%)

Premium

Table 17 shows the mechanism of injury for claims between 2014–15 and 2016–17.
Table 17: Mechanism of injury for Comcare accepted claims from 2014–15 to 2016–17.
Mechanism of injury

2014–15

2015–16

2016–17

Falls, trips and slips

1

0

2

Hitting objects with body

0

0

1

Being hit by moving objects

0

0

0

Sound and pressure

0

0

0

Body stressing

1

0

0

Heat, electricity and other environmental factors

0

0

0

Chemicals and other substances

0

0

0

Biological factors

0

0

0

Mental stress

7

2

0

Vehicle incidents

0

0

0

Other and unspecified

4

0

1

Total

13

2

4
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2015–16
Number of employees
(percentage)
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ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE AGAINST PURPOSE 4
People plan
In January 2016, the Comcare Executive endorsed the Comcare People Plan 2016–2019 (People Plan). The
focus of the People Plan is on creating a high performing organisation making Comcare an employer of choice.
Comcare will achieve this by delivering a number of strategies and projects within the five key strategic people
themes of leadership, capability, cohesiveness, health, safety and wellbeing and innovation.
The People Plan aims to:
> ensure everyone in Comcare models leadership behaviours that drive and facilitate high performance
> enable all our employees to have the capability and capacity to deliver organisational objectives, now and in
the future
> engage all of our employees to participate in creating a collaborative workplace culture
> promote Comcare as a leader and role model in WHS behaviours, systems and practices
> encourage our employees to be adaptable and engage in building an innovative workplace.
In 2016–17, key People Plan strategies and projects achieved include the development and implementation
of the:
> Capability Framework
> Leadership, Learning and Development Strategy
> Attraction and Retention Framework
> Business Area Workforce Plans
> Change Management Framework
> Leadership Development Series
> Mentoring Programme.

Work health and safety
Comcare is committed to the continuous improvement of its work health and safety performance. A number of
initiatives were implemented in 2016–17 to continue to drive improvements in Comcare’s WHS performance to
achieve a 32.8 per cent reduction in our 2017–18 workers’ compensation premium.
Comcare has continued to make strong progress, driven by the reduced number of claims, the ongoing provision
of mandatory WHS training for all Comcare staff, and mandatory early intervention training for managers to reduce
the potential for harm.
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In 2016, Comcare completed a full review and update of its Rehabilitation Management System including the
development of an internal rehabilitation case management manual and policies and procedures to ensure
currency and best practice. This system was audited in June 2017 to identify additional improvements to ensure
continuation as a high-quality system and received a 100 per cent rating with no non-conformances and seven
observations noted.

Digital transformation

> a new Integrated Regulatory Information System to underpin the efficient operations of our regulatory work
> a Legal Practice Management System to facilitate the provision of high quality legal services by Comcare’s
Legal teams
> an online premium calculator to assist agencies in better understanding Comcare’s premium model and how
changes in agency claim experience flow through to their premium
> increased self-service capability to enable stakeholders to interact with Comcare online which aligns to our
customer centric digital strategy.

Implement outcomes from organisational reviews
During the 2016–17 financial year Comcare undertook a functional alignment review and found that there are
corporate, support and administrative services being duplicated across the business. The Executive agreed to
review functions across Comcare to identify opportunities across the business to better use resources, capitalise
on our capability and help us to work more collaboratively to achieve Comcare’s goals and objectives. Four
functions have been reviewed—fraud, business planning, data and education.
These reviews have identified further work to be done in each area in order for Comcare to transition to an
organisation which delivers services using a holistic and aligned approach. Each of the reviews provided options
which have been agreed by the Comcare Executive. The implementation of the agreed options will be completed
in the 2017–18 financial year. It is expected that implementation of improved alignment will provide improved
service delivery within Comcare, optimise the use of our data resources, and improve connectivity across the
business for the delivery of fraud prevention and education services.

Implement best practice governance frameworks
A centre of excellence for project management has been developed and embedded across the organisation in
2016–17. The role of the project management office is to provide advice, guidance and services to all areas of the
business to assist them managing and delivering their projects. The project management office has developed a
range of policies and frameworks to ensure that Comcare projects are delivered on time and on budget, ensuring
benefits for Comcare are realised.
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Comcare continues to transform its business by implementing a number of key initiatives in 2016–17.
These include:
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A significant part of this was the development of a web-based tool to support project managers to manage their
resources, timelines and tasks in order to deliver the projects. This web tool also provides access to automatic
work flow tools which streamline business and approval process. The tool also includes a comprehensive
reporting function which will ensure that the Comcare Executive have improved visibility of projects across the
organisation. This tool has been trialled across Comcare for six months and during July 2017 will be available for
use across Comcare for all projects.
In 2016–17, Comcare put in place a Planning Sub-Committee to oversee the business and financial planning
processes for 2017–18 and forward years.
As a direct result of this oversight the cost recovery process, Portfolio Budget Statements, Corporate Plan and
internal budget were delivered well within timeframes.
The close alignment of the processes proved beneficial and enhanced information for, and engagement with,
stakeholders.

Leadership
Improving leadership across all aspects of Comcare’s business is identified in both the Comcare 2016–17
Corporate Plan and People Plan 2016–19: to work more effectively together to achieve Comcare’s Outcome. The
2017 Leadership Development Series was endorsed by Comcare’s Executive in December 2016.
The 2017 Leadership Development Series is a year-long programme for all ongoing employees at the EL1 level
and above. High performing and high potential APS 6 employees by nomination are also invited to participate.
The Leadership Series consists of four cultural priority subject matter areas, with the third priority area in the series
currently underway. There are 182 participants currently enrolled in this programme. Feedback on the Leadership
Series so far has been positive with 90 per cent of participants providing an overall workshop satisfaction rating of
7 or above out of 10 at the conclusion of each priority area.
The Comcare Mentoring Programme was launched in July 2016 with the first cohort of mentors and mentees
occurring from August 2016 to February 2017. Twenty-two mentoring relationships commenced in the first
cohort. Evaluation at the conclusion of this programme showed that 77 per cent of participants believed that this
programme was valuable and worthwhile. As a result of this positive feedback, a second cohort of the mentoring
programme commenced in May 2017 and will conclude in November 2017. A total of 10 mentoring relationships
commenced in the second cohort.
Comcare experienced an overall improvement in our 2017 APS Employee Census results as compared to the
2016 results. There was a significant improvement in engagement scores across all elements of the survey,
which has been attributed to the implementation of numerous strategies across the organisation. These strategies
included the establishment of a reference group in 2016 to look at a cohesive and collaborative whole of
organisation approach to improving engagement and communication.
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Governance
As a corporate Commonwealth entity under the
PGPA Act, Comcare aims for excellence in its
governance to promote public trust and confidence.
Good governance for Comcare focuses on two key
requirements:
> performance—governance procedures and
practices are designed and operate to shape
our results
> accountability—governance procedures and
practices are designed and operate to demonstrate
results to Comcare leadership, the government, the
Parliament and stakeholders, and conform with
applicable legislative and policy requirements in
addition to the public expectations of openness,
transparency and integrity.
Comcare has adopted the governance principles
and better practices recommended by the Australian
National Audit Office (ANAO). The key principles are:
> we are performance orientated—we plan for high
performance
> we are open, transparent and demonstrate integrity
in our decision making processes
> we collaborate effectively.
Comcare hosts a number of external consultation
forums and participates in a range of external
meetings to provide expert advice or gain insight
and perspective.

STRATEGIC PLANNING
The Comcare 2016–17 Corporate Plan (Corporate
Plan) has been developed to align with requirements
in the Public Governance, Performance and
Accountability Act 2013 (PGPA Act). The Corporate
Plan sets our direction to deliver healthy and safe
workplaces that minimise the impact of harm. It sets
a clear path to transform our business and deliver our
four purposes:
> leading insurer
> national regulator
> excellence in scheme management and design
> efficient and effective operations.
Internal operations are guided by the Corporate Plan,
with a direct line of sight from the Corporate Plan
through the operational and group business plans, to
team and individual performance plans.
In 2016 Comcare embarked on an ambitious
project to align our business and financial planning
frameworks. This project has ensured that the
principal planning documents—the Corporate Plan
and the Portfolio Budget Statements—are more
closely aligned and provide greater transparency
and accountability. Comcare has also taken into
consideration the findings from the ANAO Audit:
Corporate Planning in Commonwealth Entities
[see External scrutiny on page 53] in maturing its
Corporate Plan into 2017–18.
Performance against the targets set out in the
Corporate Plan and Portfolio Budget Statements is
monitored by the Executive Committee and the Audit
and Risk Committee.
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SENIOR MANAGEMENT COMMITTEES
For the purposes of the PGPA Act, the Chief Executive
Officer (CEO) is the Accountable Authority of Comcare.
The CEO is assisted in the corporate governance
functions by Comcare’s Executive team:
> Deputy CEO/General Manager Corporate
Management
> General Manager Regulatory Operations

> General Manager Claims Management
> General Manager Insurance
> General Manager Strategic Research and
Innovation.

Executive Committee
The Executive Committee, comprising the CEO
and general managers, is directly responsible and
accountable to the CEO in relation to:
> statutory obligations—recommending to the
CEO or delegating the exercise of their legislative
delegations for the administration of Comcare
> corporate administration—making decisions
on policy or actions to be taken with regard to
Comcare’s:
– people and culture
– assets and property
– information systems and records management

> People Committee
> Technology and Information Management
Committee
> Finance and Investment Committee
> National Health and Safety Committee
> Security Committee.

AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE
The CEO has established the Comcare and Seacare
Authority Audit and Risk Committee in accordance
with section 45 of the PGPA Act. The objective of the
committee is to provide independent assurance and
assistance to Comcare’s CEO on risk, the control and
compliance framework, and external accountability
responsibilities.
The Audit and Risk Committee consists of between
three and five independent members. Members are
appointed by the CEO for an initial period of two
years after which they are eligible for extension or
re-appointment.
From 1 July 2016 to 30 June 2017, Comcare’s Audit
and Risk Committee comprised of four members,
including the Chairperson. Comcare’s senior
executive, the Chief Financial Officer, internal audit
officers and the ANAO regularly attend as observers.

– compliance issues—including legislative and
government policy obligations
– marketing and communications
– finance
– external scrutiny
– corporate governance, including reports from
subsidiary committees
– external relationships, including the Minister,
Department of Employment, Australian Public
Service Commission, and Department of
Finance.
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> General Manager Scheme Management

Other committees directly responsible to the CEO,
reporting through the Executive Committee, are:
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Table 18: Attendance at Audit and Risk Committee meetings 2016–17
Name

Position in Comcare

Eligible to attend

Attended

Sean Hughes

Independent Chair of the Audit and Risk Committee

5

5

Graham Bashford

Independent Member of the Audit and Risk Committee

4

4

Lisa Woolmer

Independent Member of the Audit and Risk Committee

5

5

Dr Mike Vertigan

Independent Member of the Audit and Risk Committee

5

4

Sean Hughes (Audit and Risk Committee
Member and Chair)

Graham Bashford (Audit and Risk
Committee Member)

Sean Hughes is a senior governance executive
with over 25 years’ experience across the financial
services, funds management, insurance, regulatory,
government and professional services industries.
During the course of his term, Sean was the Chief
Risk and Legal Officer for UniSuper, one of the largest
superannuation and pension funds in Australia. Prior
to his UniSuper role, he was the inaugural CEO of
the Financial Markets Authority in New Zealand from
2010.

Graham Bashford is the Managing Director of
Bashford Consulting, a company specialising in
strategic advice and business development to both
private sector and public sector organisations. Before
this, Graham was the Deputy CEO of Centrelink for
many years, with responsibility for running its network
of 26,000 employees, delivering $64 billion worth of
benefits to six million customers annually.

Previously he held senior executive, senior legal
counsel and general manager roles at the Australian
Securities and Investments Commission, National
Australia Bank and ANZ Bank. Sean has a Masters
of Law (First) from Cambridge University, Bachelor
degrees in Law (First Honours) and Arts from the
University of Canterbury in Christchurch, New Zealand,
and a Graduate Diploma from the Australian Institute
of Company Directors.
Sean is the Australian representative on the global
Ethical Alliance Advisory Council.
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Graham has worked for the New Zealand Accident
Compensation Corporation (ACC) and has expertise in
the government insurance sector. His contribution to
the Audit Committee is from a government insurance
operational perspective, having led the operational
recovery of the ACC for two years. Graham is the
independent chair of the Audit and Review Committee
of the Community Services Directorate of the ACT. He
also holds a Bachelor of Science Honours in Physical
Metallurgy.
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Dr Michael Vertigan AC (Audit and Risk
Committee Member)

Lisa Woolmer was appointed to the Audit and Risk
Committee in May 2015. She has a background
in audit and accounting, including 22 years of
professional services experience advising on
governance, risk and assurance frameworks.

Dr Michael Vertigan brings a wealth of experience
and high level expertise in the private and public
sector finance and superannuation markets, as well
as significant public administration experience. Mike
has held numerous senior financial and state public
service positions in Tasmania and Victoria, and
is a former secretary of the Treasury and Finance
departments in those states, secretary of Tasmania’s
Department of Premier and Cabinet, and former
Chancellor of the University of Tasmania.

In her professional services career, Lisa worked
extensively with federal, state and local government
agencies, and across areas such as health,
education, emergency services, water, gas and
financial services. In addition to the ACT and Victoria,
Lisa has worked in Tokyo and New York.
Lisa is a Graduate of the Australian Institute of
Company Directors and qualified accountant. She
holds a Bachelor of Economics and Diploma in
Japanese Business Communication from Monash
University, and a Graduate Diploma in Employment
Relations from the University of Canberra.
Lisa is also an Independent Audit Committee member
for the Office of Public Prosecutions (Victoria),
and the Cities of Glen Eira and Bayside (South
Eastern Melbourne). Lisa chairs the Audit and Risk
Committees for the Mornington Peninsula Shire
and Adult Community and Further Education Board
(Victoria).

Since 1998 Mike has held a variety of senior
board appointments, including the Chair position,
across different business areas, and has also
chaired a number of Government expert panels. In
2004 Dr Vertigan was awarded the Companion,
Order of Australia Medal for his service to public
administration, education and business and industry.
Dr Vertigan is currently Chair of the Gas Market Reform
Group appointed by the COAG Energy Council.

FRAUD CONTROL
Comcare is fully committed to complying with the
Commonwealth Fraud Control Framework 2014 (Fraud
Control Framework) (in particular section 10 of the
Public Governance, Performance and Accountability
Rule 2014) to minimise the incidence of fraud.
Comcare’s CEO has certified that we:
> prepare fraud risk assessments and fraud
control plans
> have in place appropriate fraud prevention,
detection, investigation, reporting and data
collection procedures and processes that meet our
specific needs
> take all reasonable measures to minimise the
incidence of fraud and investigate and recover the
proceeds of fraud against Comcare.
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Lisa Woolmer (Audit and Risk Committee
Member)
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Fraud prevention

INTERNAL AUDIT

Comcare’s Compliance Investigation Team
investigators are authorised by the CEO to undertake
investigations of criminal fraud and non-compliance
regarding the claims and liability management
functions of Comcare. All criminal fraud investigations
are conducted in compliance with the Commonwealth
Fraud Control Framework and the Australian
Government Investigations Standards 2011.

The internal audit programme is a key element of
the Comcare corporate governance framework. The
internal audit programme provides assurance to
the Audit and Risk Committee, the CEO and senior
management. It adds value to what Comcare does by
highlighting opportunities for improvement in statutory
compliance, internal control, and efficiency and
effectiveness of business processes.

During 2016–17, the Compliance Investigation
Unit received 146 referrals for investigation. This is
compared with 147 notifications in 2015–16 and a
historical average of 110 notifications. The matters
that were finalised in the 2015–16 year resulted in a
reduction of $1.5 million in ongoing claim liabilities.

Internal audit topics are typically identified through
consultation with senior management and the Audit
and Risk Committee. In deciding the final programme
of internal audit work for the year, the Audit and
Risk Committee takes into account the strategic and
operational risk profile of Comcare and relevant audit
reports published by the ANAO.

There were three matters before the Commonwealth
Director of Public Prosecution (CDPP) for prosecution
and sentencing during the reporting period. One
matter was finalised, with the offender receiving a
12 month good behaviour bond. The second matter
is still before the courts. The third matter is with CDPP
for assessment.

RISK MANAGEMENT
Comcare has embedded systematic risk management
as part of its governance and planning processes and
organisational culture. Comcare’s particular focus
is on:

Comcare continues to actively participate in the
annual Commonwealth Fraud Liaison Forum. The
forum is jointly managed by the Attorney-General’s
Department and the Australian Federal Police.

a. establishing a high quality agency-wide risk
management system

Covert surveillance

c. evaluating and improving risk performance

Comcare acts in a lawful manner that is consistent
with relevant legislation and guidelines. A cost/
benefit analysis is used to determine whether covert
surveillance should be used, taking into account the
subject’s right to privacy.
During 2016–17, covert surveillance was undertaken
on 13 APS employees. Of the matters that were
finalised during the year, surveillance contributed
to three employees having their liability on workers’
compensation claims ceased.
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b. providing comprehensive training and
development on risk

d. strengthening engagement with stakeholders on
risk issues.
Comcare’s business planning framework is
underpinned by corporate and group risk
assessments. Ongoing risk management is the
responsibility of all Comcare Executive members
as part of their normal operations. The Audit and
Risk Committee reviews the risk management
framework annually.
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In 2016, Comcare commissioned an internal
audit to review how well the framework has been
integrated into business practices. The audit report
identified a number of improvements, which are being
implemented into the risk management framework for
the 2017–18 financial year.

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION
Comcare is required to publish information to the
public as part of the Freedom of Information Act 1982
(FOI Act) Information Publication Scheme (IPS). The
IPS replaces the former annual report publication
requirements in section 8 of the FOI Act.
Comcare’s Agency Plan and other categories of
information specified by the IPS are available at www.
comcare.gov.au, via the Access to Information logo
on the bottom of the homepage.
During 2016–17 Comcare received 145 freedom of
information requests, which is a 16 per cent increase
on the previous financial year. Comcare received
two requests for amendment and/or annotation of
personal records.
Comcare received eight requests for internal review
of access and amendment decisions. The original
decision was affirmed in three of the reviews
completed, with three being varied with greater access
provided. One was withdrawn and one invalid.

Comcare is committed to meeting the highest
standards when collecting, storing, using and
disclosing personal information with all staff
completing privacy training annually. Comcare
primarily collects, uses and discloses personal
information as reasonably necessary for, or directly
related to its functions and activities under the SRC Act
and the WHS Act.
Business areas are required to notify the Privacy team
of any potential privacy breaches. During 2016–17,
241 notifications of potential breaches were received.
Investigations concluded that breaches had occurred
in 168 cases.
Comcare notified two breaches of the Privacy Act
1988 to the Office of the Australian Information
Commissioner (OAIC).

COMPLAINTS
Comcare’s feedback team receives compliments and
investigates complaints from stakeholders about its
service provision. During the 2016–17 financial year
Comcare received 468 complaints compared to 586
in 2015–16. This represents a 20 per cent reduction
from the previous financial year.
Table 19: The three most frequent areas of
complaints during 2016–2017
Percentage
of 468

Area
Communication

20

Determinations and
reconsiderations

19

Claims management process

18
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Comcare relies on a range of strategies to address
risks, including managing stakeholder relationships,
implementing sound project management and
contract management practices, and building
workforce capability. Comcare has seen sustained
reductions in its insurance premiums due to its
increased focus on risk management.

PRIVACY
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Claims Management Pilot complaints

MINISTERIAL DIRECTIONS

In February 2016, Comcare commenced the Claims
Management Pilot programme with the Department of
Human Services (DHS) and Australian Taxation Office
(ATO). The pilot devolved claims management and
decision making responsibilities to officers of ATO and
DHS for an initial period of 12 months and was later
extended for a further 12 months to allow for a greater
capture of claims management related data.

Comcare received no Ministerial Directions in
2016–17.

During the first year of the Claims Management Pilot
Comcare retained responsibility for complaints relating
to inclusion in the pilot programme, however during
its second year, complaints were managed directly
by those agencies. Comcare is kept abreast of the
resolution to each complaint.
During 2016–17 Comcare received 68 complaints
relating to the Claims Management Pilot, which
accounts for 15 per cent of all complaints received in
2016–17.

COMPLIMENTS
During 2016–17, Comcare received 73 compliments
on the services provided compared to 86 in 2015–
16. This represents a 15 per cent decrease from the
previous year.
Table 20: The two most frequent areas of
compliments during 2016–2017
Area

Percentage
of 73

Claims Services Officer’s conduct

49

Communication

18
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GOVERNMENT GENERAL POLICY ORDERS
There were no General Policy Orders issued by the
Minister for Finance in 2016–17 that impacted
Comcare.

SIGNIFICANT NON-COMPLIANCE WITH
FINANCE LAW
In 2016–17, there were no reports of any significant
issues reported to the Minister by Comcare under
paragraph 19(1)(e) of the PGPA Act.
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External scrutiny
EXTERNAL AUDIT
Comcare was included in one Australian National
Audit Office (ANAO) performance audit undertaken in
2016–17.

The audit assessed corporate plans for the 2016–17
reporting period and adopted the following high-level
audit criteria:
> the selected entities’ corporate plans were
established as their primary planning document
and outline how entities intended to achieve their
purposes over the period of the plans
> the selected entities’ corporate plans met the
minimum content and publication requirements of
the PGPA Rule 2014
> entities’ supporting systems and processes for
developing their corporate plans and monitoring
achievements against their plans are mature.
The audit found that Comcare has established
its corporate plan as its primary planning
document and is using it to manage its business.
Improvement opportunities were identified and
have been considered in developing the 2017–18
corporate plan.

External scrutiny—FOI and Privacy
The Information Commissioner received four reviews
of FOI decisions made by Comcare. One decision
was affirmed and two other applications for review
were subsequently withdrawn following a preliminary
review. One review remains open.
Twelve privacy complaints were made to the OAIC.
Nine were closed by the OAIC with no breach under
the Privacy Act recorded. The Privacy Commissioner
made two determinations under the Privacy Act.

‘JO’ and Comcare (Privacy) [2016] AICmr64
(21 September 2016)
Comcare interfered with the complainant’s privacy by
disclosing information about workplace injuries at
his current employer to his former employer and an
insurance company, in breach of Australian Privacy
Principle (APP) 6, and failing to take reasonable steps
under APP 11 to protect his personal information from
unauthorised disclosure.
To compensate the complainant for the interference
with his privacy, the Privacy Commissioner
determined Comcare pay the complainant $3000 by
way of compensation for the loss or damages suffered
by reason of the interference with his privacy.
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Corporate Planning in the Australian Public Sector was
tabled in Parliament on 1 June 2017. The objective of
the audit was to assess the progress in implementing
the corporate planning requirements under the PGPA
Act and related PGPA Rule 2014. Comcare was one
of four agencies covered by the audit.

OFFICE OF THE AUSTRALIAN INFORMATION
COMMISSIONER (OAIC)
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‘LB’ and Comcare (Privacy)[2017] AICmr28
(24 March 2017)
Comcare interfered with the complainant’s privacy
in breach of Part III of the Privacy Act by disclosing
the complainant’s personal information, including
sensitive health information, on a publicly available
website contrary to Information Privacy Principle (IPP)
11; and failing to take such security safeguards as
it is reasonable in the circumstances to take, against
loss, against unauthorised access, use, modification
or disclosure, and against other misuse contrary
to IPP 4.
The Privacy Commissioner determined Comcare
pay the complainant the amount of $20,000 for
non-economic loss caused by the interference with
the complainant’s privacy; and pay the complainant
the amount of $3000 to reimburse her for expenses
reasonably incurred in connection with the making of
the complaint and the investigation of the complaint.
Note: This breach occurred prior to 12 March 2014
(prior to the IPPs being replaced with the APPs).
Copies of the decisions are available at
www.oaic.gov.au.

COMMONWEALTH OMBUDSMAN
Comcare received 14 formal investigation enquiries
from the Commonwealth Ombudsman in 2016–17.
This result is a 30 per cent decline from the 2015–16
reporting period.
In all cases, the Commonwealth Ombudsman decided
that no further review of the matter was warranted and
the complaint was closed.
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REVIEW OF DECISIONS
The following decision had a significant effect on
Comcare’s operations under the SRC Act.

Comcare v Martin [2016] HCA 46
This matter concerned the interpretation of the phrase
‘as a result of’ in the reasonable administrative action
exclusion in section 5A of the SRC Act. The High Court
unanimously allowed Comcare’s appeal. The Court
rejected the Full Federal Court’s application of the ‘as
a result of’ test and found that the test is satisfied if
the employee would not have suffered their disease
if the administrative action had not been taken. The
Court also confirmed that an employee’s reasons for
reacting to an administrative action in a certain way
are not relevant to this test.
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People
OUR WORKFORCE PROFILE
At 30 June 2017 Comcare had 641 employees based in various locations in Australia which included Canberra,
Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane, Newcastle, Adelaide and Perth.
In comparison to 2015–16, our workforce has:
> decreased in total headcount by 3.8 per cent from 666 to 641 employees
> increased the proportion of employees identifying as Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders by 0.5 percentage
points from 4 to 7 employees.

Size

2015–16

2016–17

Number of employees

666

641

-3.8

Full time equivalent employees

638

613

-3.9

Diversity of workforce

Percentage points

5

Women
(percentage of total workforce)
Women in leadership
EL2 and SES
(percentage of EL2 and SES cohorts)
People with disability
(percentage of total workforce)
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders
(percentage of total workforce)
Non-English speaking background employees
(percentage of total workforce)

Percentage change

64%
(425 of 666)

63%
(405 of 641)

-0.6

47%
(28 of 60)

46%
(23 of 50)

-0.7

2.3%
(15 of 666)

2.2%
(14 of 641)

-0.1

0.6%
(4 of 666)

1.1%
(7 of 641)

+0.5

7.5%
(50 of 666)

5.8%
(37 of 641)

-1.7

5 Workforce diversity data relies on self-identification.
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Table 21: Comcare workforce profile—at 1 July 2016 and 30 June 2017
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Table 22: Staffing headcount by classification
30 June 2016
Actual classification

30 June 2017

Ongoing

Non-ongoing

Total

Ongoing

Non-ongoing

Total

Graduate APS 4

5

0

5

3

0

3

APS Level 1

1

0

1

1

0

1

APS Level 2

8

15

23

9

14

23

APS Level 3

36

15

51

37

7

44

APS Level 4

96

9

105

96

9

105

APS Level 5

114

4

118

115

4

119

APS Level 6

149

18

167

149

7

156

Executive Level 1

107

2

109

103

3

106

Executive Level 2

43

1

44

36

0

36

Legal Adviser APS 4

0

0

0

3

0

3

Legal Adviser APS 5

4

0

4

4

0

4

Legal Adviser APS 6

6

0

6

11

0

11

Senior Legal Adviser (EL1)

15

1

16

15

0

15

Principal Legal Adviser (EL2)

9

0

9

8

0

8

SES Band 1

6

0

6

6

0

6

SES Band 2

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

44

641

CEO

1

0

1

1

Total

601

65

666

597
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PEOPLE PLAN
The Comcare People Plan 2016–2019 (People Plan)
sets the strategic direction across all aspects of people
management. It continues our commitment to building
a capable and high performing workforce to deliver on
organisational objectives, both now and in the future.
Key People Plan activities completed in 2016–17
include:

> development and implementation of the Leadership
Development Series
> development of a Leadership, Learning and
Development Strategy
> development of an Attraction and Retention
Framework

Reconciliation Action Plan
At Comcare we are committed to the process of
reconciliation between Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander peoples and the wider Australian community,
and to recognising the importance of reconciliation
to Australia’s future. We articulate this commitment
through our Reconciliation Action Plan 2014–17
(RAP) and ensure actions are monitored and reported
on regularly in order that the plan remains a living
document.
A key RAP activity undertaken in 2016–17 was the
inclusion of diversity statements in our recruitment
advertising.

> development of Workforce Plans
> development of a Change Management Framework
> completion of the APSC Optimal Management
Structures Framework review and development of
an implementation plan.

WORKPLACE DIVERSITY
Comcare values the experiences and contributions
made by all of our employees. By recognising their
diverse abilities and backgrounds we seek to create
an inclusive and productive workplace. We also
believe that embracing diversity enables us to provide
a better service to all of our stakeholders. Comcare is
committed to creating a workforce that is reflective of
the community it serves.
We have continued taking steps toward providing
opportunities for all Australians to participate actively
in employment. We value and harness the diversity
of our workforce and promote awareness of our
diversity policies and action plans. These policies

Accessibility Action Plan (AAP)
Comcare’s AAP has a focus on valuing the
experiences and contributions made by all of our
employees, to create a supportive and positive
working environment for all, and provide a better
service for the Comcare community. Our commitment
to attract, support and retain people with a disability,
or those affected by illness or injury (including
those with caring responsibilities), is reflected in our
investment in improving employment participation
and employment experience, and better connecting to
our community with accessible services and products.
Key AAP activities undertaken in 2016–17 include:
> participation in the Australian Network on
Disability’s ‘Stepping Into’ internship programme
> delivery of Mental Health and Workforce
Wellbeing training.
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> development and implementation of the Capability
Framework

and action plans are aligned with the wider APS
initiatives including the Indigenous Employment
Strategy, Disability Employment Strategy and Gender
Equality Strategy.
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Diversity Working Group
Comcare’s Diversity Working Group is a team of employee volunteers who are passionate about diversity in
Comcare. Working Group members have an important role in promoting and supporting Comcare’s diversity
plans and coordinating events on Comcare’s Diversity Calendar. Comcare has appointed a senior manager as
a Diversity Champion who provides leadership and support for diversity initiatives and acts as sponsor for the
Diversity Working Group.
Key Diversity Working Group activities in 2016–17 include:
> annual celebration of diversity initiatives such as R U OK? day, International Day against Homophobia and
Transphobia, International Day for People with a Disability, National Reconciliation Week and Harmony Day
> communication and promotion of diversity across the organisation.

REMUNERATION AND CONDITIONS OF SERVICE
The Comcare Enterprise Agreement 2016–2019 (Enterprise Agreement) sets out the terms and conditions of
employment and salary scales for APS employees working at Comcare. It applies to casual, non-ongoing and
ongoing employees at all levels from APS1 to Executive Level 2. The Enterprise Agreement provides remuneration
increases of 6 per cent over three years, including a 2 per cent increase during 2016–17.
The Enterprise Agreement does not apply to Comcare employees in Senior Executive Service (SES) roles or to
contractors hired to work in Comcare.
The CEO determines the terms and conditions of employment for SES employees in Comcare. Determinations
are based on individual capability and job requirements and are made under section 24(1) of the Public Service
Act 1999.
Comcare has a range of policies, procedures, and guidelines to support the operation of the Enterprise
Agreement—these are referenced throughout the Enterprise Agreement.
Table 23: Salary ranges for employees—at 30 June 2017
Level

Minimum salary

Maximum salary

SES

$204,839

$214,571

Executive Level 2 (or equivalent)

$127,395

$173,244

Executive Level 1 (or equivalent)

$101,827

$121,332

APS Level 6 (or equivalent)

$82,331

$92,263

APS Level 5 (or equivalent)

$73,871

$79,248

APS Level 4 (or equivalent)

$65,508

$71,644

APS Level 3 (or equivalent)

$58,783

$63,810

APS Level 2 (or equivalent)

$51,504

$57,032

APS Level 1 (or equivalent)

$45,835

$50,135
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CEO’s Awards

Reward and recognition plays an extremely important
role in shaping our culture and the behaviours of our
employees. It is a means of improving both individual
and business outcomes. The Comcare Reward and
Recognition Policy provides the framework under
which we to recognise and reward the efforts and
achievements of individuals and teams who make a
contribution through their work. This policy reflects a
culture of demonstrating appreciation and recognition
of employees at all levels, and across all areas of the
organisation.

The inaugural Comcare CEO’s Awards were presented
on Friday 29 July 2016. These awards recognise
high performing teams and individuals who have
consistently gone above and beyond expectations
to achieve a significant positive impact for the
organisation, employees with workplace injuries or
illnesses, colleagues or other key stakeholders. In
total, 14 individuals and two teams received a CEO
Award in 2016.

The policy aims to reinforce many of the priorities
outlined in the Comcare People Plan and provides a
framework to:
> encourage greater teamwork, cooperation and
pride in our organisation
> demonstrate positive workplace behaviours
> promote innovative thinking and initiative
> motivate people to make meaningful contributions
> support a performance based culture
> commemorate the achievement of significant
service to the APS.

Australia Day Awards
Comcare’s Australia Day Awards are supported by
the National Australia Day Council and signify the
highest level of recognition for our employees. The
awards acknowledge people who go above and
beyond the requirements of their roles to consistently
demonstrate excellence. Recipients join a celebrated
group of APS employees who have made a national
contribution in the course of their service. In total, six
Australia Day Awards were presented on 3 February
2017 across the categories of Leadership, Innovation
and Collaboration.

LEADERSHIP, LEARNING AND
DEVELOPMENT
In 2017 Comcare developed a Leadership, Learning
and Development Strategy that supports Comcare
in being an agile learning organisation with the
capability to deliver our business objectives now and
into the future. The Strategy identifies how we aim
to develop leadership, corporate fundamental and
technical/job specific capabilities identified in our
Capability Framework.
To improve leadership and achieve a ‘one Comcare’
culture that is open, collaborative and innovative,
the Leadership Development Series was developed
in 2017. Comcare’s four cultural priority areas are
the focus of the Leadership Development Series
to ensure these values are communicated and
supported throughout the organisation. It is a yearlong programme delivered to all Executive Level
employees, high-performing and/or high-potential APS
6 employees across Comcare.
The Mentoring Programme continues to contribute to
the ongoing development of employees’ leadership
skills and capability across all levels of Comcare.
The programme also supports our ‘one Comcare’
approach through creating mentoring partnerships
across business areas.
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REWARD AND RECOGNITION
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The People team remain focused on building core
skill capability across Comcare by delivering a suite
of organisational wide learning programmes targeted
to capability needs identified through Performance
Development Plans (PDPs) and Workforce Planning
discussions. These are delivered through the Comcare
learning and development training calendar. Corporate
fundamental training continues to be a requirement
to ensure all employees are aware of their corporate
responsibilities as a Comcare employee, including
work health and safety responsibilities.

Health and safety initiatives

During the year the People team ran 138
courses—36 per cent being Corporate Fundamentals.

> compiling a library of team talks on various work
health and safety topics

WORK HEALTH AND SAFETY MANAGEMENT

> development and distribution of WHS awareness
promotional material

Throughout the year, Comcare undertook various
initiatives to ensure it provides a healthy and safe
workplace, which included:
> reinvigorating and auditing the performance of our
WHS management system
> development of our 2017–2019 WHS Strategy
> holding consultative meetings with various
committees and forums

Comcare is committed to the health, safety and
wellbeing of its employees. This commitment is
reflected through the continued development and
implementation of our WHS and injury management
system processes, strategic plans and the health and
wellbeing programme.

> the Executive participating in scheduled workplace
inspections

During 2016–17, Comcare had a major focus on
delivering initiatives identified in our WHS Action Plan,
which included:

A significant amount of work was invested by
Comcare in the reviewing its WHS contractor
management processes and developing educational
material. Additionally, Comcare’s WHS Team Talk
library was expanded to 33 topics addressing various
issues including mental health, care and maintenance
of personal protective equipment, body stressing, and
field work based WHS risks.

> minimising WHS risks
> ensuring compliance against legislation and
subscribed duties
> strengthening leadership in WHS.
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> compiling risk assessments of Comcare activities
> regular reporting to Comcare’s Executive
Committee.
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Wellbeing initiatives
Comcare’s wellbeing initiatives were focused on
addressing physical activity, mental health, nutritional
health, alcohol consumption, smoking and modifiable
chronic disease risk factors.
Our physical health activities were centred on
providing influenza vaccinations for 297 employees,
use of sit/stand desks and 256 employees achieving
96,814,309 steps in the annual 10,000 steps
challenge. The mental health activities entailed
promoting the Employee Assistance Program, holding
seminars during R U OK? Day and World Mental
Health Week, and training volunteer employees as
mental health contact officers. For nutritional health,
alcohol consumption and smoking habits Comcare
focused on promoting the services of relevant state
and territory advisory services.
Comcare believes in empowering its employees to
incorporate healthy lifestyle choices into their daily
lives and provides support in the form of a health and
wellbeing reimbursement. In 2016–17, 75 per cent
of eligible employees claimed this reimbursement and
continue making healthy lifestyle choices outside of
the workplace.

Employee Assistance Program
The Employee Assistance Program (EAP), provided by
Assure Programs, provides telephone and face‑to‑face
access to confidential individual counselling that
supports the psychological wellbeing of employees
and their families. In addition to individual
counselling, a Manager’s Hotline, online information,
onsite trauma and critical incident counselling,
conflict resolution and mediation support services are
available.
In 2016–17 the EAP usage rate (new referrals)
was 13.33 per cent of the total Comcare workforce
for the nine-month period, with a predicted annual
usage rate of 17.77 per cent at the conclusion of
the 12 month reporting period in October 2017. The
percentage of employees of Comcare attending was
76 per cent, with 24 per cent of consultations for
non-Comcare employees. The percentage of personal
to work-related issues, as the primary reason for
accessing this service, was 75 per cent to 25 per
cent respectively. These figures indicate an increase in
use for personal issues and decrease in work-related
issues compared to the previous financial year.

Early intervention programme
Comcare continues to focus on reducing injury
claims through active injury prevention strategies and
provision of early intervention. The early intervention
programme provides timely and tailored support
to employees and includes provision of short-term
treatment (physical or psychological), access to
EAP support, workplace rehabilitation providers,
workplace assessments and fitness for duty medical
assessments.
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Comcare participated in a long-term study into the
effectiveness of software-based prompts influencing
sit/stand desk usage. The study commenced in
October 2016 with the first three months involving
collection of baseline data. In February 2017 the
software prompts were activated. In March 2017,
the initial results of the study were presented by the
PhD student at the Applied Ergonomics Conference
in Florida, United States of America. The initial results
include: 80 per cent increase in standing time per
day, nearly triple the amount of postural changes per
day and a reduction from 50 per cent to 20 per cent
of employees not using their sit-stand workstation.
The next phase of results analysis against six months’
post intervention data is scheduled for July 2017.
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As part of the early intervention programme, Comcare provides workstation assessments for all new employees
upon commencement, with 123 conducted in 2016–17. During 2016–17, 230 assessments were conducted for
existing employees reporting pain or discomfort as a prevention strategy.
Comcare’s early intervention programme, including the mandatory early intervention training course and new
starter workstation assessments, continues to be assessed as the likely cause for the reduction in workers’
compensation claims in 2016–17.

Notifiable incidents
During the reporting period Comcare notified the regulator of three notifiable incidents and was not involved in any
statutory enforcements or investigations.

Workers’ compensation claims
In total, there were four workers’ compensation claims for Comcare employees accepted in 2016–17. This is a
100 per cent increase from the two accepted claims in 2015–16. The average weeks lost time increased from
3.7 weeks in 2015–16 to 10.6 weeks in 2016–17. The table below compares Comcare’s claim performance,
average claim cost and lost time with the ‘all Australian Government’ average in the financial years 2013–14 to
2016–17.
Table 24: Comcare workers’ compensation claim performance—at 30 June 2017
Claims performance
Submitted claims—all Comcare

6

2013–14

2014–15

2015–16

2016–17

18

15

5

9

13

13

2

4

Total likely future cost—all Comcare

$734,647

$2,679,415

$192,384

$190,532

Average likely future cost—all Comcare

$56,511

$223,285

$192,384

$47,633

Average likely future cost—Australian Government

$71,409

$79,415

$109,046

$109,467

Average cost to date—all Comcare

$43,263

$61,759

$18,156

$18,001

Average cost to date—Australian Government

$42,052

$33,283

$20,359

$21,128

Accepted claims—all Comcare

Total weeks lost—all Comcare

194

303

7

21

Average weeks lost—all Comcare

14.9

27.6

3.7

10.6

Average weeks lost—Australian Government

25.4

17.9

11.3

11.5

6 Submitted indicates claims registered in the financial year period.
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A Chairperson’s review
Barry Sherriff, Chairperson,
Safety, Rehabilitation and Compensation Commission

LICENCE COMPLIANCE AND PERFORMANCE
MODEL

It gives me great pleasure to present my fourth
report to the Minister for Employment, Senator the
Honourable Michaelia Cash, and the Australian
Parliament on the operations of the Safety,
Rehabilitation and Compensation Commission (the
Commission) for the year ending 30 June 2017.

The Commission’s new Licence Compliance and
Performance Model came into effect from 1 July
2016, with the supporting elements of the model
being developed in consultation with licensees and
other key stakeholders and implemented throughout
2016–17.

I would like to acknowledge the valuable contributions
made by all Members.

The model seeks to ensure compliance with licence
conditions and focuses on licensee performance
against set standards and measures in claims
management, rehabilitation and prevention by using
a holistic, risk-based approach to performance
evaluation. The model contributes towards the
Government’s agenda to reduce regulatory burden on
business by affording a reduced level of regulatory
oversight for established licensees that have mature
management systems and demonstrated high
performance against the Commission’s standards and
measures.

STRATEGIC FOCUS AND PLAN
The Commission has a range of functions under the
Safety, Rehabilitation and Compensation Act 1998
(SRC Act) and the Work Health and Safety Act 2011
(WHS Act). The Commission’s strategic focus is to
ensure that it properly fulfills its statutory functions
and obligations in a manner that is consistent with
the legislation.
The Commission articulated this focus, its mission
and vision as well as its strategic priorities for the
reporting period through its Strategic Plan 2016–17
(Strategic Plan).

Additional information on the Commission’s Licence
Compliance and Performance Model can be found
below.

The Commission’s strategic priorities for 2016–17
were to:

REGULATOR PERFORMANCE FRAMEWORK

> inform key stakeholders on the Commission’s role
and responsibilities
> reduce regulatory burden on licensees
> provide effective regulation and oversight
> provide a forum for consultation between
Comcare and persons conducting businesses
or undertakings, workers and the bodies that
represent them.
I am pleased to report that the Commission undertook
a range of activities to achieve outcomes against
these four key priorities in 2016–17, the key points of
which are set out below.
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As the regulator of self-insured licensees under the
SRC Act, the Commission is required to implement
the Government’s Regulator Performance Framework
(RPF). In 2016–17, the Commission completed its
second self-assessment against its endorsed RPF key
performance indicators. The self-assessment will be
published on the Commission’s website later this year.
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Barry Sherriff, Chairperson
Safety, Rehabilitation and
Compensation Commission

STRATEGIC RISK REGISTER

In this reporting period, the Commission received
licence applications from the Australian National
University and Ron Finemore Transport Services
Pty Ltd.

The Commission manages current and emerging risks
through its Strategic Risk Register. In 2016–17 the
Commission reviewed the register to ensure it remains
current and effective.

StarTrack Express Pty Ltd, Virgin Australia Airlines
Pty Ltd and Ron Finemore Transport Services Pty Ltd
became self-insured licensees during the period and a
further six licensees commenced licence extension.

Finally, I would like to thank the staff of Comcare for
their professional support, guidance and assistance.
Barry Sherriff

Further information on licencing arrangements can be
found below.
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About the Commission
RESPONSIBLE MINISTER
The Commission operates within the Employment
portfolio. The Minister for Employment is the
responsible Minister and has the power to give
directions to the Commission about the performance
of its functions and the exercise of its powers. These
directions may include criteria and procedures for
the scope of licences, record keeping and reporting
requirements, and related matters.

ROLE AND FUNCTION
The Commission administers functions under the SRC
Act, other than those functions attributed to Comcare.
The SRC Act establishes the workers’ compensation
scheme covering Commonwealth employees,
Australian Capital Territory (ACT) Government
employees and the employees of licensed entities.
The Commission has both general and specific roles
and functions conferred on it by the SRC Act and WHS
Act. The role and functions under the SRC Act are to:
> ensure that, as far as practicable, there is equity of
outcomes resulting from administrative practices
and procedures used by Comcare and a licensee
in the performance of their respective functions
under the SRC Act
> advise the Minister about anything relating to the
operation of the SRC Act or to the Commission’s
functions or powers
> issue guidelines to Comcare or licensees about
their powers and functions
> be the issuing authority and regulator of selfinsurance licences under the SRC Act, including the
setting of licence fees
> provide guidelines on the setting of premiums and
a review point (if required) for employers’ premium
and regulatory contribution determinations
> undertake other functions as conferred on the
Commission by any other Act.
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Under the WHS Act, the functions of the Commission
are to:
> advise the Minister on the administration of the
WHS Act
> advise and make recommendations to the Minister
on the most effective means of giving effect to the
objects of the WHS Act
> enquire into and make recommendations to the
Minister on any matter relating to work health and
safety referred to the Commission by the Minister
> provide a forum for consultation between Comcare
and persons conducting business or undertakings,
workers and the bodies that represent them.

COMMISSION ACCOUNTABILITIES
The Commission has an evaluation framework which
it uses to provide assurance that it has appropriately
discharged its statutory responsibilities. The
framework includes an assessment of the outcomes
and activities of the Commission against each
of its statutory functions at each regular quarterly
meeting, with an annual assessment conducted at its
June meeting.
The outcomes and activities against each functional
category enable the Commission to make an
informed assessment of its performance in meeting its
regulatory functions as listed above.
At its June 2017 meeting the Commission resolved
that it had satisfactorily discharged its statutory
responsibilities for the 2016–17 reporting year.
Further evidence that the Commission is meeting its
accountabilities and fulfilling its statutory responsibility
is demonstrated when the Chairperson reports on the
outcomes of each regular Commission meeting to
the Minister.
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MEMBERSHIP
The SRC Act provides for the Commission to have 11 members. The Minister appoints members under the
legislation. Members other than the Chairperson may appoint a deputy, subject to the Minister’s approval. A
member, other than Safe Work Australia’s CEO, holds office on a part-time basis for a term not longer than three
years, as specified in the instrument of appointment. Members are eligible for reappointment.
The Commission comprised the following members during 2016–17:
> Mr Barry Sherriff, Chairperson
> Mr Michael Borowick, Assistant Secretary, member nominated by the Australian Council of Trade Unions
(ACTU)
> Mr Trevor Gauld, State Secretary, Communications Electrical and Plumbing Union, member nominated by
the ACTU
> Ms Lisa Newman, Deputy National President, Community and Public Sector Union, member nominated by
the ACTU
> Mr Dominic Andreacchio, representing the licensees

> Ms Michelle Baxter, CEO of Safe Work Australia
> VADM Ray Griggs AO CSC RAN, Vice Chief of the Defence Force, representing the interests of members and
former members of the Australian Defence Force (ADF)
> Ms Catherine Hudson, representing the interests of the ACT public sector employers
> Ms Jane Hall, Partner, Seyfarth Shaw Australia, member with qualifications and experience relevant to the
Commission’s functions, or the exercise of its powers (appointed on 7 November 2016)
> Mr Stephen Somogyi, Deputy Chairperson, Principal Advisor Strategic Projects—Monash University, member
with qualifications or experience relevant to the Commission’s functions, or the exercise of its powers.
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> Mr Steve Kibble, Group Manager, Work Health and Safety Policy Group, Department of Employment,
representing the Commonwealth and Commonwealth authorities
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OPERATIONS OF THE COMMISSION
The Commission meets on a quarterly basis with additional meetings held as required. Five members constitute a
quorum, as long as the following members are present:
> at least one member nominated by the ACTU
> the member representing licensees
> the member representing the Commonwealth and Commonwealth authorities.
The Commission held four meetings in 2016–17 on 15 September 2016, 30 November 2016, 8 March 2017
and 13–14 June 2017. Details of attendance at Commission meetings during 2016–17 are shown in Table 25.
Table 25: Commission meeting attendance
Eligible to
attend

Attended

Attended by
deputy

Barry Sherriff

4

4

n/a

Trevor Gauld

4

4

–

Lisa Newman

4

2

1

Stephen Somogyi

4

4

–

VADM Ray Griggs (Australian Defence Force)

4

3

1

Michelle Baxter

4

3

1

Dominic Andreacchio

4

4

–

Michael Borowick

4

2

2

Jane Hall

3

3

–

Catherine Hudson

4

4

–

Steve Kibble

4

3

1

Commissioners

During 2016–17 the following deputies attended Commission meetings:
> RADM Brett Wolski, deputy to VADM Ray Griggs
> Ms Amanda Grey, deputy to Michelle Baxter
> Ms Justine Ross, deputy to Steve Kibble
> Mr Brad Parker, deputy to Michael Borowick
> Mr Benjamin Maxfield, deputy to Lisa Newman.
The following sub-committees operated during the reporting year.
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Reviewing the Regulation of Self-Insured
Licensees sub-committee
Purpose: To consider options for change that will most
effectively meet the regulatory objectives and statutory
powers of the Commission without unnecessary
regulatory burden.
Throughout the reporting period, and in consultation
with licensee representatives, affiliated unions and
other stakeholders, the sub-committee developed
the supporting elements of the new regulatory model
which was endorsed at the Commission’s June 2016
meeting and took effect from 1 July 2016.
Members: Chairperson Barry Sherriff and
Commissioners Dominic Andreacchio, Trevor Gauld
and Steve Kibble.

Purpose: To review Comcare determination of
premium or regulatory contributions (if required). In
the reporting period, the Commission also directed
this sub-committee to review the Commission’s
Premium Determination Guidelines.
In 2016–17, the sub-committee was not required
to convene. No reviews were required of Comcare
reviews of determination of premium or regulatory
contributions as per section 97K of the SRC Act.
Members: Chairperson Barry Sherriff and
Commissioners Steve Kibble and Steve Somogyi.

DECISION-MAKING

The Commission is subject to specific annual
reporting requirements under the SRC Act and
Directions to include particulars of:
> Directions given by the Minister
> guidelines issued by the Commission
> the operations of each licensee
> records required to be kept in relation to licensees
under the Directions.

DIRECTIONS AND GUIDELINES
Under section 89S of the SRC Act the Commission
is required to provide a report to the Minister to give
to Parliament on its activities for each financial
year. Among other things, the report must include
particulars of any Directions given by the Minister
under section 89D and any guidelines issued by the
Commission under section 73A of the SRC Act.
The Minister issued no Directions to the Commission
under the SRC Act during 2016–17.
During 2016–17, the Commission registered
its Premium Determination Guidelines 2016
which apply to the determination of 2017–18
premiums under section 73A. The Commission
also issued its Provision of Information and
Consultation Requirements guidance for
licensees to assist licensees in understanding
the Commission’s requirements when providing
information to employees and their representative
in relation to significant events in relation to a
self‑insurance licence.

The Commission has the powers and functions to
make a wide range of decisions under the SRC Act
and the Safety, Rehabilitation and Compensation
Directions 2002 and other legislative instruments.
Commission decisions of an administrative character
are subject to judicial review.
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Premiums and Regulatory Contributions
Review sub-committee

SPECIFIC REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
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Licensing
Under the SRC Act, certain Commonwealth authorities and eligible corporations may apply for a licence to
self‑insure their workers’ compensation liabilities and manage compensation claims.
Comcare provides support to the Commission in its performance of its functions regarding licensing. Comcare
evaluates licence applications, monitors a licensee’s performance against licence conditions and recommends
actions and licence fees.
Two licence applications were received in the reporting period from the Australian National University and Ron
Finemore Transport Services Pty Ltd. StarTrack Express Pty Ltd, Ron Finemore Transport Services Pty Ltd7 and
Virgin Australia Airlines Pty Ltd joined the scheme in 2016–17 as self-insured licensees.
In 2016–17, licence extensions commenced for K & S Freighters Pty Ltd, National Australia Bank Ltd, National
Wealth Management Services Ltd, John Holland Group Pty Ltd, John Holland Pty Ltd and John Holland Rail
Pty Ltd. The Commission also considered and granted licence extension to a further five licensees which take
effect in 2017–18.
The Commission also considered and approved licence variations for 34 licensees.
Table 26 summarises licence types, licensees and expiry dates at 30 June 2017.
The Commission settled licence fees for 2017–18 at its 13–14 June 2017 meeting.

Consultation with licensees
A meeting between the Commission and licensees was held on 8 March 2017. The meeting comprised an open
discussion on elements of the Commission’s new regulatory model. The Commission also consulted during
the reporting year with licensees on the development of the various elements of the Commission’s regulatory
model and other matters affecting licensees. The Commission will continue to meet and work with the licensees
collectively on current topics of interest.

7 Licence granted on 13 June 2017 commencing on 1 July 2017 until 30 June 2025.
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Table 26: Licence types, licensees and expiry dates (at 30 June 2017)
Licence type

Features

Corporation

Self-insurance
self-claims
management
(with capacity
to arrange for a
third party claims
manager)

Licensee (expiry date)
Asciano Services Pty Ltd (formerly known as Pacific
National (ACT) Limited) (30/06/2025)
Australian air Express Pty Ltd (30/06/2025)
BWA Group Services Pty Ltd (30/06/2022)
Bis Industries Ltd (30/06/2023)
Border Express Pty Ltd (30/06/2022)

Claims management
arrangements
In house with claims review
performed by Australian Postal
Corporation
QBE Insurance (Australia)
Limited
Commonwealth Bank of
Australia
In house with claims review
performed by QBE Insurance
(Australia) Limited
In house with claims review
performed by CGU
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Cleanaway Operations Pty Ltd (formerly Transpacific
CGU Self Insurance Services
Industries Pty Ltd) (30/06/2022)
Commonwealth Bank of
Colonial Services Pty Ltd (30/06/2022)
Australia
Commonwealth Bank of Australia (30/06/2022)
In house
Commonwealth Bank of
Commonwealth Insurance Limited (30/06/2022)
Australia
Commonwealth Bank of
Commonwealth Securities Limited (30/06/2022)
Australia
QBE Insurance (Australia)
CSL Limited (30/06/2023)
Limited
DHL Supply Chain (Australia) Pty Ltd (30/06/2022) In house
In house with claims review
Fleetmaster Services Pty Ltd (30/06/2023)
performed by CGU Self
Insurance Services
John Holland Group Pty Ltd (30/06/2024)
In house
John Holland Pty Ltd (30/06/2024)
John Holland Group Pty Ltd
John Holland Rail Pty Ltd (30/06/2024)
John Holland Group Pty Ltd
K & S Freighters Pty Limited (30/06/2024)
In house
Linfox Australia Pty Ltd (30/06/2023)
In house
Linfox Armaguard Pty Ltd (30/06/2023)
CGU Self Insurance Services
Medibank Private Limited (30/06/2023)
CGU Self Insurance Services
National Australia Bank Ltd (30/06/2024)
In house
National Wealth Management Services Limited
National Australia Bank Ltd
(30/06/2024)
QBE Insurance (Australia)
Optus Administration Pty Limited (30/06/2023)
Limited
Prosegur Australia (formerly trading as Chubb
In house with claims review
Security Services Limited (30/06/2025)
performed by Moray & Agnew
StarTrack Express Pty Ltd (30/06/2022)
Australian Postal Corporation
StarTrack Retail Pty Ltd (30/06/2022)
Australian Postal Corporation
Telstra Corporation Limited (30/06/2022)
In house
In house with claims review
Thales (formerly known as ADI Limited)
performed by QBE Insurance
(30/06/2025)
(Australia) Limited
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Table 26: Licence types, licensees and expiry dates—as at 30 June 2016 (continued)
Licence type

Features

Corporation

Self-insurance
self-claims
management
(with capacity
to arrange for a
third party claims
manager)

Licensee (expiry date)
TNT Australia Pty Ltd (30/06/2022)
Virgin Australia Airlines Pty Ltd (29/09/2024)
Visionstream Pty Ltd (30/06/2023)
Wilson Security (30/06/2023)

Commonwealth
Authority

Self-insurance
self-claims
management

Australian Postal Corporation (30/06/2022)
Reserve Bank of Australia (30/06/2023)

Claims management
arrangements
In house with claims review
performed by QBE Insurance
(Australia) Limited
QBE Insurance (Australia)
Limited
CGU Self Insurance Services
QBE Insurance (Australia)
Limited
In house
In house with claims review
performed by Australian Postal
Corporation

LICENCE CONDITIONS AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS OF LICENCE
The Commission expects licensees to continuously improve their prevention, rehabilitation and claims
management performance outcomes, to comply with licence conditions and to meet performance standards of
licence.
Conditions of licence require compliance with the SRC Act and any applicable laws and regulations regarding the
health, safety and rehabilitation of employees. A licensee is required to meet financial, prudential and performance
reporting requirements as part of the conditions of licence.
Performance standards of licences require licensees to develop and implement effective management systems
for prevention, rehabilitation and claims management, and to work towards the attainment of outcome-based
performance goals.

THE LICENCE COMPLIANCE AND PERFORMANCE MODEL
The 2016–17 year saw the transition across to the Commission’s new Licence Compliance and Performance
Model (LCPM). The LCPM provides the regulatory framework under which the Commission monitors and assesses
licensee performance, and replaced the previous Licensee Improvement Program and Tier Model.
The LCPM examines licensees’ prudential performance, results of internal and external reviews in prevention,
rehabilitation and claims management performance, and provides for regulatory action by the Commission where
non-compliance or performance concerns are identified.
Under the LCPM, licensees are no longer classified by ‘tier’, and instead as a developing/transitioning licensee or
an established licensee. Developing/transitioning licensees are new scheme participants in their first two years of
licence. Following the initial two-year period, licensees are considered to be established in the scheme.
Developing/transitioning licensees work closely with Comcare to develop systems by participating in, and being
subject to, reviews throughout the first two years of licence to ensure that a licensee can meet the conditions of
licence and performance standards set by the Commission.
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The Commission uses this initial period to closely monitor the performance of a new licensee as they
transition into the scheme. The Commission may choose to lessen the extensive reviews in the developing/
transitioning phase where a licensee can evidence strong, consistent results against compliance and
performance requirements.
Established licensees are required to be compliant with the conditions of licence and continue to meet the
performance standards set by the Commission. A targeted review may be conducted in years two and six of
an eight-year licence should the Commission consider the performance of a licensee would warrant a more
thorough review.
Notwithstanding the above, the Commission can, at any time, determine that due to issues with compliance,
reporting or performance results, a regulatory response is required. The status of a licensee (that is, developing/
transitioning or established) does not inhibit the Commission from taking action to address a compliance or
performance issue.

The self-insurance licence and the LCPM also provide a framework for the prudential obligations required of
licensees under the licence. This includes the provision of a liability report describing current and predicted
outstanding workers’ compensation liabilities (this information is used to calculate the guarantee amount)
and the provision of a guarantee plus a reinsurance retention policy, yearly accounts and financial statements.
Some licensees are also subject, based on risk, to ongoing financial monitoring which comprises a regime
of continuous monitoring through media and rating agencies and annual desktop reviews of licensees’
financial statements.
Each year licensees provide an annual Licensee Compliance and Performance Improvement (LCPI) report
certified by licensee senior management. The LCPI report provides the Commission with an overview of key
activities undertaken and outcomes achieved by a licensee during the previous year. The LPCI report also details
a licensee’s objectives for the coming year, and is the primary tool for licensees to: report to the Commission on
performance against the Commission’s performance standards and measures; provide annual certification as per
the prudential conditions of licence; and to demonstrate continuous improvement.

Licensees’ performance
Table 27 provides summary details of each licensee’s claims activity during 2016–17. Table 28 provides
summary details of licensee performance against the LKPIs during 2016–17.
Care should be exercised in comparing the claims activity of licensees given the different risk profiles of
individual employers.
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A key feature of the LCPM is the quarterly monitoring of the Commission-defined performance standards and
measures, including the Licensee Key Performance Indicators (LKPIs). The Commission sets performance targets
against these LKPIs, which include the incidence of serious and accepted claims based on industry benchmarks,
return to work performance, and timeliness of claims management and reconsideration decisions. Licensees are
provided with the opportunity to provide input and information regarding their quarterly results for consideration.
The Commission uses the LKPI results and any further information provided by licensees to determine whether any
regulatory action is required.
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Licensee data
Table 27: Licensees’ claims activity
Number of FTE
employees

Asciano
AaE
Australia Post
Bankwest

Number of claims
received

Number of
reconsideration
requests decided

Number of claims
initially accepted

Number of AAT
appeals received

2015–16

2016–17

2015–16

2016–17

2015–16

2016–17

2015–16

2016–17

2015–16

2016–17

2836

2686

104

91

100

63

np

16

np

np

442

438

9

11

9

8

33

7

9

np

26,316

26,527

1306

1276

950

1014

502

355

190

156

3829

3827

23

32

18

20

11

8

0

np

BIS

948

887

23

27

16

17

17

15

12

15

Border Express

785

763

30

38

27

23

np

0

0

0

4219

4320

163

158

136

119

39

69

33

36

Cleanaway (formerly
TPI)
Colonial Services
CBA
CommInsure

2624

2620

9

np

8

np

np

np

np

0

21,067

21,847

137

142

100

103

72

76

27

26

378

368

np

np

n/a

np

7

np

np

0

CommSec

5849

5578

18

12

14

9

6

np

np

np

CSL

2008

2322

14

np

np

np

7

np

np

np

DHL

2402

2586

50

76

45

57

12

11

np

np

284

273

11

6

10

np

0

0

0

0

2128

2101

39

22

27

18

21

18

8

7

668

346

58

34

48

33

40

44

17

13
np

Fleetmaster
John Holland Group
John Holland
John Holland Rail

306

249

23

18

21

17

14

8

np

K & S Freighters

2686

3115

98

113

73

88

67

77

np

np

Linfox Armaguard

1814

1749

85

57

74

36

78

57

30

13

Linfox Australia

5013

4997

158

108

89

41

110

84

68

45

Medibank Private

1448

1687

10

11

np

9

0

np

np

0

24,664

24,486

128

103

80

58

48

56

17

40

National Wealth
Management

2561

1916

13

8

8

np

8

7

np

np

Optus

8761

8445

48

54

27

40

17

10

12

7

739

775

44

49

36

32

17

8

14

7

1082

1132

np

np

np

np

0

0

0

0

n/a

3520

n/a

179

n/a

154

n/a

9

n/a

np

467

221

np

np

np

np

0

np

0

0

Telstra

29,790

28,782

339

297

190

184

228

203

151

128

Thales

3547

3482

49

36

39

32

6

10

np

np

TNT

3776

4005

336

308

299

284

70

40

28

32

Virgin Airlines
Australia ***

n/a

6291

n/a

160

n/a

123

n/a

Np

n/a

np

Visionstream

1665

1271

21

15

13

9

12

Np

np

np

Wilson Security****

2583

5213

17

71

7

47

np

26

0

np

167,726

178,825

3367

3534

2474

2669

1469

1238

658

567

NAB

Prosegur (formerly
Chubb)
RBA
StarTrack Express**
StarTrack Retail
Pty Ltd

ALL LICENSEES

np—not publishable as the number is between one and five.
* Licence was revoked 30 June 2016.
** Licensee joined the scheme 1 July 2016.
*** Licensee joined the scheme 20 September 2016.
**** Licensee joined the scheme 1 January 2016.
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Table 28: Licensee performance against Licensee Key Performance Indicators

Notifiable worker
injury fatalities

Incidence of claims
with 1 week lost
time per 1000 FTE
employees

Incidence of
accepted claims1
per 1000 FTE
employees

Median incapacity
weeks

Percentage of
claims determined
within 20 calendar
days (injury) and
60 calendar days
(disease)

Percentage of
reconsiderations
decided within 30
calendar days

2015–16 2016–17 2015–16 2016–17 2015–16 2016–17 2015–16 2016–17 2015–16 2016–17 2015–16 2016–17
ALL LICENSEES

6

5

6.7

6.8

14.8

14.9

4.4

4.6

87%

88%

92%

98%

1. This measure captures those claims that are initially accepted in the reporting period.

RECORD-KEEPING AND REPORTING REQUIREMENTS UNDER THE SAFETY, REHABILITATION
AND COMPENSATION DIRECTIONS 2002
Table 29 provides details of the recordkeeping requirements outlined in the above Directions and is reported in
accordance with section 23 of the Safety, Rehabilitation and Compensation Directions 2002 (SRC Directions).
Table 29: Record-keeping requirements under SRC Directions
2

Australian National University
Ron Finemore Transport Services Pty Ltd

Refusals to grant licence

Nil

Nil

Expiry of licence

Nil

Nil

Suspension of licence

Nil

Nil

Revocations of licence

Nil

Nil

Licence commencements, including the
scope of the licences and the conditions
to which the licences are subject

Licences commenced

StarTrack Express Pty Ltd
Virgin Australia Airlines Pty Ltd
Ron Finemore Transport Services Pty Ltd
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Table 29: Record-keeping requirements under SRC Directions (continued)
Variations granted due
to change in scope or
conditions of licence

Asciano Services Pty Ltd
Australian Air Express Pty Limited
Australian Postal Corporation
BIS Industries Limited
Border Express Pty Ltd
BWA Group Services Pty Ltd
Cleanaway Operations Pty Ltd
Colonial Services Pty Limited
Commonwealth Bank of Australia
Commonwealth Insurance Limited
Commonwealth Securities Limited
CSL Limited
DHL Supply Chain (Australia) Pty Ltd
Fleetmaster Services Pty Ltd
John Holland Group Pty Ltd
John Holland Pty Ltd
John Holland Rail Pty Ltd
K&S Freighters
Linfox Armaguard
Linfox Australia Pty Ltd
Medibank Private Limited
National Australia Bank
National Wealth Management Services
Optus Administration Pty Limited
Prosegur Australia Pty Limited
Reserve Bank of Australia
StarTrack Express Pty Limited
StarTrack Retail Pty Limited
Telstra Corporation Ltd
Thales Australia Limited
TNT Australia Pty Ltd
Virgin Australia Airlines Pty Ltd
Visionstream Pty Ltd
Wilson Security Pty Ltd

Licence extensions

John Holland Group Pty Ltd
John Holland Pty Ltd
John Holland Rail Pty Ltd
K&S Freighters Pty Ltd
National Australia Bank Ltd
National Wealth Management Services Ltd

Further information is available in the ‘Licensing’ section of this report.
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT
To the Minister for Employment
Opinion
In my opinion, the financial statements of Comcare for the year ended 30 June 2017:
(a) comply with Australian Accounting Standards – Reduced Disclosure Requirements and the Public
Governance, Performance and Accountability (Financial Reporting) Rule 2015; and
(b) present fairly the financial position of Comcare as at 30 June 2017 and its financial performance and cash
flows for the year then ended.
The financial statements of Comcare, which I have audited, comprise the following statements as at 30 June
2017 and for the year then ended:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Statement by the Accountable Authority and Chief Financial Officer;
Statement of Comprehensive Income;
Statement of Financial Position;
Cash Flow Statement;
Statement of Changes in Equity; and
Notes to the financial statements, comprising an Overview, Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
and other explanatory information.

Basis for Opinion
I conducted my audit in accordance with the Australian National Audit Office Auditing Standards, which
incorporate the Australian Auditing Standards. My responsibilities under those standards are further described in
the Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements section of my report. I am independent
of Comcare in accordance with the relevant ethical requirements for financial statement audits conducted by the
Auditor-General and his delegates. These include the relevant independence requirements of the Accounting
Professional and Ethical Standards Board’s APES 110 Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants to the extent
that they are not in conflict with the Auditor-General Act 1997 (the Code). I have also fulfilled my other
responsibilities in accordance with the Code. I believe that the audit evidence I have obtained is sufficient and
appropriate to provide a basis for my opinion.
Accountable Authority’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements
As the Accountable Authority of Comcare the Chief Executive Officer is responsible under the Public
Governance, Performance and Accountability Act 2013 for the preparation and fair presentation of annual
financial statements that comply with Australian Accounting Standards – Reduced Disclosure Requirements and
the rules made under that Act. The Chief Executive Officer is also responsible for such internal control as the
Chief Executive Officer determines is necessary to enable the preparation and fair presentation of financial
statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
In preparing the financial statements, the Chief Executive Officer is responsible for assessing Comcare’s ability
to continue as a going concern, taking into account whether the entity’s operations will cease as a result of an
administrative restructure or for any other reason. The Chief Executive Officer is also responsible for disclosing
matters related to going concern as applicable and using the going concern basis of accounting unless the
assessment indicates that it is not appropriate.
Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements
My objective is to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole are free from
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes my opinion.
Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance
with the Australian National Audit Office Auditing Standards will always detect a material misstatement when
it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in the
GPO Box 707 CANBERRA ACT 2601
19 National Circuit BARTON ACT
Phone (02) 6203 7300 Fax (02) 6203 7777
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aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of
the financial statements.
As part of an audit in accordance with the Australian National Audit Office Auditing Standards, I exercise
professional judgement and maintain professional scepticism throughout the audit. I also:
• identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or
error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is
sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for my opinion. The risk of not detecting a material
misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion,
forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal control;
• obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures that are
appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the
entity’s internal control;
• evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates and
related disclosures made by the Accountable Authority;
• conclude on the appropriateness of the Accountable Authority’s use of the going concern basis of accounting
and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or
conditions that may cast significant doubt on the entity’s ability to continue as a going concern. If I conclude
that a material uncertainty exists, I am required to draw attention in my auditor’s report to the related
disclosures in the financial statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify my opinion. My
conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of my auditor’s report. However, future
events or conditions may cause the entity to cease to continue as a going concern; and
• evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements, including the disclosures,
and whether the financial statements represent the underlying transactions and events in a manner that
achieves fair presentation.
I communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and
timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control that I
identify during my audit.
Australian National Audit Office

Jodi George
Acting Executive Director
Delegate of the Auditor-General
Canberra
27 September 2017
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STATEMENT BY THE ACCOUNTABLE AUTHORITY AND THE CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

In our opinion, the attached financial statements for the year ended 30 June 2017 comply with subsection 42(2)
of the Public Governance, Performance and Accountability Act 2013 (PGPA Act) and are based on properly
maintained financial records as per subsection 41(2) of the PGPA Act.
In our opinion, at the date of this statement, there are reasonable grounds to believe that Comcare will be able
to pay its debts as and when they fall due.

Jennifer Taylor
Accountable Authority and Chief Executive Officer
27 September 2017

Derek Ambrose
Chief Financial Officer
27 September 2017
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COMCARE

STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
for the period ended 30 June 2017
Notes

$'000

2016

Original Budget

$'000

$'000

1.1A

66,775

67,801

69,189

2.2A

4,925

5,662

6,681

2017

NET COST OF SERVICES
Expenses

Employee benefits
Supplier expenses

1.1B

Finance costs

1.1C

Losses/(Gains) from asset sales

1.1E

Depreciation and amortisation
Write-downs and impairment of assets
Workers' compensation claims expense

Common law asbestos-related disease claims expense

Total expenses

35,476

33,631

39

36,824

101

-

1.1D

664

(186)

1.1F

246,016

259,185

294,724

372,629

388,776

437,463

1.2A

22,613

19,531

20,386

1.2C

382,502

414,666

405,400

408

757

1.1G

26

18,708

-

(12)

-

22,594

30,045

Own-source income
Own-source revenue

Sale of goods and rendering of services
Fees and fines

1.2B

Interest

1.2D

Workers' compensation premiums
Other revenue

Total own-source revenue
Gains

Gains from movement in workers' compensation claims provision
Gains from movement in common law asbestos-related disease claims
provision

1.2E
1.2F

Total Gain

16,159
30,168

17,416

17,249

27,554

29,712
-

451,850

479,924

472,747

368,500

62,600

(47,460)

85,820

12,740

15,120

454,320

75,340

(32,340)

Total own-source income

906,170

555,264

440,407

Net contribution by services

533,541

166,488

2,944

60,999

66,167

Revenue from Government

Available funding from movement in claims provision

Surplus on continuing operations

1.2G
1.2H

(127,186)

69,867

467,354

20,372

253,027

(15,784)

(6)

4,271

-

(6)

4,271

-

467,348

257,298

57,027

57,027

OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
Items not subject to subsequent reclassification to net cost of services
Changes in asset revaluation reserve

Total other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive income

The above statement should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.

Budget variances commentary
Workers' compensation claims expenses were $48.7m less than budget due to lower premium benefit payments ($52.4m) offset by pre-premium
benefit payments ($3.7m).
Gains from movement in workers' compensation claims provision were $416.0m higher than budget due to a reduction in the premium claims
provision ($420.0m) offset by an increase in the pre-premium claims provision ($4.0m), as valued by Comcare's independent actuary.

Gains from movement in common law asbestos-related disease claims provision were $70.7m higher than budget due to a reduction in the claims
provision, as valued by Comcare's independent actuary.
Available funding from movement in claims provision was lower due to the reduction in the claims provision for premium ($44.7) and common law
asbestos-related disease ($70.7m) offset by an increase for pre-premium ($4.0).
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COMCARE

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
as at 30 June 2017

2017

Notes

2016

$'000

$'000

Original Budget

$'000

ASSETS
Financial assets

Cash and cash equivalents

Trade and other receivables
Other financial assets

Total financial assets
Non-financial assets

2.1A

979,779

2.1B
2.1C

820,339

2,960,208

2,912,664

3,801,668

3,792,989

3,797,578

20,229

8,417

12,442

Property, plant and equipment

2.2A

14,026

14,564

Other non-financial assets

2.2B

1,445

1,771

Computer software

Total non-financial assets

2.2A

872,106

2,813,472

4,151

12,808

3,989

2,504

2,007

19,622

20,324

24,740

3,821,290

3,813,313

3,822,318

2.3A

3,169

3,310

9,641

2.3C

17,275

6,243

13,931

Total assets
LIABILITIES
Payables

Suppliers

Workers' compensation claims payable
Other payables

Total payables
Provisions

Employee provisions

Workers' compensation claims

Common law asbestos-related disease claims
Other provisions

Total provisions

2.3B

3,041

2,540

23,485

4.1

16,159

2.4A, D, E, F
2.4B, G

Total liabilities
Net assets

12,093

16,608

2,794,000

3,163,700

2,468

2,422

969,920

2.4C

-

1,070,580

23,572

17,802

3,318,671

1,051,400

2,541

3,782,547

4,253,310

4,390,414

3,806,032

4,265,403

4,413,986

15,258

(452,090)

(591,668)

7,717

7,717

(464,078)

(599,385)

EQUITY
7,717

Contributed equity

4,142

Reserves

3,399

Retained surplus/(Accumulated deficit)
Total equity

15,258

4,271

(452,090)

-

(591,668)

Budget variances commentary

Note ref.
2.1A

Cash is higher than budget mainly due to lower benefit payments and administration expenses.
Trade and other receivables mainly comprise receivables from Government which is less than budget due to lower expenses in the premium
scheme and common law asbestos-related disease program.
Property, plant and equipment assets are lower than budget due to delays in asset purchases during the year.
The workers’ compensation claims provision was lower due to a favourable year-end premium scheme valuation following reductions in claims
numbers, improved recovery and return to work outcomes, and a reduction in longer-term claims.
The common law asbestos-related disease claims provision was lower due to a favourable year-end valuation.

2.1B
2.2A
2.4A, D, E, F
2.4B, G
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COMCARE

CASH FLOW STATEMENT
for the period ended 30 June 2017
Notes

2017

2016

Original Budget

$'000

$'000

$'000

Sales of goods and rendering of services

42,473

38,511

37,635

Interest

35,336

27,899

OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Cash received

70,331

Receipts from Government

71,536

69,867

29,712

426,294

435,851

449,653

574,842

574,553

586,867

Employees

67,083

67,653

67,789

Suppliers

39,537

36,765

Workers' compensation premiums

408

Other cash received

Total cash received
Cash used

34,649

Net GST paid
Workers' compensation claims

Net cash from operating activities

3.1

36,794

-

44,253

36,824

250,632

266,585

294,724

410,609

430,391

473,635

164,233

144,162

113,232

4

18

-

18

-

4,797

1,460

13,300

4,797

1,460

13,300

(4,793)

(1,442)

(13,300)

159,440

142,720

99,932

677,619

772,174

820,339

872,106

18,708

Asbestos-related disease claims

Total cash used

756

22,594

30,045

INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Cash received
Proceeds from sales of property, plant and equipment

Total cash received

4

Cash used
Purchase of property, plant and equipment
Total cash used
Net cash used by investing activities
Net increase in cash held
Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the reporting period

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the reporting period

2.1A

820,339

979,779

The above statement should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
Budget variance commentary
Workers’ compensation claims payments were lower due to fewer active claims, and lower medical and incapacity payments.
Asbestos-related claims payments were lower than expected.
Cash used on the purchase of property, plant and equipment was lower due to delays in asset purchases during the year.
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467,477

3,399

Total comprehensive income

Closing balance as at 30 June
(464,078)

253,027

253,027

(599,385)

57,027

57,027

-

(656,412)

$'000

Original
Budget

4,142

(129)

-

(129)

4,271

2017
$’000

4,271

4,271

-

4,271

-

2016
$’000

-

-

-

-

-

$'000

Original
Budget

Asset revaluation surplus

7,717

-

-

-

7,717

2017
$’000

7,717

-

-

-

7,717

2016
$’000

Contributed equity

7,717

-

-

-

7,717

$'000

Original
Budget

15,258

467,348

467,477

(129)

(452,090)

2017
$’000
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Comcare's retained surplus of $3.4m is greater than budget due to the favourable movement in premium claims provisions.

Budget variance commentary

Equity Injections
Amounts appropriated which are designed as 'equity injections' for a year (less any formal reductions) and Departmental Capital Budgets are recognised directly in contributed equity in that year.

Accounting policy

The above statement should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.

467,477

-

(717,105)

(464,078)

-

2016
$’000

2017
$’000

Retained surplus /
(accumulated deficit)

Surplus for the period

Revaluation adjustment

Other comprehensive income

Opening balance carried forward from the
previous period

for the period ended 30 June 2017

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY

COMCARE

(452,090)

257,298

253,027

4,271

(709,388)

2016
$’000

Total equity

(591,668)

57,027

57,027

-

(648,695)

$'000

Original
Budget
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OVERVIEW
Objectives of Comcare
Comcare is a Commonwealth corporate not-for-profit entity and is the statutory body responsible for administering the
Commonwealth's workplace health and safety framework, statutory framework for rehabilitation and workers' compensation, and
common law liabilities for asbestos compensation.
Comcare is structured to meet the following outcomes:
Outcome 1: Support participation and productivity through healthy and safe workplaces that minimise the impact of harm in
workplaces covered by Comcare.
Program component 1.1
Program component 1.2
Program component 1.3
Program component 1.4
Program component 1.5
Program component 1.6

Work Health, Safety and Rehabilitation Regulation
Comcare Workers' Compensation Scheme Management
SRCC and Seacare Authority Support
Premium Claims
Pre-premium Claims
Asbestos Claims

The Basis of Preparation
The financial statements are general purpose financial statements and are required by section 42 of the Public Governance,
Performance and Accountability Act 2013 .
The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with:

a) Public Governance, Performance and Accountability (Financial Reporting) Rule 2015 (FRR) for reporting periods ending on or after
1 July 2015.
b) Australian Accounting Standards and Interpretations issued by the Australian Accounting Standards Board (AASB) that apply for
the reporting period.
The financial statements have been prepared on an accrual basis and in accordance with the historical cost convention, except for
certain assets and liabilities at fair value. Except where stated, no allowance is made for the effect of changing prices on the results or
the financial position. The financial statements are presented in Australian dollars.
New Australian Accounting Standards
Adoption of New Australian Accounting Standard Requirements
No accounting standard has been adopted earlier than the application date as stated in the standard.
The following new standards were issued prior to the signing of the statement by the accountable authority and Chief Financial Officer,
were applicable to the current reporting period and had an effect on the entity's financial statements.
Standard/
Interpretation

AASB 124 Related
Party Disclosures

Application date

Nature of impending change/s in accounting policy and likely impact on initial application

1 July 2016

Entities are required to report their related party transactions in their disclosure notes to the
financial statements. The standard also imposes disclosure obligations on Ministers
including Assistant Ministers and Parliamentary Secretaries as they are key management
personnel of the Government.
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Future Australian Accounting Standard Requirements
The following new standards, revised standards, interpretations and amending standards issued by the Australian Accounting
Standards Board prior to the sign-off date are not expected to have a financial impact on Comcare for future reporting periods but will
affect disclosures.
Standard/
Interpretation

Application date

Nature of impending change/s in accounting policy and likely impact on initial application

AASB 15 Revenue
from Contracts
with Customers

1 July 2017

This standard establishes principles for reporting information about the nature, amount,
timing and uncertainty of revenue and cash flows arising from an entity's contracts with
customers, with revenue recognised as 'performance obligations' are satisfied.
Comcare will assess the likely impact of this standard on Comcare's financial statements for
future periods.

AASB 9 Financial
Instruments

1 January 2018

This standard simplifies the classifications of financial instruments into those to be carried at
amortised cost and those to be carried at fair value. The new standard also:
• simplifies requirements for embedded derivatives
• removes the tainting rules associated with held-to-maturity assets
• provides an opportunity to fair value investments in equity instruments to other
comprehensive income, with no separate impairment test, whilst taking dividends
to income
• requires entities to reclassify their financial assets when there is a change in the entity's
business model.
Comcare will assess the likely impact of this standard on Comcare's financial statements for
future periods.

AASB 16 Leases

1 January 2019

AASB 16 introduces a single lessee accounting model and requires a lessee to recognise
assets and liabilities for all leases with a term of more than 12 months, unless the
underlying asset is of low value. A lessee is required to recognise a right-of-use asset
representing its right to use the underlying leased asset and a lease liability representing its
obligations to make lease payments.
AASB 16 substantially carries forward the lessor accounting requirements in AASB 117
Leases. Accordingly, a lessor continues to classify its leases as operating leases or finance
leases, and to account for those two type of leases differently.
AASB 16 requires enhanced disclosures for both lessees and lessors to improve
information disclosed about an entity's exposure to leases.

Significant accounting judgements and estimates
Comcare's compensation schemes exhibit many of the characteristics of an insurance business. Comcare's statutory relationship with
its customers and the Commonwealth is not of the nature of an insurance contract as defined under AASB 1023 General Insurance
Contracts . Comcare regards the application of AASB 137 Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets in the valuation of
its claims provisions as more appropriate.
The valuation of workers’ compensation claims liabilities was undertaken as at 30 June 2017 by independent consulting actuaries,
Taylor Fry Pty Ltd (Taylor Fry). The valuation of common law asbestos-related disease claims liabilities was undertaken as at 30 June
2017 by independent consulting actuaries, Finity Consulting Pty Ltd (Finity).

Comcare takes all reasonable steps to ensure that it has appropriate information regarding its claims exposures. However, given the
uncertainty in establishing the claims provisions, it is likely that the final outcome will prove to be different from the original liability
established.
Many sources of uncertainty exist when estimating a “long tail” provision. There are some general sources of uncertainty and these
arise from:
•
•
•
•
•

the actuarial models and methods which may not exactly match the underlying claims process
past claim fluctuations which may create uncertainty in selecting model parameters
unavailable data or undetected errors in data which may result in inappropriate parameters being selected
future economic and environmental conditions which may be different to those assumed
future claim fluctuations, resulting in uncertainty of the projected liability, even if the model and its parameters were perfect.

Taxation
Comcare is exempt from all forms of taxation except Fringe Benefits Tax and the Goods and Services Tax.
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The provisions represent an estimate of the present value of future payments in respect of claims for events occurring before 30 June
2017 with a 75% probability of sufficiency. The estimated cost of claims includes direct expenses to be incurred in settling claims.
Expected value of recoveries from third parties is included in Trade and Other Receivables.
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Principles of accounting for workers' compensation claims
Comcare manages workers' compensation claims for Commonwealth employees and employees of the ACT Government under the
Safety, Rehabilitation and Compensation Act 1988 (SRC Act). Workers' compensation claims for work related injuries and illness
sustained on or after 1 July 1989 are referred to as 'premium claims' or 'premium business'. Workers' compensation claims for work
related injuries sustained by Commonwealth employees prior to that date are referred to as 'pre-premium claims' or 'pre-premium
business'.
For premium claims, premiums are received from employers covered under the SRC Act. They are calculated using a system and
methodology developed by an independent actuary and are intended to fully cover all liabilities incurred over the life of these claims.
All premiums are charged up front for the full financial year. There are no unearned premiums or deferred acquisition costs at the end
of the financial year. Changes to premiums arising from wage and salary adjustments are recognised in the year they become payable
or receivable.
Pre-premium claims are funded by parliamentary special appropriations on an emerging cost basis.
In accordance with section 128A of the SRC Act, a provision is not required to be made for liabilities incurred prior to 1 July 1989 in
respect of public trading or government business enterprises.
Claims provisions
The valuation of workers’ compensation claims liabilities was undertaken as at 30 June 2017 by independent consulting actuaries,
Taylor Fry Pty Ltd.
The valuation of common law asbestos-related disease claims liabilities was undertaken as at 30 June 2017 by independent
consulting actuaries, Finity Consulting Pty Ltd.
The liability for workers’ compensation claims (both premium and pre-premium) and common law asbestos-related disease claims are
determined in accordance with the requirements of AASB 137 Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets . Provisions for
claims are recognised when:
• Comcare has a present legal or constructive obligation as a result of past events
• it is probable that an outflow of resources will be required to settle the obligation
• the amount has been reliably estimated.
Where there are a number of similar obligations for each claim type, the likelihood that an outflow will be required in settlement is
determined by considering the class of obligations as a whole. A provision is recognised even if the likelihood of an outflow with
respect to any one item included in the same claim type may be small.
The expected future payments are discounted to present value using a risk free rate. The expected future payments include claims
reported but not yet paid, claims incurred but not reported (IBNR) and anticipated claims handling costs. Claims handling costs can
either be associated directly with individual claims, such as legal and other professional fees, or associated indirectly with individual
claims, such as claims administration costs.

Workers' compensation claims provisions
There are specific sources of uncertainty arising from the nature of the schemes and the data. Allowance is made, however, for
changes or uncertainties which may create distortions in the underlying statistics or which might cause the future cost of claims to
increase or decrease when compared with past cost of claims including:
• trends in long-term weekly income replacement benefit and medical cost continuance rates
• the longer lag times between injury and claim relative to other workers’ compensation schemes
• movements in industry benchmarks
• changes in service delivery which might accelerate or slow down the development and/or recording of paid or incurred claims,
compared with the statistics from previous periods
• changes in the legal environment
• medical and technological developments.
The injury profile within the schemes creates dynamic expenditure patterns. Typically injuries can be of an immediate and short-term
duration as well as those which are more permanent resulting in long-term entitlements. Historically, the expenditure trend does
concentrate earlier (the discounted mean term of the liabilities is approximately 8 years). However, the provisions have a long tail
element where payments are expected to be made for the next 50 or more years.
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For the purpose of estimating the workers’ compensation provisions Taylor Fry considers the varying types of benefits. These include
the following:
• incapacity payments, split between short-term and long-term payments
• medical and rehabilitation expenses
• legal expenses
• other, including permanent impairment, non-economic loss payments, death, common law and other payments.
In calculating the estimated cost of future workers’ compensation claims, Taylor Fry uses a variety of estimation techniques, generally
based upon statistical analysis of historical experience, which assumes that the development pattern of the current and future claims
will be consistent with past experience.
The sensitivity analysis shown below attempts to quantify some of the significant uncertainty around the valuation estimates. It is not
intended to be comprehensive and uncertainty remains in other areas. It shows that, notwithstanding the substantial downward
adjustment in the liability as a result of changes in the assumptions for valuations, the risk of over or underestimating the liability
remains. At the same time, these results show there is still room for further decline in expenditure under assumptions that would not
be unreasonable given recent experience.
Details of the specific assumptions used in deriving the claims liabilities at year end are detailed in Notes 2.4D-G.
Premium Business
The value of the provision for premium claims liability has reduced by $338m in 2016-17 ($67m reduction in 2015-16).
Changes to premium claims liability
Opening balance of gross liability as at 1 July 2016
Roll forward adjustment to 30 June 2017
Projected gross liability as at 30 June 2017
Changes in economic assumptions
Number of claimants currently receiving incapacity and/or medical payments lower than forecast
Number of new claimants receiving incapacity and/or medical payments lower than forecast
Changes to shorter-term continuance rates
Continuance rates at longer durations since injury, including the impact of retirement
Claims administration expenses
Reductions in the assumed average quarterly payments
Incapacity compensation extended to State Pension Age
Other
Closing balance of gross liability as at 30 June 2017

$m
2,767
56
2,823
(47)
(172)
26
(87)
(142)
(41)
(18)
82
5
2,429

Commonwealth latent mental disease claims
Comcare carried out analysis of data in relation to latent mental disease claims and has recognised a separate provision for liability
arising from constructive obligations existing before the date of injury, but after the date of exposure to the cause of injury. This
accounting practice recognises the liability before Comcare's legal obligation to provide compensation under the SRC Act. The
additional liability cannot be funded from premiums until the year in which the resulting injuries occur.

Longer-term continuance rates
The valuation estimate is extremely sensitive to the assumed longer-term continuance rates (for claims of 12.5 or more years since
injury). Past longer-term continuance rates have shown considerable variability from year to year and estimates of future longer-term
continuance rates are highly uncertain. If continuance rates for incapacity and medical payments were to reach levels 0.3% and 0.4%
higher respectively than those assumed for this valuation – a plausible increase given historical variability in these rates – the central
estimate of the liability would increase by around $129m. However, if experience were to move in the opposite direction, then the
liability would decrease by around $104m.
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Premium business sensitivity analysis
As the workers’ compensation provisions are subject to a variety of assumptions, it is considered prudent to disclose what the
sensitivities of the significant assumptions could be. In its report, Taylor Fry has provided the following information regarding areas of
uncertainty and key risks.
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Shorter-term continuance rates
The liability estimate is highly sensitive to forecast short term continuance rates (for payments of less than 12.5 years since injury). In
the past there has been considerable quarterly variation in short term continuance rates, increasing the uncertainty of estimates. If
short term continuance rates on both incapacity and medical payments were to reach levels 0.5% per quarter higher than forecast,
then the central estimate of liability would increase by around $145m. However, if experience was 0.5% per quarter lower than
forecast, the central estimate of liability would decrease by $126m. Both these scenarios can be considered moderate variations in
continuance rate assumptions given the historical variability in continuance rates.
Mental disease claims
There is considerable uncertainty about the ultimate number of mental disease claims that will receive at least one incapacity payment
for the 2016 and later injury years. The projected numbers of accepted mental disease claims for the 2016 and 2017 injury year are
55% and 52% lower respectively than 2013. If the number of accepted mental disease claims for 2016 and later injury years are
understated by 15% then the central estimate would increase by about $26m.
Unit administration expenses remain at 2015-16 level
Administration expenses per service unit increased during 2015/16 due to fewer open claims, fewer claims reports and external claims
management trials. It is assumed that the cost per weighted service unit will decrease progressively after 2016/17 to return to the
average cost per weighted service unit over 2010/11 to 2014/15. If the cost per weighted service unit remains at the 2015/16 level in
the future for both Commonwealth Current and ACT customers, then the liability estimate would increase by $31M.
The illustrative alternative valuation assumptions considered in the analysis are intended to provide some indication as to the relative
sensitivity of the estimate to changes in some of the assumptions used. The range of the values considered in this analysis should not
be considered as necessarily presenting a "reasonable" range of possible outcomes.
It should also be noted that the analysis considers the impact of changes in each factor in isolation. In reality, several factors might
vary at the same time. Hence the combined effect of several variations from the assumptions could be significantly greater than the
variation indicated for each factor in isolation. No reliance should be placed on this analysis in regards to the level of uncertainty in the
estimates. This has been modelled and quantified separately by Taylor Fry in arriving at a provision for premium claims liabilities
where a 13% risk margin has been applied to the central estimate, which gives an intended 75% probability of sufficiency.
Economic assumptions
This provision is sensitive to interest rate assumption changes as Taylor Fry calculates the future cash flows and then discounts these
future values to the present value using the discount rate. The level of the discount rate, while not affecting the projected future cash
flows themselves, will alter the present value assigned to those cash flows, and hence the estimate of the liability.
Using a discount rate 1% higher would decrease the central estimate of the liability by $154m while a discount rate 1% lower would
increase the liability by $182m.
Common law asbestos-related disease claims
The estimated cost of asbestos-related disease claims is by its nature highly uncertain. In projecting future events which may not occur
for 40 to 50 years the actuary is extrapolating disease incidence numbers many years beyond the data from which the projection
models have been calibrated. Further, in projecting the future cost of compensation in a common law system the actuary needs to
consider the potential for the claims and litigation environment to change. The outlook for future compensation costs for asbestos
litigation in general and for Comcare’s liabilities in particular contains a great number of uncertainties in relation to factors such as:
• the number of diagnosed incidences of asbestos-related diseases
• the proportion of cases being compensated
• medical diagnostic and treatment improvements
• the litigation environment, including legal precedents and court procedures
• the cost per claim and the contribution from co-defendants.

Sensitivity analysis performed by Finity Consulting indicates that the net central estimate liability, including expenses, may vary by
approximately -$125m to +$180m (i.e. -20% to +28%) as a result of some plausible changes in the valuation basis. This illustrates the
uncertainty inherent in the projections. It is possible that a number of these changes could occur simultaneously, resulting in even
larger changes. Each of the scenarios in the sensitivity analysis lies within the selected risk margin (which is 40% of the central
estimate).
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Disclosure of funding for Comcare
Premium Business
Premium business refers to workers’ compensation claims resulting from injuries that have occurred since 1 July 1989.
In accordance with section 97C of the SRC Act, Comcare calculates premiums to be charged for each financial year based on the
expected costs for claims when the date of injury, as defined in the SRC Act, is in that year. The calculation of the Comcare premium
pool takes into account actual and notional interest expected to be earned on the premium funds collected.
Prior to being repealed (effective 1 July 2002), subsection 97A(1) of the SRC Act required that premiums collected by Comcare be
paid to the Australian Government. These funds will be returned to Comcare through parliamentary appropriations as required for
payment of claims relating to incidents occurring after 1 July 1989. As at 30 June 2017 the notional balance of these funds was
$1,541.6m (2016: $1,519.0m). This appropriation is only payable to Comcare after it has exhausted all of its retained funds. Premiums
received from 1 July 2002 are retained by Comcare.
The funds held with the Australian Government earned notional interest of $22.6m in 2016-17 (2016: $27.9m) calculated as part of the
requirements of Section 90C of the SRC Act. This interest was added to the balance of the notional reserve as at 30 June 2017. The
interest rate used is the rate of return on six month overnight indexed swaps as reported by the Reserve Bank of Australia.
Independent actuarial assessment has established that the actuarial liability for the premium business claims as at 30 June 2017 is
$2,429.1m (2016: $2,767.5m).
The following table summarises the sources of funds available to Comcare to settle the outstanding claims for the premium business.

Net premiums held in the Commonwealth Consolidated
Revenue Fund

Note

Cash and cash equivalents

Funding of claims liabilities

2016
$'000

1,541,614

1,518,996

934,371

Actuary assessed third party recoveries
Actuary assessed gross outstanding liability for payment
of premium related claims*

2017
$'000

8,400

2.4D

(2,429,100)
55,285

788,105
9,600
(2,767,500)
(450,799)

* Excludes $17.0m for additional latent mental disease claims where the date of injury as defined in the SRC Act is after balance date.
Refer to Note 2.4E for Commonwealth latent mental disease claims provision.
Pre-premium business
Workers’ compensation claims resulting from injuries that occurred prior to 1 July 1989 are referred to as ‘pre-premium’ claims.
Expenses associated with these claims are funded from Australian Government special appropriations. Independent actuarial
assessment has established that the outstanding liability for these claims as at 30 June 2017 is $347.9m (2016: $373.6m).
The following table summarises the sources of funds available to Comcare to settle the outstanding claims for the pre-premium
business.

Cash and cash equivalents
Actuary assessed gross outstanding liability for payment
of pre-premium related claims
Surplus funds in excess of claims liabilities

2017
$'000

364,235

(16,335)

2.4F

(347,900)
-

2016
$'000
386,258
(12,658)
(373,600)
-
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Special appropriation receivable

Note
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Asbestos-related disease business
Comcare is also responsible for the management of asbestos-related personal injury common law disease claims against the
Commonwealth. Expenses associated with these claims are funded from Australian Government special appropriations. Independent
actuarial assessment has established that the outstanding liability for these claims as at 30 June 2017 is $969.9m (2016: $1,070.6m).
The following table summarises the sources of funds available to Comcare to settle the outstanding claims for the asbestos-related
disease business.

Special appropriation receivable

Note

Cash and cash equivalents

Surplus funds in excess of claims liabilities

2.4G

2016
$'000

798,602

897,431

126,840

141,680

(969,920)
-

(1,070,580)
-

44,478

Actuary assessed third party recoveries
Actuary assessed gross outstanding liability for payment
of asbestos-related claims

2017
$'000

31,469

Events after the reporting period
There was no subsequent event that had the potential to significantly affect the ongoing structure and financial activities of Comcare.
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DEPARTMENTAL FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
This section analyses the financial performance of Comcare for the year ended 30 June 2017
2017
$'000

2016
$'000

50,704

49,756

6,027
3,295
5,145
755
849
66,775

5,833
3,740
6,884
406
1,182
67,801

Supplier expenses
Goods and services supplied or rendered
Consultants
Legal expenses
Contractors
Assurance services
Fees for Professional Services
External claims services
Education and conference delivery
Information communication technology
Property services
Travel
Other
Total goods and services supplied or rendered

1,800
2,575
5,734
1,204
906
4,154
554
5,024
1,121
2,112
4,409
29,593

2,602
2,962
7,595
1,199
1,767
337
5,555
1,449
2,000
2,117
27,583

Goods supplied
Services rendered
Total goods and services supplied or rendered

765
28,828
29,593

804
26,779
27,583

5,883
5,883
35,476

6,048
6,048
33,631

Note 1.1: EXPENSES
1.1A

Employee benefits
Wages and salaries
Superannuation
Defined contribution plans
Defined benefit plans
Leave and other entitlements
Separation and redundancies
Other
Total employee benefits

Accounting policy
Accounting policies for employee related expenses are contained in the People and Relationships section.
1.1B

Other supplier expenses
Operating lease rentals in connection with
Minimum lease payments
Total other supplier expenses
Total supplier expenses

Leasing commitments
Comcare, in its capacity as lessee, currently has eight agreements. Seven lease agreements for office accommodation with lease payments subject to
regular increases in accordance with rent reviews and pre-determined percentage increases. The final lease agreement relates to motor vehicles provided
for investigations.

Commitments for minimum lease payments in relation to non-cancellable operating leases are payable as follows:
Within 1 year
7,022
Between 1 to 5 years
24,835
More than 5 years
Total operating lease commitments
31,857

6,639
24,374
5,932
36,945

Accounting policy
An operating lease is a lease where the lessor retains substantially all risks and benefits in the underlying asset. Operating lease payments are expensed on a
straight-line basis which is representative of the pattern of benefits derived from the leased assets.
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The remaining period of the lease agreements are between one to five years with an option to renew subject to negotiation of lease. All operating leases
are effectively non-cancellable.
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1.1C

2017
$'000

2016
$'000

39
39

101
101

664
664

(186)
(186)

(4)
30
26

(18)
6
(12)

246,016
246,016

259,185
259,185

131,390
17,300
69,268
217,958
(1,677)
216,281

140,935
13,312
79,992
234,239
(4,000)
230,239

Pre-premium claims expense
Incapacity
Legal, including common law
Medical, travel and other
Total pre-premium claims expense

12,150
1,110
16,475
29,735

14,579
631
13,736
28,946

Common law asbestos-related disease claims expense
Common law asbestos-related disease claim payments
Total common law asbestos-related disease claims expense

18,708
18,708

22,594
22,594

Finance costs
Unwinding of discount
Total finance costs

Accounting policy
All borrowing costs are expensed as incurred.
1.1D

Write-downs and impairment of assets
Revaluation of property, plant and equipment
Impairment on intangible assets
Total write-downs and impairment of assets

1.1E

Losses/(Gains) from asset sales
Property, plant and equipment
Proceeds from sale
Carrying value of assets disposed
Selling expense
Total losses/(gains) from asset sales

1.1F

Workers' compensation claims expense
Workers' compensation claims expenses paid and payable (net)
Total workers' compensation claims expense
Premium claims expense
Incapacity
Legal including common law
Medical, travel and other
(Less): Recoveries from third parties
Total premium claims expense

1.1G
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Note 1.2: OWN-SOURCE REVENUE AND GAINS

2017
$'000

2016
$'000

Own-source revenue
1.2A

Sale of goods and rendering of services
Sale of goods
Rendering of services
Total sale of goods and rendering of services

22,613
22,613

1
19,530
19,531

1.2B

Fees and fines
Licence fees
Total fees and fines

16,159
16,159

17,416
17,416

1.2C

Workers' compensation premiums
Related entities
External entities
Total workers' compensation premiums

303,043
79,459
382,502

316,332
98,334
414,666

1.2D

Interest
Interest
Total interest

30,168
30,168

27,554
27,554

Accounting policy
Interest revenue is recognised using the effective interest method as set out in AASB139 Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement.
1.2E

368,500
368,500

62,600
62,600

Gains from movement in premium claims provision
Movements during reporting period:
Premium claims provision
Recoveries receivable
Total gains from movement in premium claims expense

338,400
(1,200)
337,200

66,900
900
67,800

Gains from movement in Commonwealth latent mental disease claims provision
Movements during reporting period:
Commonwealth latent mental disease claims provision

5,600

-

Total gains from movement in Commonwealth latent mental disease claims provision

5,600

-

25,700
25,700

(5,200)
(5,200)

100,660
(14,840)

6,440
6,300

Total gains from movement in common law asbestos-related disease claims provision

85,820

12,740

Revenue from Government
Department of Employment
Corporate Commonwealth entity payment item
Grants from portfolio department
Total revenue from Government

6,104
54,895
60,999

7,727
58,440
66,167

(127,186)
(127,186)

20,372
20,372

Gains from movement in Pre-premium claims provision
Movements during reporting period:
Pre-premium claims provision
Total gains from movement in Pre-premium claims provision
1.2F

1.2G

1.2H

Gains from movement in common law asbestos-related disease claims provision
Movements during reporting period:
Asbestos claims provision
Recoveries receivable

Available funding from movement in claims provision
Available funding from movement in claims provisions
Total available funding from movement in claims provision

Accounting policy
Revenue from Government
Amounts appropriated for departmental appropriations for the year (adjusted for any formal additions and reductions) are recognised as Revenue from Government
when the entity gains control of the appropriation, except for certain amounts that relate to activities that are reciprocal in nature, in which case revenue is recognised
only when it has been earned. Appropriations receivable are recognised at their nominal amounts.
Funding received or receivable from non-corporate Commonwealth entities (appropriated to the non-corporate Commonwealth entity as a corporate Commonwealth
entity payment item for payment to this entity) is recognised as Revenue from Government by the corporate Commonwealth entity unless the funding is in the nature
of an equity injection or a loan.
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Gains from movement in workers' compensation claims provision
Gains from movement in workers' compensation claims provision
Total gains from movement in workers' compensation claims provision
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DEPARTMENTAL FINANCIAL POSITION
This section analyses Comcare's assets used to conduct its operations and the operating liabilities incurred as a result. Employee related information is disclosed in the People
and Relationships section.
2017
$'000

2016
$'000

8,279
21,500
950,000
979,779

2,339
13,000
805,000
820,339

Note 2.1: FINANCIAL ASSETS
2.1A

Cash and cash equivalents
Cash at bank and on hand
Deposits at call
Term deposits
Total cash and cash equivalents

Accounting policy
Cash is recognised at its nominal amount. Cash and cash equivalents include cash on hand and demand deposits in bank accounts with an original maturity of 3 months or
less that are readily convertible to known amounts of cash and subject to insignificant risk of changes in value.
2.1B

Trade and other receivables
Goods and services receivable
Goods and services
Total goods and services receivables
Appropriations receivable
For existing programs*
Total appropriations receivable
Other receivables
Third party claims recoveries receivable
Third party claims recoveries receivable - common law asbestos-related claims
Claims recoveries
GST receivable from the Australian Taxation Office
Other receivables
Total other receivables
Total trade and other receivables (gross)
Less impairment allowance account
Goods and services
Claims recoveries
Total impairment allowance account
Total trade and other receivables (net)

2,407
2,407

229
229

2,666,165
2,666,165

2,802,684
2,802,684

8,400
126,840
7,713
2,966
145,919

9,600
141,680
6,187
882
(34)
158,315

2,814,491

2,961,228

(1)
(1,018)
(1,019)

(1)
(1,019)
(1,020)

2,813,472

2,960,208

* The value disclosed is the combined value of the pre-premium special appropriation receivable, asbestos-related disease special appropriation receivable and net
premiums held in the Commonwealth Consolidated Revenue Fund as identified in the Overview.
Trade and other receivables (net) expected to be recovered
No more than 12 months
More than 12 months
Total trade and other receivables (net)
Trade and other receivables (gross) aged as follows
Not overdue
Overdue by:
0 to 30 days
31 to 60 days
61 to 90 days
More than 90 days
Total trade and other receivables (gross)
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55,199
2,758,273
2,813,472

69,027
2,891,181
2,960,208

2,810,334

2,955,790

7
109
142
3,899
2,814,491

78
124
112
5,124
2,961,228
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Impairment allowance aged as follows
Not overdue
Overdue by:
0 to 30 days
31 to 60 days
61 to 90 days
More than 90 days
Total impairment allowance

2017
$'000

2016
$'000

-

-

(1,019)
(1,019)

(1,020)
(1,020)

Credit terms for goods and services were within 30 days (2016: 30 days)
Accounting policy
Revenue from the sale of goods is recognised when:
• the risks and rewards of ownership have been transferred to the buyer
• Comcare retains no managerial involvement nor effective control over the goods
• the revenue and transaction costs incurred can be reliably measured
• it is probable that the economic benefits associated with the transaction will flow to Comcare.
Revenue from the rendering of services is recognised by reference to the stage of completion of contracts at the reporting date. The revenue is recognised when:
• the amount of revenue, stage of completion and transaction costs incurred can be reliably measured
• the probable economic benefits associated with the transaction will flow to Comcare.
The stage of completion on contracts at the reporting date is determined by reference to the proportion that costs incurred to date bear to the estimated total costs of the
transaction.
Receivables for goods and services, which have 30 day terms, are recognised at the nominal amounts due less any impairment allowance. Collectability of debts is
reviewed as at the end of the reporting period. Allowances are made when collectability of the debt is no longer probable.
Trade receivables, loans and other receivables that have fixed or determinable payments that are not quoted in an active market are classified as 'loan and receivables'.
Receivables are measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method less impairment. Interest is recognised by applying the effective interest rate.

Reconciliation of impairment allowance
Movements in relation to 2017
As at 1 July 2016
Amounts written off
Increase/(decrease) recognised in net surplus
Total as at 30 June 2017
Movements in relation to 2016
As at 1 July 2015
Amounts written off
Increase/(decrease) recognised in net surplus
Total as at 30 June 2016

Goods and services
$'000
1
1

Other receivables
$'000
1,019
(1,676)
1,675
1,018

Total
$'000
1,020
(1,676)
1,675
1,019

Goods and services
$'000
98
(97)
1

Other receivables
$'000
959
(2,692)
2,752
1,019

Total
$'000
1,057
(2,789)
2,752
1,020

Accounting policy

Financial assets held at amortised cost: if there is objective evidence that an impairment loss has been incurred for receivables held at amortised cost, the amount of the
loss is measured as the difference between the asset's carrying amount and the present value of the estimated future cash flows discounted at the asset's original effective
interest rate. The carrying amount is reduced by way of an allowance account. The loss is recognised in the Statement of Comprehensive Income.
2.1C

Other financial assets
Interest accrued
Other
Total other financial assets

7,272
1,145
8,417

12,440
2
12,442

Other financial assets expected to be recovered
No more than 12 months
More than 12 months
Total other financial assets

8,417
8,417

12,442
12,442
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Financial assets are assessed for impairment at the end of each reporting period.
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Note 2.2: NON-FINANCIAL ASSETS
2.2A

Reconciliation of the opening and closing balances of property, plant and equipment and intangibles (2017)
Other property, plant and
equipment
$'000

Computer software
purchased and internally
developed
$'000

Total
$'000

30,452
(15,888)
14,564

18,989
(15,000)
3,989

49,441
(30,888)
18,553

3,067
(3,580)

2,176
(1,345)

5,243
(4,925)

Impairment recognised in net cost of services

-

(664)

(664)

Disposals:
Cost of assets disposed
Add write back of depreciation on disposals
Net asset disposals

(1,447)
1,422
(25)

(888)
883
(5)

(2,335)
2,305
(30)

Net book value 30 June 2017

14,026

4,151

18,177

32,072
(18,046)
14,026

20,277
(16,126)
4,151

52,349
(34,172)
18,177

Other property, plant and
equipment
$'000

Computer software
purchased and internally
developed
$'000

Total
$'000

31,669
(17,982)
13,687

18,272
(13,272)
5,000

49,941
(31,254)
18,687

306
(3,882)

769
(1,780)

1,075
(5,662)

Impairment recognised in net cost of services

-

-

-

Disposals:
Cost of assets disposed
Add write back of depreciation on disposals
Net asset disposals

(2,257)
2,252
(5)

(51)
51
-

(2,308)
2,303
(5)

733
3,725
4,458

-

733
3,725
4,458

14,564

3,989

18,553

30,452
(15,888)
14,564

18,989
(15,000)
3,989

49,441
(30,888)
18,553

As at 1 July 2016
Gross book value
Accumulated depreciation/amortisation
Net book value 1 July 2016
Additions:
By purchase or internally developed
Depreciation/amortisation expense

Net book value 30 June 2017 represented by:
Gross book value
Accumulated depreciation/amortisation
Net book value 30 June 2017

Reconciliation of the opening and closing balances of property, plant and equipment and intangibles (2016)

As at 1 July 2015
Gross book value
Accumulated depreciation/amortisation
Net book value 1 July 2015
Additions:
By purchase or internally developed
Depreciation/amortisation expense

Revaluations:
Revaluation of assets - net value cost adjustment
Add write back of depreciation on revaluation of assets
Net revaluation
Net book value 30 June 2016
Net book value 30 June 2016 represented by:
Gross book value
Accumulated depreciation/amortisation
Net book value 30 June 2016
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Accounting policy
Acquisition of assets
Assets are recorded at cost on acquisition except as stated below. The cost of acquisition includes the fair value of assets transferred in exchange and liabilities undertaken.
Financial assets are initially measured at their fair value plus transaction costs where appropriate.
Assets acquired at no cost, or for nominal consideration, are initially recognised as assets and income at their fair value at the date of acquisition, unless acquired as a
consequence of restructuring of administrative arrangements. In the latter case, assets are initially recognised as contributions by owners at the amounts at which they are
recognised in the transferor's accounts, immediately prior to the restructuring.
Asset recognition threshold
Purchases of property, plant and equipment are recognised initially at cost in the Statement of Financial Position, except for purchases costing less than $5,000, which are
expensed in the year of acquisition (other than where they form part of a group of similar items which are significant in total).
The initial cost of an asset includes an estimate of the cost of dismantling and removing the item and restoring the site on which it is located. This is particularly relevant to
'make good' provisions in property leases taken up by Comcare where there exists an obligation to restore the property to its original condition. These costs are included in
the value of Comcare's leasehold improvements with a corresponding provision for the 'make good' recognised.
Revaluations
Following initial recognition at cost, property, plant and equipment are carried at fair value less subsequent accumulated depreciation and accumulated impairment losses.
Valuations are conducted with sufficient frequency to ensure that the carrying amounts of assets did not differ materially from the assets' fair values as at the reporting date.
The regularity of independent valuations depends upon the volatility of movements in market values for the relevant assets.
Revaluation adjustments are made on a class basis. Any revaluation increment is credited to equity under the heading of asset revaluation reserve except to the extent that
it reverses a previous revaluation decrement of the same asset class that was previously recognised in the surplus/deficit. Revaluation decrements for a class of assets are
recognised directly in the surplus/deficit except to the extent that they reverse a previous revaluation increment for that class.
Depreciation has been restated to reflect the change in the net carrying amount of the asset after revaluation.

Depreciation
Depreciable property, plant and equipment assets are written off to their estimated residual values over their estimated useful lives to Comcare using, in all cases, the
straight-line method of depreciation.
Depreciation rates (useful lives), residual value and methods are reviewed at each reporting date and necessary adjustments are recognised in the current, or current and
future reporting periods, as appropriate.
Depreciation rates applying to each class of depreciable asset are based on the following useful lives:
Office machines and equipment
Leasehold improvements
Motor vehicles

2017
2 to 10 years
Lease terms
2 to 5 years

2016
2 to 10 years
Lease terms
2 to 5 years

Impairment
All assets were assessed for impairment at 30 June 2017. Where indications of impairment exist, the asset’s recoverable amount is estimated and an impairment
adjustment made if the asset’s recoverable amount is less than its carrying amount.
The recoverable amount of an asset is the higher of its fair value less costs of disposal and its value in use. Value in use is the present value of the future cash flows
expected to be derived from the asset. Where the future economic benefit of an asset is not primarily dependent on the asset’s ability to generate future cash flows, and the
asset would be replaced if Comcare were deprived of the asset, its value in use is taken to be its depreciated replacement cost.
Derecognition
An item of property, plant and equipment is derecognised upon disposal or when no further future economic benefits are expected from its use or disposal.
Intangibles
Comcare's intangibles comprise purchased software for internal use with an initial cost of $30,000 or more. These assets are carried at cost less accumulated amortisation
and accumulated impairment losses.
Software is amortised on a straight-line basis over its anticipated useful life. The useful lives of Comcare's software are 3 to 10 years (2016: 3 to 10 years).

Sale of assets
Gains from disposal of assets are recognised when control of the asset has passed to the buyer.

2.2B

2017
$'000

2016
$'000

Other non-financial assets
Prepayments
Total other non-financial assets

1,445
1,445

1,771
1,771

Other non-financial assets are expected to be recovered in:
No more than 12 months
More than 12 months
Total other non-financial assets

1,405
40
1,445

1,571
200
1,771

No indicators of impairment were found for other non-financial assets.
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All software assets were assessed for indications of impairment as at 30 June 2017.
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2017
$'000

2016
$'000

Suppliers
Trade creditors and accruals
Total supplier payables

3,169
3,169

3,310
3,310

Suppliers expected to be settled in:
No more than 12 months
Total suppliers expected to be settled

3,169
3,169

3,310
3,310

Workers' compensation claims payable

3,041

2,540

Workers' compensation claims payable expected to be settled in:
No more than 12 months
Total workers' compensation claims payable

3,041
3,041

2,540
2,540

Other payables
Income in advance
GST payable to ATO
Lease incentives
Salaries and wages
Superannuation
Other
Total other payables

10,252
833
3,715
437
72
1,966
17,275

278
32
3,724
315
37
1,857
6,243

Other payables expected to be settled in:
No more than 12 months
More than 12 months
Total other payables

12,796
4,479
17,275

991
5,252
6,243

Note 2.3: PAYABLES
2.3A

Settlement is usually made within 30 days (2016: 30 days).
2.3B

2.3C
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2017
$'000

2016
$'000

2,429,100
17,000
347,900
2,794,000

2,767,500
22,600
373,600
3,163,700

323,000
2,471,000
2,794,000

340,700
2,823,000
3,163,700

969,920

1,070,580

42,560
927,360
969,920

48,300
1,022,280
1,070,580

Other provisions
Provision for restoration obligations
Total other provisions

2,468
2,468

2,422
2,422

Other provisions expected to be settled in:
No more than 12 months
More than 12 months
Total other provisions

105
2,363
2,468

236
2,186
2,422

Provision for restoration obligations reconciliation
Carrying amount 1 July
Additional provisions made
Amount used
Adjustment in provision as a result of revaluation
Unwinding of discount
Closing balance as at 30 June

2,422
7
39
2,468

2,541
(220)
101
2,422

Note 2.4: PROVISIONS
2.4A

Workers' compensation claims
Premium claims
Commonwealth latent mental disease claims
Pre-premium claims
Total workers' compensation claims

2.4D
2.4E
2.4F

Workers' compensation claims provisions expected to be settled in:
No more than 12 months
More than 12 months
Total workers' compensation claims
2.4B

Common law asbestos-related disease claims

2.4G

Common law asbestos-related disease claims provisions expected
to be settled in:
No more than 12 months
More than 12 months
Total common law asbestos-related disease claims provisions
2.4C

Comcare currently has seven agreements for the leasing of premises which have contract clauses with a requirement to restore the premises to their original
condition at the conclusion of the lease. Comcare has made a provision to recognise this obligation.
2.4D

Provision for premium claims
Carrying amount at 1 July
Increase/(Decrease) in provisions made during the year
Claims payments made during the year
Unwinding of discount
Change in discount rate
Change in inflation rate
Closing balance at 30 June*

2,767,500
(133,819)
(216,281)
42,000
(94,700)
64,400
2,429,100

2,834,400
(85,461)
(230,239)
51,800
259,700
(62,700)
2,767,500

* Refer to Overview for disclosure of the funding available to Comcare to meet this liability.
The valuation of premium claims liabilities was undertaken as at 30 June 2017 by independent consulting actuaries, Taylor Fry Pty Ltd. Taylor Fry has stated that its
valuation complies with actuarial Professional Standard PS300 Actuarial reports and advice on general insurance technical liabilities.

The following assumptions have been made in determining the provision amount.

Economic assumptions
Medical payments inflation
Other payments inflation
Discount rate
Premium business liability assumptions
Claim frequency
Third party recoveries
Claims administration expenses
Average claim size

2017

2016

4.30% to 4.80%
2.82% to 4.00%
1.63% to 6.00%

3.79% to 4.87%
2.33% to 3.09%
1.5% to 4.0%

0.90%
0.7%
15.5%
$108,030

1.01%
0.7%
14.7%
$108,749
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The provision for premium claims represents an actuarial assessment of the expected payments to be made in the future by Comcare in relation to workers'
compensation claims incurred on or after 1 July 1989. The provision is recognised on a gross basis with an intended 75% probability of sufficiency. The estimate for
third party recoveries is included in trade and other receivables. Refer to Note 2.1B.
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2.4E

Provision for Commonwealth latent mental disease claims
Carrying amount at 1 July
Increase/(Decrease) in provisions made during the year
Claims payments made during the year
Unwinding of discount
Change in discount rate
Change in inflation rate
Closing balance at 30 June*

2017
$'000

2016
$'000

22,600
(5,700)
400
(800)
500
17,000

22,600
(2,000)
400
2,100
(500)
22,600

* Refer to Overview for disclosure of the funding available to Comcare to meet this liability.
The valuation of Commonwealth latent mental disease claims liabilities was undertaken as at 30 June 2017 by independent consulting actuaries, Taylor Fry Pty Ltd.
Taylor Fry has stated that its valuation complies with actuarial Professional Standard PS300 Actuarial reports and advice on general insurance technical liabilities.
The provision represents an actuarial assessment of the expected payments to be made in future by Comcare in relation to latent mental disease claims for which
the date of injury as defined in the SRC Act is after balance date.
The provision is recognised on a gross basis with an intended 75% probability of sufficiency.

2.4F

Provision for pre-premium claims
Carrying amount at 1 July
Increase/(Decrease) in provisions made during the year
Claims payments made during the year
Unwinding of discount
Change in discount rate
Change in inflation rate
Closing balance at 30 June*

373,600
7,535
(29,735)
5,800
(18,200)
8,900
347,900

368,400
1,746
(28,946)
7,400
32,600
(7,600)
373,600

* Refer to Overview for disclosure of the funding available to Comcare to meet this liability.
The valuation of pre-premium claims liabilities was undertaken as at 30 June 2017 by independent consulting actuaries, Taylor Fry Pty Ltd. Taylor Fry has stated
that its valuation complies with actuarial Professional Standard PS300 Actuarial reports and advice on general insurance technical liabilities.
The provision from pre-premium claims represents an actuarial assessment of the expected payments to be made in the future by Comcare in relation to workers'
compensation claims incurred prior to 1 July 1989. The provision is recognised on a gross basis with an intended 75% probability of sufficiency.
Economic assumptions used in determining the amount of the provision for pre-premium claims liability are the same as those applied for the premium business.

2.4G

Provision for common law asbestos-related disease claims
Carrying amount at 1 July
Increase/(Decrease) in provisions made during the year
Claims payments made during the year
Unwinding of discount
Change in discount and inflation rate
Closing balance at 30 June*

1,070,580
(83,072)
(18,708)
31,640
(30,520)
969,920

1,077,020
(86,466)
(22,594)
37,240
65,380
1,070,580

* Refer to Overview for disclosure of the funding available to Comcare to meet this liability.
The valuation of common law asbestos-related disease claims liabilities was undertaken as at 30 June 2017 by independent consulting actuaries, Finity Consulting
Pty Ltd. Finity Consulting has stated that its valuation complies with actuarial Professional Standard PS300 Actuarial reports and advice on general insurance
technical liabilities .
The provision for common law asbestos-related disease claims represents an actuarial assessment of the expected payments to be made in the future by Comcare
in relation to common law claims against the Australian Government by individuals seeking compensation as a result of direct or indirect exposure to asbestos. The
provision is recognised on a gross basis with an intended 75% probability of sufficiency. The estimate for third party recoveries is included in trade and other
receivables. Refer to Note 2.1B.
The following assumptions have been made in determining the provision amount.
Economic assumptions
Wage inflation
Superimposed inflation
Discount rate
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2017

2016

3.50%
2.00%
3.25%

3.50%
2.00%
3.00%
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FUNDING
This section identifies Comcare's funding structure.
2017
$'000

2016
$'000

Cash and cash equivalents as per:
Cash flow statement
Statement of financial position
Difference

979,779
979,779
-

820,339
820,339
-

Reconciliation of net cost of services to net cash from operating activities:
Net cost of services
Add revenue from Government

533,541
(66,187)

166,488
86,539

4,925
664
26
39

5,662
(186)
5
101

148,789
4,025
326

(9,446)
367
236

9,340
(470,763)
(446)
(46)

(39,485)
(66,383)
264
-

164,233

144,162

Note 3.1: CASH FLOW RECONCILIATION
Reconciliation of cash and cash equivalents as per statement of financial position to cash flow statement

Adjustments for non-cash items
Depreciation and amortisation of property, plant and equipment
Write-down and impairment of assets
Loss on disposal of assets
Unwinding of discount
Movements in assets and liabilities:
Assets
(Increase)/Decrease in net receivables
(Increase)/Decrease in accrued revenues
(Increase)/Decrease in prepayments
Liabilities
Increase/(Decrease) in payables
Increase/(Decrease) in provisions
(Increase)/Decrease in assets payables
(Increase)/Decrease in make good provision
Net cash from/(used by) operating activities

FINANCIAL REPORTS
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PEOPLE AND RELATIONSHIPS
2017
$'000

2016
$'000

Employee provisions
Leave
Separation and redundancy
Total employee provisions

15,857
302
16,159

16,399
209
16,608

Employee provisions are expected to be settled in:
No more than 12 months
More than 12 months
Total employee provisions

6,660
9,499
16,159

6,713
9,895
16,608

Note 4.1: EMPLOYEE PROVISIONS

Accounting policy
Liabilities for short-term employee benefits and termination benefits expected within twelve months of the end of the reporting period are measured at their nominal amounts.
The nominal amount is calculated with regard to the rates expected to be paid on settlement of the liability.
Other long-term employee benefits are measured as net total of the present value of the defined benefit obligation at the end of the reporting period minus the fair value at
the end of the reporting period of plan assets (if any) out of which the obligations are to be settled directly.
Leave
The liability for employee benefits includes provisions for annual leave and long service leave. The liability for long service leave has been determined by reference to the
short hand method prescribed under section 24 of the Financial Reporting Rule.
The leave liabilities are calculated on the basis of employees’ remuneration at the estimated salary rates that will be applied at the time the leave is taken, including
Comcare’s employer superannuation contribution rates to the extent that the leave is likely to be taken during service rather than paid out on termination.
The liability for long service leave is recognised and measured at the present value of the estimated future cash flows to be made in respect of all employees at 30 June
2017. In determining the present value of the liability, attrition rates and pay increases through promotion and inflation have been taken into account.
Separation and redundancy
Provision is made for separation and redundancy benefit payments. Comcare recognises a provision for termination when it has developed a detailed formal plan for the
terminations and has informed those employees affected that it will carry out the terminations.
Superannuation
Staff of Comcare are members of the Commonwealth Superannuation Scheme (CSS), the Public Sector Superannuation Scheme (PSS), the PSS accumulation plan
(PSSap) or other superannuation schemes.
The CSS and PSS are defined benefit schemes for the Australian Government. The PSSap is a defined contribution scheme.
The liability for defined benefits is recognised in the financial statements of the Australian Government and is settled by the Australian Government in due course. This
liability is reported in the Department of Finance's administered schedules and notes.
Comcare makes employer contributions to the employees' defined benefit superannuation scheme at rates determined by an actuary to be sufficient to meet the current cost
to the Government. Comcare accounts for the contributions as if they were contributions to defined contribution plans.
The liability for superannuation recognised as at 30 June represents outstanding contributions.
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2017
$'000
Note 4.2: KEY MANAGEMENT PERSONNEL REMUNERATION
Key management personnel are those persons having authority and responsibility for planning, directing and controlling the activities of the entity, directly or indirectly,
including any director (whether executive or otherwise) of that entity. The entity has determined the key management personnel to be the Portfolio Minister (the Minister for
the Department of Employment), Chief Executive Officer and General Managers. Key management personnel remuneration is reported in the table below.
Short-term employee benefits
Post-employment benefits
Other long-term benefits
1
Total key management personnel remuneration expenses

1,670
253
170
2,093

The total number of key management personnel that is included in the above table is 8.
1. The above key management personnel remuneration excludes the remuneration and other benefits of the Portfolio Minister. The Portfolio Minister's
remuneration
and other benefits are set by the Remuneration Tribunal and are not paid by Comcare.

Note 4.3: RELATED PARTY DISCLOSURES
Related party relationships

The entity is an Australian Government controlled entity. Related parties to this entity are Key Management Personnel including the Portfolio Minister and Executive, and
other Australian Government entities.
Transactions with related parties
Given the breadth of Government activities, related parties may transact with the government sector in the same capacity as ordinary citizens. Such transactions include
the payment or refund of taxes, receipt of a Medicare rebate or higher education loans. These transactions have not been separately disclosed in this note.
The following transactions with related parties occurred during the financial year:
• The entity transacts with other Australian Government controlled entities consistent with normal day-to-day business operations provided under normal terms and
conditions, including the payment of workers compensation and insurance premiums. These are not considered individually significant to warrant separate disclosure
as related party transactions.
• Refer to Note 4.1 Employee Provisions for details on superannuation arrangements with the Commonwealth Superannuation Scheme (CSS), the Public Sector
Superannuation Scheme (PSS), and the PSS accumulation plan (PSSap).
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MANAGING UNCERTAINTIES
Note 5.1: CONTINGENT ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
Quantifiable contingencies
As at 30 June 2017 Comcare has no quantifiable contingencies.
Unquantifiable contingencies
Comcare has a criminal prosecution before the South Australian Magistrates Court relating to alleged breaches of the Work Health and Safety Act
2011 . It is not possible to estimate the potential pecuniary penalty payable to the Commonwealth by the Defendant if the matter is successful.
There may be matters of which Comcare has not been advised of, or is aware of, that might be classified as unquantifiable contingencies.
Accounting policy
Contingent liabilities and contingent assets are not recognised in the statement of financial position but are reported in the notes. They may arise
from uncertainty as to the existence of a liability or asset or represent an asset or liability in respect of which the amount cannot be reliably
measured. Contingent assets are disclosed when settlement is probable but not virtually certain and contingent liabilities are disclosed when
settlement is greater than remote.
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Note 5.2: REMUNERATION OF AUDITORS
Financial statement audit services provided to Comcare by the Australian National Audit Office
Other services provided by KPMG
Continuous monitoring
Annual desk top reviews
Supply chain desk top review
Total other services provided by KPMG

2017
$

2016
$

215,000

215,000

65,000
65,000

49,500
16,500
5,500
71,500

2017
$'000

2016
$'000

979,779
2,407
7,713
989,899

820,339
229
6,187
826,755

3,169
3,041
6,210

3,310
2,540
5,850

Note 5.3: FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
5.3A

Categories of financial instruments
Financial assets
Loans and receivables
Cash and cash equivalents
Receivables for goods and services
Other receivables and claims recoveries
Total financial assets
Financial liabilities
At amortised cost
Trade creditors
Workers' compensation payables
Total financial liabilities

Accounting Policy
Financial assets
Comcare classifies its financial assets as loans and receivables. The classification depends on the nature and purpose of the financial assets and is determined at the time of initial
recognition. Financial assets are recognised and derecognised upon 'trade date'.
Effective interest method
The effective interest method is a method of calculating the amortised cost of a financial asset and of allocating interest income over the relevant period. The effective interest rate is the
rate that exactly discounts estimated future cash receipts through the expected life of the financial asset, or, where appropriate, a shorter period.
Income is recognised on an effective interest rate basis except for financial assets that are recognised ‘at fair value through profit or loss'.
Loan and receivables
Trade receivables, loans and other receivables that have fixed or determinable payments that are not quoted in an active market are classified as ‘loan and receivables’. Receivables are
measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method less impairment. Interest is recognised by applying the effective interest rate.
Comcare does not have any loans.
Impairment of financial assets
Financial assets are assessed for impairment at the end of each reporting period.
Financial assets held at amortised cost - if there is objective evidence that an impairment loss has been incurred for receivables held at amortised cost, the amount of the loss is
measured as the difference between the asset’s carrying amount and the present value of estimated future cash flows discounted at the asset’s original effective interest rate. The
carrying amount is reduced by way of an allowance account. The loss is recognised in the Statement of Comprehensive Income.
Financial liabilities
Financial liabilities are classified as either financial liabilities ‘at fair value through profit or loss’ or other financial liabilities. Financial liabilities are recognised and derecognised upon ‘trade
date’.
Financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss
Financial liabilities at 'fair value through profit or loss' are initially measured at fair value.
Subsequent fair value adjustments are recognised in profit or loss. The net gain or loss recognised in profit or loss incorporates any interest paid on the financial liability.

5.3B

Net gains or losses on financial assets
Loans and receivables
Interest revenue
Net gains on loans and receivables
Net gains on financial assets

30,168
30,168
30,168

27,554
27,554
27,554

5.3C

Net income and expense from financial liabilities
There was no income or expense from financial liabilities during the year (2016: Nil).

5.3D

Fair value of financial instruments
The fair value of each class of Comcare's financial assets and financial liabilities equal their carrying amounts in both the current and immediately preceding reporting periods and
none of these financial assets or liabilities are readily traded on organised markets in a standardised form.

Financial assets
Total financial assets
Financial liabilities
Total financial liabilities

Carrying amount
2017
$'000
989,899
989,899
6,210
6,210

Fair value
2017
$'000
989,899
989,899
6,210
6,210

Carrying amount
2016
$'000
826,755
826,755
5,850
5,850

Fair value
2016
$'000
826,755
826,755
5,850
5,850
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Other financial liabilities
Supplier and other payables are recognised at amortised cost. Liabilities are recognised to the extent that the goods or services have been received (irrespective of having been
invoiced).
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5.3E Credit risk
Comcare is exposed to minimal credit risk as the majority of its receivables are cash on deposit with banks. The major exposure to credit risk is the risk that arises from the
potential default by a bank. This amount is equal to the total amount of cash at bank (2017: $979.8m and 2016: $820.3m). Comcare's current Investment Policy requires all
investments to be placed with a financial institution with a Standard and Poor's rating of at least BBB/Baa. To mitigate credit risk, the Investment Policy restricts investment with
any single financial institution to no more than 50 per cent of the total investment portfolio.
As at 30 June 2017
Cash and cash equivalents
Receivables
Other receivables
As at 30 June 2016
Cash and cash equivalents
Receivables
Other receivables

AAA
$'000
-

AA
$'000
-

A
$'000
-

AAA
$'000
-

AA
$'000
130,000
-

A
$'000
80,000
-

Credit rating
A-1+
A-1
$'000
$'000
639,779
290,000
Credit rating
A-1+
$'000
235,000
-

A-1
$'000
375,339
-

A-2
$'000
50,000
-

Not rated
$'000
2,407
7,713

Total
$'000
979,779
2,407
7,713

A-2
$'000
-

Not rated
$'000
229
6,187

Total
$'000
820,339
229
6,187

Comcare holds no collateral to mitigate against credit risk.
Credit quality of financial instruments not past due nor individually determined as impaired
Not past due Not past due nor
Past due or
Past due or
impaired
impaired
nor impaired
impaired
2017
$'000
96
4,061
4,157

2016
$'000
92
5,345
5,437

Ageing of financial assets that were past due but not impaired for 2017
0 to 30
31 to 60
61 to 90
days
days
days
$'000
$'000
$'000
Receivables
95
Other receivables
7
15
142
Total
7
110
142

90+
days
$'000
1
2,879
2,880

Total
$'000
96
3,043
3,139

Ageing of financial assets that were past due but not impaired for 2016
0 to 30
31 to 60
days
days
$'000
$'000
Receivables
59
5
Other receivables
18
119
Total
77
124

90+
days
$'000
23
4,081
4,104

Total
$'000
91
4,326
4,417

Cash and cash equivalents
Receivables
Other receivables
Total

2017
$'000
979,779
2,311
3,652
985,742

2016
$'000
820,339
137
842
821,318

61 to 90
days
$'000
4
108
112

5.3F Liquidity risk
Comcare's financial liabilities were trade creditors, workers' compensation payables and other payables. Comcare has negligible liquidity risk as it has substantial cash holdings
to meet its short term financial obligations at 30 June. Under Comcare's Investment Policy, investments are managed in a manner which maximises investment return while
minimising risk ensures that accessibility of funds is maintained and cash flow requirements are met.
Maturities for financial liabilities 2017

Trade creditors
Workers' compensation claims payable
Total
Maturities for financial liabilities 2016

Trade creditors
Workers' compensation claims payable
Total

On
demand
$'000
-

Within 1
year
$'000
3,169
3,041
6,210

1 to 2
years
$'000
-

2 to 5
years
$'000
-

>5
years
$'000
-

Total
$'000
3,169
3,041
6,210

On
demand
$'000
-

Within 1
year
$'000
3,310
2,540
5,850

1 to 2
years
$'000
-

2 to 5
years
$'000
-

>5
years
$'000
-

Total
$'000
3,310
2,540
5,850

Comcare has no derivative financial liabilities in either the current or prior years.
5.3G Market risk
Currency risk
Currency risk refers to the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate because of changes in foreign exchange rates. Comcare holds basic
financial instruments that do not expose it to certain market risks. Comcare is not exposed to 'currency risk' or 'other price risk'.
Interest rate risk

Interest rate risk refers to the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate because of changes in market interest rates.
The only interest bearing item on the balance sheet is 'cash and cash equivalents'. 'Cash and cash equivalents' comprises investments in both term deposit accounts and
standard banking transaction accounts. Those investments held in term deposit accounts bear interest at a fixed rate and will not fluctuate with changes in market interest rates.
The daily cash balance in the standard banking transaction account is stated at a nominal amount and is not subject to interest rate risk.
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Note 5.4: FAIR VALUE MEASUREMENT
The following tables provide an analysis of assets and liabilities that are measured at fair value.
The different levels of the fair value hierarchy are defined below.
Level 1: Quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or liabilities that the entity can access at measurement date.
Level 2: Inputs other than quoted prices included within Level 1 that are observable for the asset or liability, either directly or indirectly.
Level 3: Unobservable inputs for the asset or liability.
5.4A Fair value measurements, valuation techniques and inputs used

Non-financial assets

2

Leasehold improvements
Computer and IT equipment
Office equipment
Artwork
Motor vehicle

Fair value measurement
at the end of the reporting period
2017
2016
Category
$'000
$'000 (Level 1, 2 or 3)

For Levels 2 and 3 fair value measurements
Valuation technique(s)1

11,343

13,290 Level 3

Cost approach

2,629

1,193 Level 2

-

16 Level 2

Market
comparable

54

60 Level 2

-

5 Level 2

Total non-financial assets

14,026

14,564

Total fair value measurements of assets in the
statement of financial position

14,026

14,564

Market
comparable
Market
comparable
Market
comparable

Actual cost of replacement of similar assets.
Price per square metre.

Sale prices of comparable computer and IT
equipment.

Sale prices of comparable office equipment.

Private sales of similar artwork. Professional
appraisals of similar artwork.
Sale price of comparable motor vehicles.

1. Comcare engaged a professional valuer to undertake a comprehensive valuation of non-financial assets as at 30 June 2016.
2. The highest and best use of all non-financial assets are the same as their current use.
5.4B Reconciliation for recurring Level 3 fair value measurements

As at 1 July
Total (losses) recognised in net cost of services 1
Purchase
Transfer into Level 32
Total as at 30 June

Non-financial assets
Leasehold improvements
Total
2017
2016
2017
$'000
$'000
$'000
13,290
13,290
(2,678)
(2,678)
731
731
13,290
11,343
13,290
11,343

2016
$'000
13,290
13,290

Accounting policy
Any transfers between levels of the fair value hierarchy are deemed to have occurred at the end of the reporting period.
1. These losses are presented in the Statement of Comprehensive Income under note 2.2A.
2. Transfers into Level 3 relate to Leasehold Improvements amounts held at 30 June 2015 and reported as Level 2. Comcare deems transfers between levels of the fair value
hierarchy to have occurred at the end of the 2015-16 reporting period.
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OTHER INFORMATION
Note 6.1: ASSETS HELD IN TRUST
Comcare Beneficiaries Trust Account
The Beneficiaries Trust Account was established on 1 December 1988 to administer compensation benefits paid under both the
Compensation (Commonwealth Government Employees) Act 1971 and the SRC Act to beneficiaries that are under a legal
disability. The majority of these are children under the age of 18 who have been awarded compensation following the death of a
parent under compensable circumstances.
These monies are not available for other purposes of Comcare and are not recognised in the financial statements.
2017
$'000

2016
$'000

1,285

1,176

79
32
1,396

140
40
1,356

98
98

71
71

Total value held by Comcare at the end of the reporting period

1,298

1,285

Total cash at bank

1,298

1,285

Cash at bank
Total amount held by Comcare at the beginning of the reporting period
Add:
Available for payment
Less:

Funds deposited
Interest earned
Final payouts

The above values are estimated at fair value at the time when acquired.
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Note 6.2: REPORTING OF OUTCOMES
Outcome 1 - Support participation and productivity through healthy and safe workplaces that minimise the impact of harm in workplaces
covered by Comcare.

Expenses
Employee benefits
Supplier expenses
Depreciation and amortisation
Finance costs
Write-downs and impairment of assets
Losses/(Gains) from asset sales
Workers' compensation claims expense
Common law asbestos-related disease claims expense
Total expenses

2017
$'000

Outcome 1

Total

2016
$'000

2017
$'000

66,775
35,476
4,925
39
664
26
246,016
18,708
372,629

67,801
33,631
5,662
101
(186)
(12)
259,185
22,594
388,776

66,775
35,476
4,925
39
664
26
246,016
18,708
372,629

67,801
33,631
5,662
101
(186)
(12)
259,185
22,594
388,776

22,613
16,159
382,502
30,168
408

19,531
17,416
414,666
27,554
757

22,613
16,159
382,502
30,168
408

19,531
17,416
414,666
27,554
757

2016
$'000

368,500

62,600

368,500

62,600

85,820
60,999
(127,186)
839,983

12,740
66,167
20,372
641,803

85,820

12,740

(127,186)
839,983

20,372
641,803

Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Trade and other receivables
Other financial assets
Property, plant and equipment
Computer software
Other non-financial assets
Total assets

979,779
2,813,472
8,417
14,026
4,151
1,445
3,821,290

820,339
2,960,208
12,442
14,564
3,989
1,771
3,813,313

979,779
2,813,472
8,417
14,026
4,151
1,445
3,821,290

820,339
2,960,208
12,442
14,564
3,989
1,771
3,813,313

Liabilities
Suppliers
Workers' compensation claims payable
Other payables
Employee provisions
Workers' compensation claims
Common law asbestos-related disease claims
Other provisions
Total liabilities

3,169
3,041
17,275
16,159
2,794,000
969,920
2,468
3,806,032

3,310
2,540
6,243
16,608
3,163,700
1,070,580
2,422
4,265,403

3,169
3,041
17,275
16,159
2,794,000
969,920
2,468
3,806,032

3,310
2,540
6,243
16,608
3,163,700
1,070,580
2,422
4,265,403

Comcare's program components supporting the outcome are described in the Overview.
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Income
Sale of goods and rendering of services
Fees and fines
Workers' compensation premiums
Interest
Other revenue
Gains from movement in workers' compensation claims
provision
Gains from movement in common law asbestos-related
disease claims provision
Revenue from Government
Available funding from movement in claims provision
Total income
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Appendix—Statutory reporting requirements
under the Work Health and Safety Act 2011
NOTIFIABLE INCIDENTS
Table 30: Notifiable incidents notified to Comcare under section 38 of the WHS Act
Type of notifiable incidents
Total notifiable incidents
Deaths
Assessed as worker fatalities
Serious injury or illness
Dangerous incident

2013–14

2014–15

2015–16

2016–17

1797

1560

1408

1354

30

26

33

34

8

9

14*

15

579

524

523

539

1188

1010

852

781

* Investigation results confirmed two incidents did not meet the requirements for notifiable incidents reducing the 2015–16 result from 14 to 12.

INVESTIGATIONS/INSPECTIONS
Table 31: Number of investigations and inspections commenced
Investigations/inspections

2013–14

2014–15

2015–16

2016–17

2498*

2404*

1807*

1968*

* Activities counted under the label ‘Investigations/inspections’ include liaison inspections, compliance inspections, verifications, stakeholder
engagements and information and advice.
Note: In July 2016, Comcare introduced a Compliance and Enforcement Policy (C&E Policy) that realigned its approach to delivering regulatory
services. On 1 April 2017, Comcare implemented business process changes that align regulatory operations with the C&E Policy.

Table 32: Number of notices and directions under the WHS Act
2013–14

2014–15

2015–16

2016–17

8

Notices issued under section 191

26

8

18

8

Notices issued under section 1959

15

6

8

9

8

1

2

14

Notices under section 198

10

SEIZURES
During 2016–17, Comcare made eight seizures under section 175 or 176 of the WHS Act.

REMEDIAL ACTION
During 2016–17, Comcare took no remedial action under sections 211 or 212 of the WHS Act.

8

Issue of improvement notice.

9

Issue of prohibition notice.

10 Issue of non-disturbance notice.
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WHS UNDERTAKINGS
During 2016–17, Comcare did not accept any written WHS Undertakings under section 216 of the WHS Act.

REVIEWS
During 2016–17, three applications for internal review under section 224 of the WHS Act were received by
Comcare. No applications for external review under section 229 of the WHS Act were received

INFRINGEMENT NOTICES
During 2016–17, Comcare did not issue any infringement notices under section 243 of the WHS Act. The WHS
Regulations do not currently prescribe any provision of the WHS Act that is enforceable by infringement notice.

PROSECUTIONS
In 2016–17, Comcare concluded two and commenced one criminal proceeding under the WHS Act.

Commonwealth Director of Public Prosecutions v John Holland Pty Ltd (AMC-15-8243)—
completed
On 29 May 2017, the Magistrates Court of South Australia in Adelaide imposed an aggregate penalty of
$281,250 plus court costs against John Holland Pty Ltd in a criminal prosecution for three offences under section
32 of the WHS Act. The proceedings related to an incident on 26 July 2013 at the Urban Superway Precast yard
(part of the Urban Superway project at South Road, Angle Park, South Australia) where a portal crane collided with
an occupied elevated work platform.

Commonwealth Director of Public Prosecutions v Cleanaway Operations Pty Ltd
(DCCRM-16-2405)—completed

Commonwealth Director of Public Prosecutions v Cleanaway Operations Pty Ltd
On 15 August 2016, criminal proceedings were commenced in the Magistrates’ Court of South Australia in
Adelaide against Cleanaway Operations Pty Ltd (Cleanaway) for offences against section 32 of the WHS Act. The
proceedings relate to a crash involving a Cleanaway sewage tanker on Adelaide’s South Eastern Freeway on 18
August 2014.
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On 19 April 2017, the District Court of South Australia imposed a penalty of $650,000 against Cleanaway
Operations Pty Ltd (Cleanaway) in relation to one offence against section 32 of the WHS Act arising from a
flashfire/chemical burns incident. The proceedings related to an incident which occurred at Cleanaway’s Wingfield
solvent distillation plant on 25 July 2013, where a flash fire emerged from a chemical distillation still during the
process of distilling a new chemical product.
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Appendix—Ecologically sustainable
development and environmental performance
Under section 516A of the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act), government
organisations must report annually on their ecologically sustainable development (ESD) and environmental
performance. Comcare is committed to advancing the principles of ESD and practicing these principles in its
everyday activities and long-term projects.
We recognise that day to day activities consume resources and create waste. This year we have continued several
activities to reduce our environmental impact with a focus on information and communication technology (ICT)
and building operations as the major consumers of energy and other resources.
In February 2017, Comcare achieved a 5 star National Australian Built Environment Rating System (NABERS)
Energy Tenancy rating for levels 3 to 5, 121 Marcus Clarke Street, Canberra in the ACT.
NABERS is a national rating system that measures the environmental performance of Australian buildings,
tenancies and homes. NABERS measures the energy efficiency, water usage, waste management and indoor
environment quality of a building or tenancy and its impact on the environment.
Comcare continues to undertake activities to reduce our environmental impact including:
> using electronic workflows aimed to reduce the use of paper and the need to retain paper copies
> using the energy saving features of the Windows Operating System
> using server virtualisation to reduce both power consumption and computer hardware requirements
> using the power saving features of computer monitors and televisions
> participating in whole-of-government purchasing arrangements for electricity
> installing sensor lighting systems in all office fit outs
> participating in and promoting Earth Hour 2017
> providing end of trip facilities to encourage employees to cycle to work
> purchasing 50 per cent recycled A4 paper, 100 per cent recycling of paper waste and recycling of other
stationery items.

TECHNOLOGY EQUIPMENT UPGRADE
In 2016–17 Comcare increased the number of video conferencing units in its offices. Comcare encourages staff
to use the video conferencing equipment to reduce domestic travel. The video conferencing units have been
configured to be in sleep mode to save energy when not in use.
Comcare also rationalised its suite of MFDs (multi-function devices) reducing the number of MFDs in our offices
which will help to reduce energy and paper consumption.
The MFDs have default duplex, black and white printing and standby times when not in use.
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WASTE AND RECYCLING
Comcare continues to participate in the ACT Government ACTSmart Office Recycling Program in its Canberra
office. The Canberra office at 121 Marcus Clarke Street renewed its accreditation in February 2017 and currently
sends 85 per cent of its waste to a recycling centre. Comcare provides recycling streams (including co-mingled,
cardboard and paper recycling) in all of offices have waste and recycling systems in place.
Comcare recycles 100 per cent of toner cartridges and florescent light tubes and maintains a battery recycling
facility in the Canberra office.
Externally, Comcare provides the ability to download publications from its website. This allows documents to be
sent and stored electronically, reducing the impact of printing and distribution of hard copy material.

PERFORMANCE IN FOCUS—RESULTS
Energy consumption
Power consumption per person remained steady in 2016–17. Table 33 shows Comcare’s power consumption
over the past four financial years.
Comcare measures paper consumption by purchases made during the financial year. In 2016–17, Comcare’s
paper consumption decreased by 20 per cent from the previous year. Overall, Comcare’s paper consumption is
trending down in accordance with our commitment to reduce our environmental impact.

Comcare vehicles
Comcare only leases vehicles with 10.5 GVG rating in accordance with the Green Vehicle Guide
Table 33: Comcare’s environmental performance 2016–17
Environmental performance
Average power consumption per full-time equivalent
employee (Mega joules/person/annum)
Paper consumption11
(reams of paper)

2013–14

2014–15

2015–16

2016–17

6526

5963

5636

5671

11,580

6538

8324

6577
APPENDICES AND REFERENCES

11 Amount purchased during the financial year
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Appendix—Procurement and contract
management
Comcare procurement was undertaken in accordance with the PGPA Act and the Commonwealth Procurement
Rules (March 2016).
This year Comcare continued to focus on delivering procurement and contract management solutions to meet the
changing nature of the organisation. This included initiatives to streamline procurement and contract management
practices and processes.
Comcare actively supports the Indigenous Procurement Policy meeting the targets set, to ensure indigenous
business opportunities continue to grow.

DETAILS OF CONTRACTS FOR CONSULTANCY SERVICES
In 2016–17 Comcare’s total consultancy expense, with an individual contract value of $10,000 or more (GST
inclusive) was $748,845. During 2016–17, there were 11 new consultancy contracts entered into and no
consultancies continued from 2015–16 into 2016–17.
Table 34: Consultancy services 2016–17–at 1 July 2017
Supplier name

Description of services

Contract value

Procurement method

Justification

Duesburys Nexia

Asciano Services continuous
financial assessment monitoring

$20,790

Open tender

B

Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu

Provision of Fraud Contract Plan
and fraud awareness training

$91,944

Open tender

A

Infront Systems Pty Ltd

ICT375 Enterprise Architecture
Capability Plan

$11,000

Open tender

A

Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu

Review SRCC Prudential/ Financial
Framework Part One & Part Two

$89,485

Open tender

B

Shearwater Solutions

ICT384 Threat Risk Assessment
Office 365

$10,890

Open tender

B

Farrar Family Trust
Paladin—Risk
Management Service

Expert services—WHS Act
investigation

$11,200

Open tender

A

Infront Systems Pty Ltd

ICT419—Digital Transformation
Program consultants

$39,600

Open tender

C

Shearwater Solutions

ICT389—Threat Risk Assessment
CALM Pilot

$11,550

Open tender

B

Experts Direct Pty Ltd

Expert services- WHS Act
investigation

$13,300

Open tender

C

NE&A Pty Ltd

Provision of Work Health Advisor
Services

$438,466

Limited tender

A

Young Actuarial & Software

Consultancy premium allocation &
case estimate support

$10,620

Limited tender

A

Total

$748,845

More information on the value of contracts above the relevant threshold of $400,000 is available on the
AusTender website www.tenders.gov.au.
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TABLE 34 NOTES
Note 1
Explanation of selection process terms drawn from the Commonwealth Procurement Rules (March 2016).
Open tender: A procurement procedure in which a request for tender is published inviting all businesses that
satisfy the conditions for participation to submit tenders. Public tenders are generally sought from the Australian
Government AusTender internet site.
Prequalified tender: A procurement procedure in which the procuring agency selects which potential suppliers are
invited to submit tenders (this includes tenders submitted through Multi Use Lists). This procurement process may
only be used under certain defined circumstances.
Limited tender: A form of restricted tendering, available only under certain defined circumstances, with a single
potential supplier or suppliers being invited to bid because of their unique expertise and/or their special ability to
supply the goods and/or services sought.
Panel: An arrangement under which a number of suppliers, initially selected through an open tender process,
may each supply property or services to an agency as specified in the panel arrangements. Quotes are sought
from suppliers that have prequalified on the agency panels to supply to the Government. This category includes
standing offers and supplier panels where the supply of goods and services may be provided for a pre-determined
length of time, usually at a prearranged price.

Note 2
Justification for decision to use consultancy:
A—Required specialist skills not available in-house
B—Independent review, research or assessment required
C—Independent agent or facilitator required.
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Appendix—Indemnities and insurance
Comcare purchased Directors’ and Officers’ liability insurance and professional indemnity insurance for 2016–17
from Comcover.
The insurances provided coverage for all employees, including the CEO, Executive officers and all employees
officially engaged by Comcare. Members of the SRCC are covered under a separate insurance policy. Directors’
and Officers’ liability insurance covered the consequences of any wrongful act of these employees. There is no
excess payable in the event of a claim under this insurance cover with the exception of defence costs which have
a $2000 limit. Directors’ and Officers’ liability does not cover any wilful breach of duty.
Comcare paid $74,561 ($95,182 in 2015–16) for directors’ and officers’ insurance for 2016–17 (excluding
GST). There were no claims against the directors’ and officers’ liability insurance during 2016–17.
Professional indemnity insurance indemnifies Comcare, the CEO and SES employees for damages or judgments
and defence costs awarded against Comcare arising from the execution for breach of their duty. There is no excess
payable in the event of a claim under this insurance cover with the exception of defence costs which have a
$2000 limit.
There were no claims against the Professional Indemnity cover in 2016–17.
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Appendix—Advertising and market research
During 2016–17, Comcare conducted no advertising campaigns or market research.
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Appendix—Amendments to previous annual
report
The following erratum has been identified in the Comcare and SRCC Annual Reports 2015–16.
Work health and safety notices, Work Health and Safety Act 2011 (schedule 2, Part 3) pages 143–145 table was
omitted.
Table 35: Number of notices under the WHS Act for 2015–16
2012–13

2013–14

2014–15

2015–16

12

Notices issued under section 191

18

26

8

18

Notices issued under section 19513

16

15

6

8

Notices issued under section 19814

4

8

1

2

12 Issue of improvement notice.
13 Issue of prohibition notice.
14 Issue of non-disturbance notice.
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Glossary
AAP

Comcare’s Accessibility Action Plan

AAT

Administrative Appeals Tribunal—The AAT can, on request, review administrative
decisions by most Australian and Australian Capital Territory Government
departments and authorities. This includes reviewing reconsideration decisions
made by Comcare. Either an employee or an employer may request a review of
a decision.

ACC

New Zealand Accident Compensation Corporation

ADF

Australian Defence Force

Affirmation rate

Affirmation rate is the percentage of original decisions which were upheld
following a request for reconsideration.

ANAO

Australian National Audit Office

APS

Australian Public Service

APSC

Australian Public Service Commission

APS Values

Principles, standards and qualities in accordance with which the Australian
Public Service operates.

ARC Act

Asbestos-related Claims (Management of Commonwealth Liabilities) Act 2005

ATO

Australian Taxation Office

Australian WHS Strategy

Australian Work Health and Safety Strategy 2012–2022

Bankwest

BWA Group Services Pty Limited

Case manager

Responsible for workplace-based management of an injured employee’s
return to work plan, as well as for initiating, coordinating and monitoring
the rehabilitation process. The employer is responsible for providing case
managers, who are usually employees of the agency.

CEO

Chief Executive Officer

Claim

Any claim for compensation, for example, the initial injury claim, claim for
payment of medical expenses, or claim for incapacity benefits.

Claims Manager (CM)

Claims Managers are employees with a role in managing claims for workers’
compensation—formerly known as Claims Services Officers (CSOs).
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Comcare Portfolio Budget
Statements (PBS)

Departmental portfolio budget statements provide information on the proposed
allocation of funds to achieve government outcomes. They include budget
statements for the department as well as agencies working under the
department.
The statements provide information to assist parliament to understand the
purpose of each proposed outcome.
The Comcare Portfolio Budget Statements are contained within the Portfolio
Budget Statements for the Department of Employment and Workplace Relations.
Principle instrument that sets out the terms and conditions of employment for
non-SES employees.

ComPARE

Compensation Policy and Return to Work Effectiveness project

Corporate governance

The process by which agencies are directed and controlled. It is generally
understood to encompass authority, accountability, stewardship, leadership,
direction and control.

Corporate Plan

Comcare 2016–17 Corporate Plan

Date of Injury

Date of occurrence (injury), date first sought medical treatment, or first resulted
in incapacity or impairment (disease).

Delegation

The written assignment of authority and responsibility to another person to carry
out specific activities.

Determination

A decision to accept or reject a claim.

Determining Authority

Organisation responsible for making a decision on a claim

Disease

From 13 April 2007 any ailment suffered by an employee, or the aggravation
of such an ailment, that is contributed to, to a significant degree, by the
employee’s employment.

EAP

Employee assistance program

EL

Executive Level

EPBC Act

Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999

ESD

Ecologically sustainable development

Estimated liability

An estimate of future payments to be made in relation to an individual claim

FOI

Freedom of information

FOI Act

Freedom of Information Act 1982

FTE

Full-time equivalent, in the context of staffing levels
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GP

General practitioner

GST

Goods and services tax

GVG

Green Vehicle Guide

HBoW

Health Benefits of Work Programme

HSR

Health and safety representative

HWCA

Heads of Workers’ Compensation Authorities

HWSA

Heads of Workplace Safety Authorities

ICT

Information communication technology

Impairment

The loss, the loss of use, or the damage or malfunction, of any bodily system or
function or part of such system or function. A permanent impairment is one that
is likely to continue indefinitely.

Incapacity

A diminished ability to earn

Incapacity benefit

A payment made directly or indirectly, by way of income maintenance.

Injury

Refers to either an injury or disease. An injury can be a physical or mental injury
and includes aggravation of a pre-existing ailment.

IPS

Information Publication Scheme

ISCRR

Institute for Safety, Compensation and Recovery Research

KPI

Key performance indicator

LCPM

Licence Compliance and Performance Model. The LCPM provides the regulatory
framework under which the SRCC monitors and assesses licensee performance,
and replaced the previous Licensee Improvement Program and Tier Model.

Liability

The effect of a determination, creating a legal obligation to pay compensation
under the SRC Act.

Licensed self-insurers

A Commonwealth authority or a corporation that is a holder of a licence under
Part VIII of the SRC Act.

Licensees

Licensed self-insurers

LKPIs

Licensee Key Performance Indicators

LIP

Licensee Improvement Program

LMS

Learning management system
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Military Rehabilitation and Compensation Act 2004 (MRC Act)

MRCC

Military Rehabilitation and Compensation Commission

NABERS

National Australian Built Environment Ratings Scheme

OAIC

Office of the Australian Information Commissioner

OAM

Medal of the Order of Australia

OH&S

Occupational health and safety

OHS Act

Occupational Health and Safety Act 1991—Provides for the health, safety and
welfare at work of employees of Australian Government departments and
authorities, and licensed self-insurers.

OHS(MI) Act

Occupational Health and Safety (Maritime Industry) Act 1993

PBS

Portfolio Budget Statements—key purpose is to inform Senators and Members of
Parliament of the proposed allocation of resources to government outcomes by
agencies within the relevant portfolio.

PDP

Performance Development Plan

People Plan

Comcare’s People Plan

PGPA Act

Public Governance, Performance and Accountability Act 2013

PGPA Rule

Public Governance, Performance and Accountability Rule 2014

Premium

A contribution made to Comcare in respect of the estimated costs of a customer
agency’s workers’ compensation costs for a given financial year. It is based
on fully funded principles and is designed to be responsive to the employing
agency’s claims experience.

Premium claim

Claim with a date of injury after the introduction of Comcare’s premium system
on l July 1989. Also referred to as an ‘insured’ claim.

Premium paying
employers

Commonwealth departments, agencies and the ACT Government who pay
a workers’ compensation premium under the Safety, Rehabilitation and
Compensation Act 1988.

Premium rate

The rate, expressed as a percentage of wage/salary dollar, which, when
multiplied by the estimate of wage/salary, will provide the premium payable by
that agency.

Pre-premium claim

Claim with a date of injury before the introduction of Comcare’s premium
system on l July 1989. These claims and the resultant expenditure may also be
called ‘uninsured’.
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Privacy Act

Privacy Act 1988

Provider

Person or organisation providing medical, rehabilitation or health services in
relation to a work related injury or disease.

Public Service Act

Public Service Act 1999

RAP

Comcare’s Reconciliation Action Plan

Reconsideration

An employee or employer, who is dissatisfied with a decision made under the
SRC Act, may ask for that decision to be reviewed by an officer not involved in
the making of the decision in question. The result of such a review is called a
reviewable decision.

Rehabilitation

A managed process involving early intervention with appropriate, adequate and
timely services based on injured worker’s assessed needs.

Rehabilitation Case
Manager (RCM)

The RCM works for the employer and is responsible for arranging and managing
rehabilitation for injured employees of their agency. All determinations and
correspondence sent to an employee by a Claims Manager (CM) is also
provided to the employer through the RCM.

Return to Work Survey

Survey used to measure return to work outcomes of injured employees receiving
workers’ compensation.

RTW

Return to work

Seacare Authority

The Seafarers Safety, Rehabilitation and Compensation Authority

Seafarers Act

Seafarers Rehabilitation and Compensation Act 1992

SES

Senior Executive Service

SRC Act

Safety, Rehabilitation and Compensation Act 1988—the legislation which
established Comcare and defines how the workers’ compensation function is to
be administered for the Australian and ACT Governments and a corporation that
is a holder of a licence under Part VIII of the SRC Act.

SRCC

Safety, Rehabilitation and Compensation Commission. See also ‘The
Commission’.

SRC Directions

Safety, Rehabilitation and Compensation Directions 2002

Strategic Plan

The Commissions Strategic Plan 2015–16
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The Commission

Safety, Rehabilitation and Compensation Commission—responsible for issuing
licences for self-insurance and claims management, and for various regulatory
functions under the OHS legislation. Until 1992 it was referred to as the
Commission for the Safety, Rehabilitation and Compensation of Commonwealth
Employees. It reports to the Minister for Employment.

RPF

Regulator Performance Framework

The Minister

The Minister for Employment

The scheme

The Comcare scheme

WHS

Work health and safety

WHS Act

Work Health and Safety Act 2011

WHS Managers

Work health and safety managers
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Compliance index
The annual report has been prepared in accordance with section 46 of the Public, Governance, Performance and
Accountability Act 2013 and Subdivision B of Division 3A of the Public Governance, Performance and Accountability
Amendment (Corporate Commonwealth Entity Annual Reporting) Rule 2014. These requirements were approved on
behalf of the Parliament by the Joint Committee of Public Accounts and Audit on 2 May 2016.
PGPA Rule
Reference

Description

17BB

Letter of transmittal

17BB

Approval of annual report by accountable authority

Annual Report
page/comments
iii–iv

Parliamentary standards
17BC

Parliamentary standards of presentation

YES – confirmed

17BD

Plain English and clear design

YES – confirmed

17BE

Contents of the annual report

17BE(a)

Details of enabling legislation

2–3

17BE(b)

Summary of objects and functions

2,10–12,18–19

17BE(c)

Responsible Minister

ii

17BE(c)

Electronic address of report.

inside cover

17BE(d)

Directions by the Minister

52

17BE(e)

Government policy orders (including details of non-compliance)

52

17BE(h)

Significant non-compliance with finance law

52

17BE(j)

Details of accountable authority members

12

17BE(k)

Organisational structure

13

17BE(l)

Office locations

14

17BE(m)

Main corporate governance practices

46–52

17BE(n)

Decision making for procurement, tenders and contracts
(including details)

131

17BE(p)

Significant activities affecting operations or structure

8–9, 15–16

17BE(q)

Judicial decisions and administrative decisions

53–54

17BE(r)

Reports by:
> the Auditor General
> a Committee of either house, or of both Houses, of Parliament
> the Commonwealth Ombudsman
> the Office of the Australian Information Commissioner

53–54

17BE(s)

Obtain information from a subsidiary

Not applicable

17BE(t)

Indemnity and insurance

124

17BE(u)

Index and list of requirements

134–142
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PGPA Rule
Reference

Description

Annual Report
page/comments

17BF

Disclosure requirements for government business enterprises

17BF(1)

Changes in financial conditions and community service
obligations

8, 15–16

17BF(2)

Information that is commercially prejudicial

Not applicable

Entity’s performance reports
17BE(g)

Annual performance statements

17BE(g); 16F

Annual performance statement in accordance with paragraph
39(1)(b) of the Act.

17AF(1)

Financial performance reports

17AF(1)(a)

A discussion and analysis of the entity’s financial performance.

15–16

17AF(1)(b)

A table summarising the total resources and total payments of the
entity.

15

17AD(e)

Financial statements

43(4) PGPA Act

Inclusion of the annual financial statements in accordance with
subsection 43(4) of the Act.

18–44

82–123

Additional statutory requirements
Work health and safety—Work Health and Safety Act 2011 (Schedule 2, Part 4)

60–62

Environmental matters—Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999
(section 516A)

120–121

Advertising and market research—Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918 (section 311A)

125

Directions by Minister—Safety, Rehabilitation and Compensation Act 1988 (section 73)

Not applicable

Work health and safety statistics—Work Health and Safety Act 2011 (Schedule 2, Part 3)

118–119
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Alphabetical index
A

CEO’s Awards 59
claims

Accessibility Action Plan (AAP) 57

asbestos 25

accountability see management and accountability

Claims Management Pilot 52

administrative costs, reducing 21
advertising 125
amendments
previous Annual Report 126
Andreacchio, Dominic 69, 70, 71

continuance rate 16, 20, 41
licensee activity 76
overview 8
premium 25
timeliness of determination 23, 24, 25
workers’ compensation 62

approved providers 29

client satisfaction 38, 44

APSC State of the Service Survey 39

Client Satisfaction Survey 38

asbestos claims 3, 10, 19

Collaborative Partnership to Improve Work
Participation 9, 26–7

performance report 25
Asbestos-related Claims (Management of
Commonwealth Liabilities) Act 2005 2, 10
audit

Comcare Commission
annual report structure i
contact details 14

external 53

Corporate Plan 9, 18, 19, 26, 46

internal 50

Director’s review 8–9

Audit and Risk Committee 47–9, 50
meeting attendance 48
Australia Day Awards 59
Australian Government agencies 10
Australian National Audit Office (ANAO) 46, 53
Australian Public Service (APS) Employee Census 44

Executive 14
external scrutiny 53–4
financial review 15–16
governance 46–52
insurer, role as 8, 10, 18
leadership, assessment of 39, 44, 46
letter of transmittal iii

Australian Work Health and Safety Strategy 2012–2022
(Australian WHS Strategy) 28

locations 14

B

organisational structure 13

Bashford, Graham 48
Baxter, Michelle 69, 70
Bekis, Natalie 14

management and accountability 12, 46–62
outlook 9
overview 2–5, 10
partnerships 8–9, 26–7
projects 9, 27
regulator, as 11

Borowick, Michael 69, 70

Seacare Authority, relationship with 2, 12

C

senior management committees 47

Capability Framework 59
Cash, Hon. Michaella iii, iv, 66
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SRCC, support of 36, 37, 72
strategic planning 46

137
Comcare Enterprise Agreement 2016–2019 58
Comcare scheme

corporate management, efficient and cost effective
(Purpose 4) 18

coverage 4

analysis of performance against purpose 42–4

disputation rates 5

performance criteria 28, 38–41

legislation 2

Corporate Management Group 38

management 11, 18, 35
overview 2–3

Corporate Plan 2016–17 (Comcare) 9, 18, 26, 44,
46, 53

performance 8

performance criteria 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 34

profile 4–5

Corporate Planning in the Australian Public Sector 53

rehabilitation and return to work 5

cost recovery 11, 15, 16, 37, 44

roles and responsibilities 2

cost savings 40

strategic direction 8
work health and safety incident notifications 5
workers’ compensation data 4
Comcare v Martin 54

Cross-sector project 9

D

Commonwealth Director of Public Prosecutions v
Cleanaway Operations Pty Ltd 119

decisions, review of 54

Commonwealth Director of Public Prosecutions v John
Holland Pty Ltd 119

Diversity Calendar 58

Commonwealth Fraud Control Framework 2014 49

Diversity Working Group 58

Commonwealth Ombudsman inquiries 54

E

Commonwealth performance framework 18

digital strategy 43
Diversity Champion 58

Commonwealth safety, rehabilitation and
compensation scheme 3

Early Intervention Programme 61–2

Compendium for WHS and workers compensation
statistics 2015–16 37

education 32, 33

complaints 51–2

employees 55–62

ecologically sustainable development (ESD) 120–121
Employee Assistance Program (EAP) 61
conditions of service 58

Compliance Investigation Unit 50

engagement 39, 44

Compliance Investigation Team Investigators 50

headcount by classification 56

compliments 52

injuries see injured workers

consultancy services 122
consultation with licensees
SRCC 72
contract management 122

learning and development 59–60
People Plan 2016–2019 42, 44, 57, 59
recruitment 57
remuneration 58
reward and recognition 59
work health and safety see work health and safety
workforce profile 55–6
workplace diversity 55, 57–8
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compliance index 134–135
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Employer mobilisation project 9
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation
Act 1999 120
environmental performance 120–121

H
Hall, Jane 69, 70
Health Benefits of Work (HBoW) Programme 9, 26

Comcare vehicles 121

Hudson, Catherine 69, 70

energy consumption 121

Hughes, Aaron 14

technology equipment upgrade 120

Hughes, Sean 48

waste and recycling 121
Executive Committee 47
external scrutiny 53–4

F

I
incidents
notifiable 62, 118
indemnities 124

Finance and Investment Committee 47
finance law, non-compliance with 52
financial reports i, 81–115
Comcare operating result 15

Information Publication Scheme (IPS) 51
infringement notices 119
injured workers
mechanism of injury 41

financial review 15–16
fraud control 49
covert surveillance 50

satisfaction rates 23
insurance 10, 18
Comcare 124

prevention 50
freedom of information 51, 53
Freedom of Information Act 1982 51
funding 15
ratio 8, 15, 16, 20, 26

G

leading insurer (Purpose 1) 18, 20–27
integrity 46
investigations 118

J
Jeffrey, Gary 14

General Policy Orders 52

‘JO’ and Comcare (Privacy) 53

general practitioners (GPs)

K

Certificate of Capacity 9, 27
glossary 128–133
Gould, Trevor 69, 70, 71
governance
Comcare 46–52
Grey, Amanda 70
Griggs, Ray 69, 70
Guidelines for Rehabilitation Authorities 2012
review of 37
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key result areas see also by Purpose
Comcare 19
Kibble, Steve 69, 70, 71

139
L

Middlebrook, Tony 14

‘LB’ and Comcare (Privacy) 54

N

Ministerial Directions 52, 71

leadership
Comcare 39, 44, 46
Leadership Development Series 44, 59

Napier, Justin 14

Leadership, Learning and Development Strategy 59

National Australian Built Environment Rating System
(NABERS) Energy Tenancy rating 120

letters of transmittal iii–iv

National Health and Safety Committee 47

Licence Compliance and Performance Improvement
(LCPI) report 75

national regulator (Purpose 2) 18

Licence Compliance and Performance Model (LCPM)
66, 74–7
Licensee Improvement Program and Tier Model 74
Licensee Key Performance Indicators (LKPI) 75, 77
licensing 72–9
applications 72, 77
claims activity 76

analysis of performance against purpose 32–3
performance criteria 19, 28–31
National WHS Forum Programme 33
Newman, Lisa 69, 70
notifiable incidents 62, 118

O

consultation with licensees 72

Office of the Australian Information Commissioner
(OAIC) 53–4

extensions 72, 78

Ombudsman inquiries 54

licence types 73–4

P

conditions 74

licensees’ performance 75–7
performance standards 74
record-keeping 77

Parker, Brad 70

reporting requirements 77

People Committee 47

tier model 74–7

People Plan 2016–2019 42, 44, 57, 59

variations 72, 78

performance

M
management and accountability
Comcare 12, 46–62
SRCC 68
market research 125
Martin v Comcare 54
Maxfield, Benjamin 70
Mentoring Programme 44, 59

Commonwealth framework 18
criteria 19
Performance Development Plans (PDPs) 60
Portfolio Budget Statements 2016–17 18–19, 46
Comcare purposes, and 19
Premium Calculation Tool 26
Premium Determination Guidelines 71
premium insurance operations
performance 16, 21
rates 21, 40
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MacLean, Lynette 14

Comcare scheme 8
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Premiums and Regulatory Contributions Review subcommittee 71

Purpose 3—Excellence in scheme management and
design 8, 18, 19

privacy 51, 53

analysis of performance 37

Privacy Act 1988 51

employer satisfaction with scheme
management 35

procurement 122–123
project management 43, 51

financial stability measured by national
premium rate 35

prosecutions 119

performance criteria 19, 34–6

Public Governance, Performance and Accountability
Act 2013 (PGPA Act) iii, 10, 12, 18, 46, 47, 52, 53,
141

rehabilitation and return to work practices 37

Public Governance, Performance and Accountability
Amendment (Corporate Commonwealth Entity Annual
Reporting) Rule 2014 (PGPA Rule) i, 49, 53, 134,
135

return to work 34
SRCC satisfaction with support provided 36, 37
Purpose 4—Efficient and cost-effective corporate
management 18
analysis of performance against purpose 42–4
best practice governance frameworks 43–4

Public Service Act 1999 58

client satisfaction 38

Purpose 1—Leading insurer 18, 20–7

cost savings 40

administrative costs, reducing 21

digital strategy 43

analysis of performance 26–7

employee engagement 39, 44

asbestos claims 25

employee knowledge and skills 39

claims continuance rate 20
funding 20

implementing outcomes from organisational
reviews 43

injured worker satisfaction rates 23

performance criteria 19, 38–41

premium claims 23, 24, 25

premium rates 21, 26, 40–1

premium rates 21, 26, 40
return to work rate 22
timeliness of claims determination 23, 24, 25
Purpose 2—National regulator 18, 19, 28–33
analysis of performance 32–3

R
Reconciliation Action Plan 2014–17 (RAP) 57
record-keeping 68, 77–8

Australian WHS Strategy 2012–2022 targets and
initiatives 28

Regulator Performance Framework (RPF) 66

compliance activities 29

regulatory campaigns

Nationally Consistent Approval Framework for
Workplace Rehabilitation Providers 29

requirements, achievement of 30
Comcare 33
rehabilitation

performance criteria 19, 28–31

data 5

Regulator Performance Framework (RPF)
requirements 30

practices 37

workplace health and safety awareness 31

Rehabilitation Case Managers
capability standard 37
remedial action 118
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reporting requirements

meetings 70

SRC directions, under 77–8

membership 69

WHS Act, under 118–119

operations 70–1

return to work

Regulator Performance Framework (RPF) 66

case conferencing 27

regulatory burden, reducing 66

data 5

reporting requirements 71

HBoW Programme 9, 26

responsible Minister 66, 68

performance 22, 23, 34, 37

role 3, 68

Return to Work Survey 23
review of decisions 54
Reviewing the Regulation of Self-Insured Licensees
sub-committee 71
reviews, internal 51, 119
Reward and Recognition Policy 59
risk management 50–1
Risk Model 32
Ross, Justine 70

self-insurance 67
strategic focus and plan 66
sub-committees 71
tier model 74–7
work health and safety see work health and safety
Safety, Rehabilitation and Compensation Directions
2002 71, 77–8
scheme management and design (Purpose 3) 18,
34–7
analysis of performance against purpose 32–33
performance criteria 19, 34–6

S
Safe Work Australia 21, 32, 37, 69
Safety, Rehabilitation and Compensation Act 1988
(SRC Act) iii, iv, 2, 3, 10, 12, 37, 51, 54, 66, 68,
71, 72
scheme coverage under 4
Safety, Rehabilitation and Compensation Commission
(SRCC)
accountabilities 68

Seafarers Safety, Rehabilitation and Compensation
Authority (Seacare Authority)
Comcare, relationship with 2, 12
role and functions 12
scheme 12
Security Committee 47
self-insurance 67
self-insurance regulatory model 37, 66, 67, 70, 73,
74, 75
senior management committees 47

Chairperson’s review 66–7

Sherriff, Barry iv, 66–7, 69, 70, 71

Comcare support 36, 37, 72

Somogyi, Stephen 69, 70, 71

consultation with licensees 72

staff see employees

decision-making 71

stakeholder engagement 35, 37, 44, 50, 51

directions 71
establishment 2
functions 68
guidelines 71
letter of transmittal iv
management and accountability 68

Strategic Plan 2016–17 66
strategic planning
Comcare 46
Strategic Risk Register
SRCC 67
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annual report structure i

142
T

Work Health and Safety Act 2011 (WHS Act) iii, 2, 3,
51, 66, 68

Taylor, Jennifer iii, 9, 12, 14, 18

infringement notices 119

Technology and Information Management Committee
47

notices 126

tendering
consultants see consultancy services
training 33, 42, 57, 60, 61, 62

V

investigations and inspections 118
prosecutions under 119
regulation under 11
remedial action 118
reviews 119
scheme coverage under 4, 10
seizures 118

vehicles
Comcare 121
Vertigan, Michael 48, 49

W
Watson, Bruce 14
WHS undertakings 119
WHS Team Talk library 60
Wolski, Brett 70
Woolmer, Lisa 48, 49
work health and safety
awareness 31
Comcare, role of 60–2
early intervention programme 61–2
health and safety initiatives 60–1
management 60–2
notification of incidents 5
performance report 42–3
sit/stand desk usage 61
wellbeing initiatives 61
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statutory reporting under 118–119
WHS undertakings 119
workers’ compensation
Comcare, role of 62
return to work see return to work
scheme profile 4–5
workplace rehabilitation providers (WRP),
approved 29
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